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ABSTRACT
“I LOVE TO READ!”:
SELF-SELECTION AS THE DRIVING FORCE
OF A READING PROGRAM FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS
SEPTEMBER 1997
VIRGINIA M. GONCALO , B. A., RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE
M.Ed., RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE
Ed. D„ UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Masha K. Rudman
The purpose of the study was to describe the process through which young adult
students selected their own books and responded to the reading material in a literature classroom. I
studied the factors that contribute to understanding adolescents’ self-selection methods. I investigated
what they chose to read and why. This study serves to inform further instructional research in the young
adult selection of literary texts as a way of personalizing reading by tailoring it to their own tastes and
interests as young adults.
The adolescents in the yearlong study were students in a middle school set in a rural
New England town. The sample included 19 seventh grade students and 25 eighth grade students who
participated in one 50 minute class each week in which students chose books, read and responded to
books, gave talks about books and authors, real aloud from books, discussed book preferences and dislikes
and presented literary projects. In order to understand these students’ book selection processes, the
following aspects were investigated in the study: 1. What these young adults told us about their book
selection. That is, how they felt about choosing their books in contrast to being assigned literary material
to read. 2. How these adolescents selected books. How they discovered what books appealed to them as
well as what made them continue to read a book. 3. What effect these students’ interests in reading books
had on the selections they made and the responses they made to their reading. 4. How family, peers and
teachers influenced these adolescents in the types of books they chose to read.
Qualitative research methods were used to collect and analyze data. My role was participant
observer each week during the class period and daily in the school halls and library. I kept field notes
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describing the young people’s interaction with books. Data collection consisted of recording what
students said and did as they chose and discussed books with their peers and teachers. Dialogue journals
were kept to indicate students’ responses to the books they were reading. I examined beginning and endof-the-year questionnaires as well as analyzed the mid-year interview. I looked at a survey given to
parents of students in order to investigate the parents’ observations and knowledge of their children’s
involvement with books. Data were also collected from the seventh and the eighth grade teachers and
media specialist who kept their own journals, took part in interviews and met regularly with me to discuss
students’ book selections.
Results indicated that more than half the students preferred selecting their own books rather than
have teachers choose for them. The adolescents became cognizant of the ways that they selected books
from a diverse collection that the teachers had available for them. We heard the testimony of the
adolescents voicing their tastes in books as well as the reasons why these texts interested them. The
teenagers revealed that they shared books and interests with a variety of people including parents, siblings,
extended family, peers, and friends. An integral part of the self-selection program was the student/
teacher interaction around books in response journals and conversation about literature that was personally
appealing and satisfying.
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CHAPTER I
PURPOSE AND OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this study is to describe and analyze the process of 44 young adult students
selecting their own books and responding to the reading material in a literature classroom. The
adolescents in this yearlong study are students in a middle school in a rural town in New England. The
sample includes 19 seventh grade students and 25 eighth grade students who participate in one 50 minute
class each week in which students choose books, read and respond to books in dialogue response journals,
(see Definition of Terms, p. 8) give talks about books and authors, read aloud from books, discuss book
preferences and dislikes, and present literary projects, (see Definition of Terms, p. 9)
In order to understand these students' literary selection processes, the following aspects are
investigated in the study:
1. What these young adults tell us about their book selection. That is, how they feel about
choosing their literary material in contrast to being assigned literary material.
2. How these adolescents select books. How they discover what books appeal to them as well
as what makes them continue reading a book.
3. What effect these students' interests in reading have on the book selections they make and the
responses they make to their reading.
4. How family, peers and teachers influence these adolescents in the types of books they choose.
These four areas emerged from my 1990-1991 pilot study in an eighth grade as well as from
connected readings during doctoral courses such as Issues in Adolescent Literature, Response to
Literature, and Ethnographic Research. I chose these areas because they were constantly a topic of
dialogue with colleagues in adolescent literature. When National Research Center Researcher Linda
Gambrell published her findings on students’ interest in reading, I felt the pull to do further research on
students’ responses to the literature they had selected. This was the focus of my pilot study (1996a). The
elementary school readers in Gambrell’s study were asked what teachers should do to get students more
excited about their reading. Many responded with a resounding “.. .The teacher should let us read our own
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books and tell about them...!” (1996a, p. 14) In my pilot study, the adolescents voiced their opinions on
the opportunity to choose books for literature class. During my observations and interview, on surveys
and in dialogue response journals, teens stated that self-selection of books was a necessary part of their
English class.
Another reason for addressing these areas in the current study was the result of examining Kathy
Short’s discussion of the need to add to educators’ limited knowledge on book selection. Short reported
in Research and Professional Resources in Children’s Literature: Piecing a Patchwork Quilt (1995) that
what are missing are long-term ethnographic studies in which teacher/researchers “actually spend time
observing children, reading their responses to books, and listening to them discuss the reasons for their
attitudes and interests” (1995, p. 66). Educators need to “examine what students are really doing when
they have time to read and can self-select reading materials” (1995, p. 117). In this way, more on “personal
choice, reading widely from a variety of literature, and the value of having students choose what and when
to read would be discovered” (1995, p. 116).
As the students in my study self-selected and discussed books with their peers and teachers, I
collected data on what they wrote, said, and did during the selection and response to literature processes.
Qualitative research methods were used to analyze the data. Observations were conducted each week
during the class period and in the school halls and library. Observations centered on the young people's
verbal and nonverbal interactions as they chose books and discussed them formally and informally, wrote
in their response journals, presented literary projects, and talked with their teachers and peers. I regularly
kept descriptive field notes as a participant observer. I also examined their dialogue response journals in
the analysis and used beginning and end of the year questionnaires and mid-year interviews. I gave a
survey to parents of these students on their involvement in and observations of their children’s selection of
books. Data were also collected from the teachers and media specialist who kept their own journals and
with whom I met regularly to discuss students' book selections.
Background of the Study
During the past four decades we have experienced many changes as teachers of reading. In 1952,
Olsen proposed and described “Individualized Reading” based upon the concepts of "seeking, self-
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selection, and pacing" (Veatch, 1996, p. 515). Jeannette Veatch introduced the program by
recommending the use of trade books instead of what she termed "the outmoded basic reader" (1959, p.
11). In many studies of reading programs, it is the teacher who is choosing the book for students to read
and deciding that everyone must read the same trade book. Veatch claims that this goes against the
purposes of children's literature (1996). There are personal reasons for choosing and reading books.
Masha Rudman, building on Veatch's work, sees that the elements of seeking, selecting and pacing support
the notion that reading is not only used in school but as a tool to help young people understand issues in
life (1984).
During the decades following Olsen’s introduction of Individualized Reading, Smith (1971),
Goodman, (1985) and Rosenblatt (1978, 1983) developed reading process theories emphasizing reading
for meaning. According to these experts, reading always has a purpose and involves feeling. Frank Smith
(1971) along with Goodman (1985) believed that we learn to read by reading, and reading about things
that matter to us helps us develop. Smith explained his position. "Reading can never be separate from the
purposes of readers and from its consequences upon them" (1988, p. 164). Ken Goodman is involved in
the whole language movement that reflects the commitment to promoting students' interests in and
engagement with the processes of reading and writing. He states, "What a reader comprehends in a given
literacy event is very much related to the reader's purpose," (1985, p. 829). To understand the selection
process is to uncover the reasons individuals pick and read a book. In order to do this, it is necessary to
understand why readers read.
Louise Rosenblatt (1978, 1983) also stresses reading as a personal meaning-seeking process from
a text. Her works are important for this study because they are interconnected with the ideas and/or
feelings a reader has in mind when choosing and reading a book. Rosenblatt, who is responsible for
applying the transactional theory to reading, explains how a reader understands the text. Rosenblatt points
out that the reader "infUses" his or her "intellectual and emotional meanings" into the words of the text
when reading them (1983, p. 25). She advocates literary instruction in which readers are encouraged to
make personal sense of literature and express their interpretations in their discussion and writing.
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In the last ten years, the literature-based reading program (evolved from the Individualized
Reading Program) has grown. The idea of teacher and child exploring personal reasons for choosing books
has interested teacher/researchers Nancie Atwell (1987) and Jane Hansen (1987). Nancie Atwell set up for
her eighth graders a readers’ and writers’ workshop that responded to individual learning styles and
accommodated each student's ability and interests. Both of these researchers emphasize the need to give
young people time to read, to provide opportunity for choosing their own books and for reader response.
Audrey Henry suggests that "In order to accomplish the goal of self-selection, children must be
encouraged to become fluent, enthusiastic readers” (1992, p. 2). Henry says that this can be accomplished
through the use of "real books" or “trade books..." (1992, p. 2). There are many proponents of the use of
trade books. According to some of these, such as Huck, Hepler and Hickman (1993) and Donelson and
Nilsen (1993), literature provides readers with experiences of people, places and ideas and develops
positive attitudes (Mathewson, 1985, 1994).
One important component of the literature-based reading program is that of young people
selecting their own books. Amongst the many techniques she has offered to teachers, Jane Hansen has
suggested that students learn to categorize by levels of difficulty the books they choose so as to help them
be better selectors of reading material (1987). Letting students choose books is a strategy that can give
children independence and the opportunity to take responsibility to solve problems as they encounter them
in texts (Routman, 1991, Hansen, 1987). Yet, little is known about how young people select books in a
literature classroom or so claims Peter Fisher, who did research on the classics with fifth and sixth grade
students and teachers (cited in Cramer and Castle's text. Fostering the Love of Reading. 1994). According
to Fisher, there are many factors such as age, gender and individual taste that influence what books
students choose to read (1994).
According to Henry (1992) and Poe, Samuels and Carter (1995), there is much room for
descriptive studies of readers and their relationships with the texts they choose. Poe et al. have long been
involved in studying young adult literature and are currently compiling an annotated and categorized
bibliography of journal publications and research in this field. These individuals believe that this collection
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will suggest possible direction for future attention and investigation in student selection of literature
(1995).

Statement of the Problem and Rationale for Study
Despite the abundant literature supporting the use of trade books in classrooms, the National
Assessment of Educational Progress reports that only half of surveyed fourth grade teachers embrace the
practice of giving their students time each day to read a book of their choice. Less than a third of the
students questioned said their teachers ask them to choose and read a book. 31% of the students reported
that teachers never request that they pick a book and read ("Learning to Read in Our Nation's Schools,"
1990 cited in Reading Today, 1992).
Despite the fact that our society holds in high regard the notion of reading as a necessity and
pleasure and often makes reading the concern and focus of researchers, educators, parents and the news,
some young people choose not to read. The NAEP reports that junior high school students' interest in
reading declines from fourth grade; 30% of eighth graders never read for pleasure. Those who reported
that they did read for pleasure had higher reading achievement. These students read because they chose to
read and chose what to read ("Reading in and out of School - 1988 and 1990," Reading Today. July/Aug,
1992). If teachers have the desire to do more than teach reading skills, then it is suggested that they pay
special attention to the extent to which the taste for reading is being fostered (Teale, 1983 in Beers, 1990).
If this is one of our goals, to foster interest in reading, then it is important to take a close look at
what is happening when young people are choosing books. My pilot study looked at a self-selection
program designed to help students understand how they can get more out of the books they choose to
read. Findings from the study revealed that 70% of the students read more and enjoyed reading more
during the time span of the pilot study than the previous year during which as a whole class they read
literature in anthologies. Many of the adolescents openly stated that they generally were not willing to
read what others imposed upon them. They also said that they needed time, freedom and opportunities in
school to find their own books. When asked what self-selection did for them, the eighth graders voiced
their opinions.
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• Fenna said, “I think I am the one who can find a book that is worthwhile for me.”
• Jeanne told me, “I liked reading what I chose a lot better because I know my taste and I choose
what I like. That way I usually relate to the books because the books I like are the ones with
similar situations to mine.”
• Matt stated that self-selection “ helped me to know what types of books I like most.”
• Margo wrote, “It made me realize how many really good books are out there.”
• Kristie pointed out that “it gives me the opportunity to find out what I'm interested in.”
• Christeen pointed out that self-selection has made her “feel that I’ve opened up a lot more to
books.”
The current study has been designed in response to the findings from the pilot study. My former
colleagues, the teachers who are part of the current research, and I discussed at length how to shape and
focus the present study. The pilot study team of teachers was convinced by testimony from student entries
and through discussion about the class that, if students had been assigned books, neither teachers nor
students would have discovered and shared their likes, tastes, interests, needs and goals in choosing and
reading appealing young adult literature. When we read Matt’s journal entry, we see an example of this.
The book [The Island by Gary Paulsen] interests me for some reason; ...there’s
something about it that I like. Maybe it’s the island itself because I always like
the woods and finding new things... It could just be his [Will’s] freedom of
thoughts that the author illustrates... He [Will] tries to learn and understand
everything and tries to better himself...I think that’s me too...It’s strange how he
[Paulsen] can write this way sort of like my father, but I don’t; they write better...
I was happy that the father at the end started to learn. I think I will read more
books about islands and isolation and trying to survive.
Matt’s teacher responds, “It was neat that Will could open up the world of the island to his
father. It sounds like the boy and his father each had to know themselves, and this helped them to
understand others. You sound like you’re getting to know yourself pretty well. I can hear it in what you
say about yourself and the books you read. ”
The pilot program teachers learned that once the students were 'hooked' by particular books or
authors that they have chosen to read, the teachers could urge the students to try books by other authors
who wrote similarly or who dealt with similar life issues. The teachers indirectly and informally talked
with young people in oral dialogue and response journals. The teachers found that the students often
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stated opinions about, evaluated, and criticized author content, style, technique and language usage.
Teachers noticed readers' patterns of choice and even the inability to choose. This information allowed
teachers to suggest books and authors that might pull students in new and different directions than those
they ordinarily preferred. Due to the opportunity that students in the pilot study had to select their literary
reading materials, the teachers found that students would tell them about their literary tastes, the ways in
which they selected books and the reasons for their selections.
This study hopes to key in on the ways in which young people choose books and what makes
them keep on reading them. Although it spotlights the affective domain in reading, this study also
acknowledges the place that the cognitive component of reading holds. I hope to further the examination
and analysis of events that take place around the selection of books in a seventh and an eighth grade
classroom. In order to do this I observed and interviewed and gave questionnaires to the adolescents.
Their views, opinions, attitudes, interests and perceptions are obtained from questionnaires, response
journals, book and author talks, whole class and small group discussions, individual conversations and
literary project presentations. Teacher interviews, parent surveys and observations from both helped me in
gaining additional perspective and information on young adults’ purposes for and tastes and habits in
reading.
The study hopes to show how some teachers examined their own classroom practices and became
more aware of the importance of observing, listening and talking with young people during their selection,
reading and responding. Moffett and Wagner suggest that we "watch students' patterns of choice and
play to that...freely make suggestions based on what you perceive about them, but let them decide" (1992,
p. 140). Teachers' wide range of reading books themselves leads to a larger repertoire of books that they
can discuss with their students. “Much can be discovered by sharing ... titles” with our students. Short
reminds us (1995, p. 66).

She concludes, ...“teachers need to develop new understanding about how

children’s literature can be used throughout the curriculum so it becomes relevant to students” (1995, p.
117). Attending to what students are reading and articulating about their reading allows teachers to
become more sensitive to their students and the literature program they have planned for them.
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This study serves to inform further research on reading program instruction in young adults’
selection of books. The study looks at self-selection as a way for students to find their own tastes and
interests as readers and as young adults. It looks at self-selection as a way of personalizing literacy and as
a means to enjoy reading.
Definition of Terms
For the purpose of clarity, the following terms are defined according to their use in this study.
Author Talk. A highlighting of a particular author discovered by students and teachers, with
emphasis on the students’/teachers’ interest in the author's techniques, style, characters, genre or kind of
book, and reader recommendation.
Books. School or public library books or books brought in from home that students have bought
or been given. Teachers also share books from both class and personal libraries. These books can be
fiction or non-fiction from a wide choice of authors and variety of ethnicities, on a variety of levels, of
various genres, and reflecting diverse interests. They range from the classics to young adult literature
through the 70’s and 80’s. The collections are continually being added to and contain the most current
novels. They include selections of high quality literature in content and language as reviewed by the
Special Interest Groups on Young Adult Literature of the International Reading Association and The
National Council of Teachers of English.

(See APPENDICES A and B)

Book Talks. Oral summaries of a book with a personal evaluation of aspects of the book such as
author style, characters, type of book, connections with other books, and followed by a recommendation.
Dialogue Response Journals. Notebooks in which students respond to the text, that is, what they
are feeling and thinking as they read. The students have a guideline that they can refer to in order to begin
the response process (See APPENDIX C). They put the title and author of the book and date on each
entry. In addition, the students record the books they read, authors, dates, and rating of the selection.
They are expected to make at least one entry per week to which the teacher and researcher both respond,
sometimes, by commenting about their perceptions of the story, the student’s entry, and their life
experiences or by asking probing questions to flesh out a student's response.
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Literacy events.

Situations centered on the selection of and responding to books. The researcher

provides for and observes these, or finds out about them through journals, interviews, questionnaires,
surveys and discussion so as to understand what is taking place regarding adolescents' selection and
reading of books. These events include silent reading, book selection, informal and formal student and/or
teacher/researcher conversation, students' questions, and literary projects/presentations.
Literature-based Classroom. One in which books are used for reading/English instruction.
Literary Project. A recreation of the story using artifacts, items that represent the importance of
the story, or using drama, music, or forms of art. At this presentation, the student provides an evaluation
of the book and may give a recommendation for others to read it.
Read-Alouds. Students and teachers read favorite, exciting parts of a story aloud to the class to
entice the students to read the book.
Strategies. Self-directed plans that the readers employ in the process of selecting books. The
students have intentional and deliberate methods when they choose books (Dole, Dufly, Roehler &
Pearson, 1991 in Henry, 1992).
An outline of the remaining chapters of the dissertation is as follows: Chapter II is the review of
the research and literature pertinent to self-selection of books. Student choice of books and reader
response are discussed as they highlight ownership and involvement in what is read and expressed as
students make textual and personal meaning. Chapter HI presents the qualitative approach to this
descriptive study. It includes the design of the study as well as the selection of site, students, teachers,
books, procedures, methods for data collection and scheme for presentation and analysis of the data.
Chapter IV is the presentation and analysis of the data. Chapter V presents the summary, conclusions,
implications for teaching, and recommendations for further research.
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CHAPTER H
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
The review of the literature provides research background for the issues I investigated on the
ways in which students select books. I examined aspects of book selection which were important to my
study. My areas of inquiry were the following:
1. What the young adults told us about their book selection. That is, how they felt about
choosing their literary material in contrast to being assigned literary material.
2. What effect the students’ reading interests and motivation to read had on the book selections
they made and the responses they made to their reading.
3. How the adolescents selected books. How they discovered what books appealed to them as
well as what aspects of books made them continue reading books and search for others like them. A
review of the research on adolescents’ preferences was also important to this study.
4. How family, peers and teachers influenced the adolescents in the types of books they chose.
Moffett and Wagner (1992) state that learning goals have to be set by the learners. The
students must have the will, the drive to learn for themselves. James Moffett and Betty Wagner are
teacher trainers and researchers especially noted because of their beliefs in students reading “real
literature” and, in doing so, "building their own knowledge structures" (1992, p.2). Moffett and Wagner
claim that a part of the way that students can set goals is through selecting their own literary texts.
Moffett and Wagner ask how young people will associate reading with personal fulfillment when they are
not allowed to choose what to read (1992). If authority (the teacher) is driving the learning, how are
young people learning how to set goals and make decisions for themselves in school and in life?
Ultimately, Moffett and Wagner recommend that in a student-centered language arts program, teachers
“array the kinds of reading and help individuals make their way around the repertory” (1992, p. 139) of
books.
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Choice
A long line of researchers suggests that students be given opportunities to make choices in order
to give them control over their literacy learning (Measel & Crawford, 1971; Hunt, 1970; Atwell, 1987;
Tunnel & Jacobs, 1989; Porter, 1990). Even more important is the fact that the review of empirical
research studies on reading show us that there is an increasing number of teachers rediscovering the power
of self-selection advocated by Olsen and Veatch a few decades ago. "When the powers of self-selection
are set in motion, the climate for learning is at its best" (Veatch, 1960, p. 129).
This study considers that the key element of “the powers” is the feeling of ownership gotten from
book choice. Atwell discusses ownership, one of Ellen Giacobbe’s basics of readers workshop (1987).
Atwell says that rather than teachers choosing students’ reading, students exert ownership and make the
choices. Rudman’s point about students self-selecting books is important because it incorporates
students’ interests (1993, 1989). Young people’s interests, what they will choose to read, play a
significant part in motivating students to read. Rudman states, “It (self-selection) invites children to read
about their own interests and experiences rather than arbitrarily assigned topics” (1993, p. 179).

Students

encounter the experience of enjoying a book that they have picked out. Henry discovered in her 1992
study of fourth grade students’ self-selection strategies that they like to feel they are exploring books for
themselves (p. 148).
Making the choice is the first step toward understanding and appreciating the literature, Atwell
claims (1987, p. 161). Students find out that reading is worth their time. They want to read. They keep
on initiating the looking for and reading of books that interest them. Rudman confirms this: “When they
are respected as people who have some control over their selections, they respond enthusiastically and
constructively” (1993, p. 182). The powers of self-selection that Veatch (1960) referred to sets into
motion the learning about books that students love and books that can help them grow.
Jerome Harste, Kathy Short and Carolyn Burke, researchers known for their writing on how
reading and writing can help students develop reasoning and learning, highlight choice in this way:
Choice is an integral part of literacy learning. In many ways choice is the propeller that gets
the whole process started. It is in making the decision to read this book rather than that
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book... that ownership of the process occurs. To make any decision, the learner needs to weigh
and think about a variety of information. This thinking about available options is crucial...
(1988, p. 61).
If our goal is to help students to become independent learners, we need to provide opportunities
for them to make choices (Olhausen & Jepsen, 1992). Selecting and reading literature can help
adolescents to learn about life, literature, and themselves as adolescents and as readers. When expert
James Squire did his analysis of adolescent responses during their reading, he also seriously considered the
short stories the adolescents would be responding to. His criteria were that they were of quality literature
that had a “relation to certain key experiences of adolescents” (1964, p. 11). The content of the stories
dealt with areas of “major concern to youthful readers - finding their own role in their peer groups,
developing personal independence and developing a philosophy of life" (1964, p. 11). These stories were
fitting with the nature of adolescents who are learning to make choices about friends and events in daily
living, who are feeling the influence of parents and peers, and are learning how to relate to figures of
authority and aspects of society (Bushman & Bushman, 1993). The selections teachers make for
classroom libraries for teens to choose from need to be those that help young adults develop their thinking
that enables them to consider consequences to actions (Donelson & Nilsen, 1993; Purves et al., 1995).
Many experiences in reading literature give young adults experience in making choices, both good and bad,
which help them to learn and grow.
Linda GambrelTs studies of the literacy motivation of first, third and fifth graders over several
years yield an important finding regarding the power of choosing literature. Over 80% of the students
stated that the books “they most enjoyed reading” were those that they had self-selected (1996a, p.21).
Only 10% of the students talked about books that had been “assigned” by the teacher (1996a, p. 22).
Gambrell’s findings indicate that “motivation plays a critical role in learning. It often makes the difference
between learning that is superficial and shallow and learning that is deep and internalized” (1996a, p. 15).
James Moffett (1992) acknowledges Gambrell’s statement. He further contends that when educators
allow readers to choose their texts, they will better be able to determine what causes poor reading because
they can rule out low motivation due to lack of connection with books. Teachers can assess the poor
reading in light of some other difficulty.
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The choosing of books is a motivator in itself, teacher/researcher Nancie Atwell claims.
"Allowing readers to choose virtually ensures that everyone will get into books" (1987, p. 162) and keep
on reading (Rudman, 1989). In her 1992 research Audrey Henry studied how fourth-grade students
selected book. She also examined teacher initiated book selection strategies. Henry stresses that students
need to acquire the ability to select books. She highlights the notion that when young people are allowed
to choose books and use their strategies to select, they have the opportunity to become avid readers who
are motivated to read books.
When Jane Hansen did a four-year study of elementary school readers and teachers, she found
that the “freedom offered by choice increases the probability of accomplishment” (1987, p. 28). Hansen
states that the students did not appreciate “restrictions," or when their teachers told them what to read
(1987, p. 28). She notes that when given selection opportunities, students cared about their books.
Hansen observed that they became readers. “A reader is a person who decides what to read” (1987, p.
122), declares Hansen. They put forth more effort than when they are assigned required books to read.
They even became accustomed to thinking about why they chose a particular book. The students found
out each other’s intentions in reading. They questioned each other in discussions and presentations: “Why
did you choose a book about...” (1987, p. 33). Hansen points out that the students became adept at
preparing their answers for their peers.
Lee Galda also noted the phenomenon of students expressing themselves regarding book
preferences in her 1993 study of fourth, sixth and eighth graders’ reading selections and responses. Galda
was interested in how delight and appreciation in reading literature was evident in evaluative responses,
how they varied across grade levels and according to personal preferences.

The older students were very

specific and articulate about their preferences. They had interests in a variety of characters, styles, and
genres. The eighth graders were also cognizant of how their preferences influenced their responses
(1993). They explained and elaborated upon their evaluations of kinds of books they read. Galda, like
Hansen, advocates that students talk with peers not only so that they will have exposure to many different
types of books but to share personal connections with each other around books (1993).
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Olhausen and Jepsen are also teacher/researchers who believe that educators need to provide
structured and informal opportunities for teachers and students to talk about how they successfully choose
the books they are reading (1992). Olhausen and Jepsen developed a model to show students how to
make independent book choices (1992). They believe in empowering their students with choosing thenown texts. The teachers listen and talk to students about the characteristics of books and the meaning and
pleasure that readers derive from them. The teachers constantly monitor, respond to and guide thenstudents in the process of book selection (1992). Teachers talk with students about the reason a book is
chosen and whether it is working for them or not and why.

In this way students become aware of what

types of books they are reading and the strategies they are using to choose these books. They learn which
books seem right for them through continual experiences of self-selection.
Researchers Olhausen and Jepsen point out a value of self selection. They found that when
students make choices, they leam to become independent in trying differing levels of books (1992). One
way students find out about a book's difficulty level is with Veatch’s five finger exercise. It indicates if a
book will be at students’ instructional or independent level. Readers select a hundred word passage from
a book. They fold down a finger every time they come to a word they do not understand. If they use
more than five fingers, the book may be too difficult for them. This technique guides students in selecting
books at a comfortable level for them (Rudman, 1989, 1993).
Masha Rudman (1993), an advocate of the importance of using literature in a reading program,
teaches students to select books of worth for themselves. When teachers give students access to quality
literature to choose from, they “help children take a major step toward becoming enthusiastic, lifelong
readers” (1993, p. 172). Rudman also suggests that students and teachers discuss goals and
accomplishments regarding the selection of books. Students leam the strategy of looking for familiar
authors or types of books; they read the blurb on the book cover or read the first page to find if the
content interests them and the style of writing is one they feel is appropriate; they talk with friends,
librarians, teachers and family about what they are reading (Rudman, 1993; Olhausen & Jepsen, 1992).
Teachers leam to respect their students’ choices. Students leam how to make personally satisfying
choices. Rudman explains the values of self-selection: It "reflects, responds to, and extends the interests,
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questions, concerns, imagination and passions of the child. It is a source of solace, excitement, enrichment
and satisfaction” (1993, p. 172).
Motivation. Attitude and Interest
Practitioners and researchers relate the factors of student attitude and motivation to reading in
many ways. They are recognized as affecting reading (Gambrell, 1996a; Spaulding, 1992). Students’
attitudes towards reading are determined by their motives and interests (Emig, 1977 in Odilia- Olsen,
1991). This study embraces the evidence in the review of the literature that discusses the notion that young
people develop a positive attitude towards reading when they are allowed to select their own reading
material (Healy, 1963; Fielding, Wilson & Anderson, 1984; Goodman, 1985; Atwell, 1987; Tunnel and
Jacobs, 1989; McKenna & Kear, 1990; Olhausen & Jepson, 1992; Henry, 1992; Timion, 1992; Rudman,
1993; Gambrell, 1996; Guthrie, 1996).
Cheryl Spaulding is noted for her reading research on motivation. Her studies were done with
seventh graders and high school students with an emphasis on perception of self-competency and selfcontrol over literacy tasks. Spaulding reminds us that when individuals see themselves as capable of
engaging in, having some control over and being capable of completing a task, then they are likely to be
intrinsically motivated to engage in that task (1992, p. 180). The self-selecting that develops positive
attitudes towards reading enables students to become more capable and competent in their reading (Dulin,
1978). The self-selecting that promoted student engagement in and motivation towards reading led to
students taking personal control of their understanding of the literary texts.
Grover Mathewson states that “[U]sing free book selection as opposed to fixed assignments
allows students to guide their own reading progress and encourages formation of positive attitudes toward
reading (1994, p. 1155). Mathewson has long been known for his models of attitude’s influence on
reading (1985, 1994). The models show that reading attitude is one factor influencing one’s intention to
read and keep on reading. Other factors are external motivators such as the attractiveness of the text to
the readers and their peers, family and teachers. The fourth factor is the reader’s emotional state, his/her
desires, intellectual curiosity, or moods. Readers read for a wide range of personal reasons. For example,
readers with a favorable attitude towards reading about people who play a sport would be likely to
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develop intentions to find sports books and actually read them. From the reading, they would learn more
about the sport and/or sports figures and perhaps identify with players like themselves who love sports.
These readers would likely search for another book about sports or by a particular sports author. They
would be looking for another intellectually and emotionally satisfying reading experience. Although the
readers would be trying to find books that would give them an experience such as their previous novel did,
it need not follow that the readers are stuck in, for example, a “sports rut.” The fact that they are
continually choosing books to read promises that they will be encountering others. Readers may outgrow
certain genres in time. This is especially the case when readers share books with teachers, friends, peers
and family members which is an important part of the selection process, a topic of this chapter.
Mathewson (1994) has developed a new attitude model that includes what he calls “feedback
paths”. The “paths” add a dynamic characteristic to the reading process (p. 11480). Mathewson’s theory
is that once the process begins, the initial decision to read becomes a decision to continue reading. He
elaborates.
To perpetuate the cycle, satisfaction with ideas, feelings, and emotional states that result
from reading provides feedback influencing initial attitude toward reading. Favorable attitudes
toward reading thus sustain intention to read and reading as long as readers continue to be
satisfied with reading outcomes.
(1994, p. 1148).
Mathewson recommends what my study does; that is, that research take a look at students’
attitude and satisfaction during and after the reading. These, in turn, influence subsequent reading
selections (1994).
Mathewson’s model is important because it forces teachers and students to realize how pertinent
it is to investigate what readers think about each of their reading experiences. He is interested in helping
teachers in developing readers who will continue to find satisfying texts that they will be engaged in
reading. Teachers can help students realize “that they are their own sources of energy and direction for
reading” (1994, p. 1155), states Mathewson. His work is also important for encouraging teachers to be
models of reading who love and have a knowledge of literature, have a book-rich environment, provide
opportunities for choice, and foster dialogue and creative responses around books.
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Personal choice of books has been highlighted for its importance for students; it serves as a
powerful motivator inviting engagement in books. The selection process begins the connection of books
to students. It begins the interaction between books and students. “The reading process begins when a
reader chooses a book," cites teacher/researcher Jane Hansen (1987, p. 28). Cheryl Timion is another
teacher/researcher who encourages students to have intentions to read, to develop a direction for their
reading (1992). Timion refers to self-selection as a pre-reading activity that can be nurtured and
developed (1992). In her case study of the processes first grade students used to select their own reading
texts and the instruction that would facilitate these activities, Timion found that self-selection is a process
that can be the hook that involves the readers from the onset of their reading (1992). The act of self¬
selection is important because it begins the readers’ involvement with the many aspects of a book.
Beers (1990) too is convinced from her study of various types of aliterate seventh grade students
that selection is one motivating activity that makes the reading experience personal and meaningful. The
selection process can be seen as an investment of self, time, and energy. Louise Rosenblatt explains in her
text. Literature As Exploration, “A novel or poem or play remains merely inkspots on paper until a reader
transforms them into a set of meaningful symbols. The literary work exists in the live circuit set up
between reader and text...” (1983, p.25).
Rosenblatt’s view on reading helps us to see how the reader needs to be taken into the text as if
to bring it to life. Beers corroborates Rosenblatt's theory when she states, "they (readers) connect at a level
that pulls them into active participation with their thoughts, the author’s thoughts and their peers'
thoughts" (1990, p. 191). Slatoff elaborates about what readers are involved in when he says that they
have “[A] multitude of motor and sensory responses to the movement, rhythm, and imagery of the work”
(1970, p.7). Readers can become caught up in seeing what characters see, acting with the characters, and
feeling and thinking what the characters feel.

Selecting and reading books are ways for readers to learn

more about what interests and excites them.
Young adult author Robert Lipsyte gives us insight into the personal interaction of the reader and
book with this quotation:
...a book is something you can make into a cave, and that you can crawl into the cave, roll
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around in it, explore it, find out what's in it, and what's in you...A book is a secret place in which
you can find your own secret places, where no one can see you laughing or crying.
(1992, p.290)
Lipsyte helps us realize that the reading process is the act of individuals connecting what they
have experienced with the emotions, thoughts and images that text conjures up. Lipsyte’s description
helps us to see why reading is thought of as an interaction. Lipsyte’s perception of what readers do with
books helps us comprehend that reading is an internal, personal activity.
James Squire found that adolescent readers “respond to literature in unique and selective ways
and the nature of an individual’s reactions is conditioned by the interplay of a constellation of factors rather
than a single cause.” (1964, p. 51). Just as Squire contended that readers contribute their own personal,
intellectual, and experiential backgrounds to the act of reading, so do they to the act of choosing.
Readers' interests and moods influence what they choose. What adolescents are thinking about and how
they are feeling are a link to particular people, genre and authors. All of these factors determine how
readers find and select certain books. Thus Rosenblatt's living circuit between book and reader has begun.
If the book is enjoyable to read, because it is exciting or because it speaks to the teens' interests or
concerns, then perhaps more books will be chosen in the future. This is one of the aims of a literary
program.
Students cannot be told to be interested in books nor what books to be interested in. But there
are books that young people can choose that they will be interested in reading and that is important. There
are books that we can have in our classrooms with which our students can interact. Let us consider the
adult who sits down to read for pleasure at home at night in his or her easy chair. Would that reader likely
be settling down to an evening of engaging him or herself with a book someone else had chosen? We
think not. However, few teachers in this decade report that they would allow choices to be made by
students (NAEP, 1990). Some teachers continue to use traditional literature that they choose to have the
whole class read. This is done even though researchers have long argued that materials of high interest
level can have a positive effect on students’ reading attitudes, and that capitalizing on interests can help to
"change or modify" these attitudes (Howes, 1963, p. 495).
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We have come a very little way in twenty years since Slatoff (1970) and others who have claimed
that when there is little or no choice, students' attitude toward reading may be negative. Slatoff states that
students' personal connection to characters and events is lacking as well as their interest and ability to want
to gain insight in the novel when the literature is not in line with the levels of adolescent development,
experiences, interests and goals (1970). A case in fact is Sullivan’s study (1991, in Bushman, 1993) of her
high school students’ reading interests and habits. Sullivan surveyed her students about their thoughts
about the literature taught in schools. Her students summed up their relationship to literature taught in
the classroom by declaring that it has little or nothing to do with their lives. One of Sullivan’s ninth
graders said that at times he was allowed to choose something he knew he would like, but what he had to
read in the classroom was what he called “dumb” (in Bushman, 1993, p. 121). Sullivan’s study shows how
wide the gap is between what teachers offer students to read and what the students want to read in their
literature classes. Students have often found ways to avoid reading what is required by teachers. The
mismatch of books with adolescents, lack of choice and ensuing lack of positive attitude and personal
connection with reading are still concerns of experts in this field today such as Atwell (1987, Goodlad
(1984), Applebee (1990), and Purves et al. (1995).
One of the standards of the 1996 Language Arts Curriculum written by the National Council of
the Teachers of English and The International Reading Association is that students are encouraged to "use
their literacy skills to pursue their own interests and questions.” Hale points out that if “[W]e want to
increase their enthusiasm,” then it must be apparent in teacher practices (1986, cited in Hansen, 1987, p.
28). One can detect the dichotomy. How can this objective for our nations’ students be filled without the
opportunity for readers to select literary materials that interest them?
There is little doubt that adolescents can enjoy and become involved in reading (NAEP, 1990;
Atwell, 1987; Gallo, 1985). Purves and Beach found (1972) that students read books whose content
interests them, and it is this interest that accounts for their completing a book that they choose in place of a
book assigned in class. In my year long pilot study of adolescents using the dialogue response journal, a
young man pointed out, "You don't realize the freedom of choosing your own books and writing in your
journal until someone gives it to you..." Another teen states: "You are the one who knows best about what
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you enjoy reading." The students said that they used the response journal and each other to find out what
books they "really get into," and can "relate to, and get more emotional about." Halpem warns educators:
“If the book is not of interest or within the student's literary or personal experience, then it is highly
unlikely that language growth or literacy will occur, since comprehension, interest, effort, and success are
all interrelated” (1986, p. 4).
The Marriage of Adolescents’ Book Preferences and Teachers
Why can't the literature of school be the literature young people read at home? Does it have to be
content, something young people are going to have to know and be accountable for? (Purves, et al., 1995)
Alan Purves, Theresa Rogers and Anna Soter ask the questions that could haunt those teachers who teach
books to whole classes (1995). Perhaps some teachers use them because some external agency or group
designates which books will be covered that students have to know (1995).
However, when teachers foster the self-selection process, researchers have demonstrated that the
results are an engaged, personalized meaningful reading (Timion, 1992; Henry, 1992; Atwell, 1987;
Hansen, 1987). Teachers can influence students by presenting them with opportunities to self-select
books. Research indicates that young people will pursue their interests in reading if they are given time to
read and materials appropriate for them (Atwell, 1987). Nancie Atwell is a proponent of students’
owning literature. She claims that what adolescents most need is for their schools to "enlighten and make
sense" to them (1987, p. 39). The use of materials that appeal to the students is effective because there is
personal, internal approval of reading the book (Anderson and Katcher, 1992). Adolescent readers can
find characters with natures, temperaments, motivations, outlooks, attitudes, and behaviors like those of
people they know. This is similar to Henry's (1992) and Galda’s (1993) findings with their eighth grade
students' motivation to continue reading when they found particular books they could relate to and they
like. Simmons and Deluzain concur: “They [young adults] can't resist books that touch upon things that
matter to them" (1992, p. 148).
The works of the above as well as Rosenblatt (1983), Purves et al. (1995), and Donelson and
Nilsen (1993) as well as the study done by Kylene Beers (1990) examine characteristics of books. These
experts help me to develop characteristics of books that teenagers look for when they choose books.
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One factor that adolescents name is the desire for the real or credible. Young people appreciate realistic
fiction. The fiction, however, has to stack up with real life; the story line and ending have to stack up with
the cause and effect sequence that the author has created with the reader (Simmons & Deluzain, 1992).
Many young adults have a criterion that the book possess external action rather than cerebral or
inner action (Simmons & Deluzain, 1992). They like the fast-paced, action-packed and adventure-laden
(Isaacs, 1992). They also enjoy fiction that portrays adolescents such as themselves (Simmons &
Deluzain, 1992; Isaacs, 1992; Bushman & Bushman, 1993; Nash cited in Roser & Martinez, 1995). Some
teens prefer the unusual, the protagonist super-hero and his/her amazing experiences that teens vicariously
live through (Simmons & Deluzain, 1992).
Adolescent readers may like those books that are part of a series, written by a familiar author, of
a genre they have discovered, or have as their subject an outside interest of theirs or activity in which they
participate (Isaacs, 1992; Henry, 1992). Young people see some books as serving an immediate benefit
(Beers, 1990). They give some books a chance because they have heard from peers, teachers, relatives or
the media that the books have the prerequisite: they are “good”; they have been deemed “interesting."
Some teens know which people to look to for a fascinating book. Their wants are similar in books. They
want a satisfying reading experience that they see their peers having.
When some teens select books, they read the book jacket blurb, first page, a page in the middle of
the book, or find themselves attracted to the cover and/or title (Rudman, 1989; Isaacs, 1992; Donelson &
Nilsen, 1993). Adolescents may prefer books that are of a particular style and/or not lengthy. Judith
Langer (1984) uses the results of her study, "Literacy Instruction in American High Schools: Problems
and Perspectives" to point out that ease of comprehension is a factor when students look at literary texts.
The syntax, word length and vocabulary affect students' decisions to pick up a book and read it (Langer,
1984). Young people may also choose books in which the language parallels that of adolescents (Bushman
& Bushman, 1993).
From Cowin’s (1990) work with fifth graders in a self-selected literature-based reading program,
we learn that although children’s own interests should be given priority, teachers are paramount in
importance in encouraging readers to broaden their literary interests and tastes. Teachers acquaint
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students with new titles and authors by sharing portions of the books aloud. They are continually engaged
in suggesting and discussing books and authors (Isaacs, 1992). Teachers can use their knowledge of thenstudents to help students select literature that will fascinate and satisfy them (Purves, et al., 1995). This is
not a new concept. Back in 1937, Dora Smith noted that students must be provided with teachers "who
know books first-hand and recognize their place in the lives of boys and girls..." (cited in Farrell & Squire,
1990, p. 14).
Simmons and Deluzain, teachers of secondary school literature and authors of Teaching
Literature in Middle and Secondary Grades (1992), state that it is necessary that today’s teachers' roles
take on a balance between showing a love and knowledge of literature and using their knowledge of their
students. Young adult editor Don Gallo advises that this knowledge provides us with important
information on the choices of books we have available for young people to select from (1985). The results
of Gallo’s 1982 study of adolescents’ reading interests is a source for teachers (1985). Gallo conducted a
study of the independent reading of over 3,000 students in grades four through twelve. His research on
adolescents’ favorite books investigates gender preferences. He reports that the dominant choice for males
was sports. The second-place genre was science fiction. Horror and the supernatural, adventure and
survival, mystery and suspense, cartoons and humor, fantasy, science animals and history followed in that
order. For females romance far outranked the second choices, mystery and suspense. All of the genres
that the boys reported reading were also of interest to the females. However, females showed additional
interests in problems of growing up, true stories, famous classics, sexuality and family life (1985).
Studies of young people’s preferences indicate the extensive range of reading that they do
(Gallo, 1985; Coy-Shaffer & Pettit, 1992; Galda, 1993). Coy-Shaffer and Pettit’s study of sixth graders
(cited in Henry, 1992) adds to our knowledge of adolescents’ book interests. Students indicated
frequently read categories that were their preferences. Mystery, adventure, scary stories, humor, romance
and sports topped their reading lists just as they topped the students’ lists in Gallo’s study (1985).
Kathy Isaacs’ (1992) two-year study of middle school readers also points out that the students’
choices reflect a wide scope of interests. Their preferences include the popular titles such as Go Ask
Alice (Anonymous), There’s a Bat in Bunk Five (Danziger) and works by the current authors, Judy Blume
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and Lois Duncan. The classics were also readily chosen. Stuart Little (White) and The Lion. The Witch
and the Wardrobe (Lewis) are examples. Similar to Coy-Shaffer and Pettit’s readers loving scary stories
(1992), most of all Isaacs’ students liked what they termed as suspense and horror. Next popular was the
fantasy read mostly by boys. Books in which readers could identify with the characters were also
preferred. Other relatively popular genre, mystery, sports, humor and romance support the preference
patterns in Coy-Shaffer and Pettit’s (1992) and Don Gallo’s (1985) findings.
Through observation and dialogue (both written and oral), teachers can make themselves aware
of what books could be of potential interest to individual students. They can listen to students' preferences
and make suggestions based on individual information. Teachers can adjust their instruction "to make
reading experiences door openers for limitless opportunities for pupil growth" (Howes, 1963). They can
provide adolescents with the opportunity to discover literature through book and author talks, dialogue
response journals and literary projects. Gallo advises teachers to give students the responsibility for their
responses to literature (cited in Simmons & Deluzain, 1992. The students need to make their own
connections to the literature. These teachers, avidly interested in their students’ experiencing literature,
ease away from the center of the class. They become members of the literary community and interact
around books. (Gallo in Simmons & Deluzain, 1992; Purves, 1995).
Peers and Parents Plav a Role
Research indicates that peers and parents play a role concerning adolescents choosing particular
books to read (Timion, 1992; Henry, 1992; Hansen, 1987). As cited above during the discussions in the
sections on motivation and book preference, a significant source for adolescents' reading choices both in
school and out of school are their peers (Timion, 1992; Henry, 1992; Isaacs, 1992; Beers, 1990). Some
readers like to have previous knowledge of a book (Rankin, 1944). They may find out about a book from
their friends or classmates. Peers are resources and motivators and have impact on what teens read.
Students leam from others’ book selections (Rosenblatt, 1983; Beers, 1990). For some students,
choosing and reading are solitary acts, a private affair between the reader and text. For some, they
surround themselves with both books and people. Friends share how they find the books they like to read.
Peers draw each other into swapping favorite books or parts or arguing over themes. They discuss how
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they like or dislike certain genres. They compare and evaluate books (Hepler, 1982). Beers (1990)
observes (as Bloome suggests (1987) from his research on eighth grade reading in and out of class) that
the time for selecting and reading is an opportunity to interact within a social group. Elley and Trolley
(1972, cited in Henry, 1992) suggest that as students become more mature readers, they look forward to
finding about what their peers have been exploring and talk to them for advice on book choice. The
opportunity to connect with other teens is extremely important, and the fact that it can happen because of
and with books is equally significant.
The role parents play in their attitude towards reading is a significant factor in students' interest in
and choice of books. One idea reading researchers have agreed upon is that "parental reading habits are a
major influence on the reading habits of their children" (O'Rourke, 1979). Another is that parents who are
interested in reading have their homes filled with lots of interesting books. Like teachers, parents can
encourage and develop positive attitudes in their children by exposing them to a variety of literary
materials (Anderson, 1984). The influence of parents who read and talk with their children has been
researched for a few decades now. Hansen's (1987) findings along with the report by Anderson, Hiebert,
Scott and Wilkinson, the Commission on Reading, in Becoming a Nation of Readers (1985) discuss the
availability of the reading materials in the home combined with the amount of reading done with children,
amount of encouragement given to reading, and the extent to which parents acted as reading models who
derive satisfaction from books (Hansen, 1987; Anderson et al., 1985). Neuman looked at an aspect of the
home environment that affected children’s voluntary reading habits. Neuman found that parents who
encourage reading as a leisurely activity usually encourage interests in other activities such as sports,
hobbies and field trips (1986).
Kylene Beers takes the notion of unrestricted self-selection of reading material at home further
when she discusses findings from her study of seventh grade aliterate students’ attitudes towards reading
(1990). Beers states that when the teenagers read at home, they read a variety of materials without
constraint or parameters. Beers found that the teens read; they read at home because they wanted to read.
They read material that was directly related to their personal interests. Beers points out that this prompted
even the unmotivated students to read. Beers suggests that the freedom to choose from a wide range of
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materials be extended to the school setting. Then, she, concludes that the uncommitted students would be
more inclined to read there, too (1990). Purves and Beach also support this position (1972). They state,
“When students were allowed self-selection, interest in reading and amount of voluntary reading increased
(1972, p. 158).
Conclusion and Summary
These research studies are important in constructing the research perspective of this study and in
guiding and informing the analysis of data. The review of the literature emphasizes the importance of
students’ self-selection of the books in the classroom. The review of the literature reveals a need for
research that provides first-hand information from students. The teens in this study are "acting and
speaking in their own behalf' (Lather, 1990, p. 18) as to how they find and read books that appeal to them.
Students should have the opportunity to find "something they want in written form," states James Moffett
(1992, p. 144). Readers learn to select books that fit their "diverse personal patterns and schedules of
seeking fulfillment" (Moffett, 1992, p. 140). Their behaviors, informal talk, questionnaires, interviews and
responses to texts can yield that information. This research therefore focuses on how students discover and
are engaged in books that intrigue and satisfy them.
What this study does is to examine students' choice behaviors and look for patterns. When
students realize that they have choice, there are many possible effects. They see alternatives and feel
responsibility and a sense of control and ownership over the processes of selection, reading and learning
from those processes. Harste, Short and Burke explain that when students make choices, they think
critically (1988). Students need to weigh and sift through the variety of books available and decide which
one fits them at a particular point in time. They take options and turn down others, justifying at least to
themselves and possibly the teacher how and why the choice is made. In doing so, students think about
themselves and the connections that might be made. The choice-making process is crucial for personally
engaging reading that can deepen understanding of literature, self and life.
One of the values of conducting research in students' selection of literature is that it leads to
insight into what is involved in choosing a book, discovering it as the one that is right for them and what
makes the readers want to invest themselves in the reading. The review of the literature on selection
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emphasizes the necessity of understanding of book selections students make and why they make them. In
doing so educators learn what is important to their students (Rosenblatt, 1983; Smith in Simmons &
Deluzain, 1992; Farrell & Squire, 1990; Purves et al., 1995; Gallo, 1985).
Odland (1970) insists that the more educators and researchers know about readers' responses to
what they read, the more we can discover what it is that makes them enjoy their reading and interest them
so that they are likely to continue to read. Because the selection program described in the study was
designed to allow and respect adolescent choice, the result was that students became engaged and willing
readers. When we study students’ responses about their literary selections, we examine the connection
students have with books. We as educators become part of the reading and the book talk. We may be
able to better understand Britton’s claim: "Students should know the feeling that they can read many
books with satisfaction and, they should know the feeling of reading books with more satisfaction" (1968,
P 8).
When teachers and students are selecting literature and responding to books in journals, they are
building a spirit of challenge and enjoyment. Wfaen they are in the habit of interacting around their
reading, they have a camaraderie. Students and educators build a network of siblings, parents, friends,
peers and other teachers. All are part of widening the web of books being explored. As educators, the
value of schooling then, the heart of our efforts, is in each of our students' personal, cognitive and social
growth (Gallo, 1985; McIntosh, 1989. Important to students and teachers in a literature classroom today
are opportunities for students to make the reading their own. The outcome is that selecting, reading and
responding become a meaningful, intimate part of adolescent readers' lives.
This chapter reviewed the literature that emphasized the importance of self-selection of books in a
literature classroom. It looked at the repertoire of students’ book selection strategies and how the factors
of readers’ interests and attitudes related to book selection strategies. The studies found that some
teachers assume that one book interests all students. In some schools, educators do not allow reader self¬
selection and do not foster what individual students like to read (Purves et al., 1995). The review then
examined a school and home environment that enable readers to flourish by providing them with a variety
of books. In such an environment, readers have the opportunity to choose books that appeal to them, that
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they are motivated to read. And educators have the opportunity to examine young people’s preferences
and the reasons students choose the books they do.
Teachers, friends, parents and siblings who value reading and interact with young people around
books are also important to the study of student selection of literature. Individuals and small groups share
books and talk about book aspects such as authors, genres, topics and characters that intrigue them. The
review emphasized the notion “that the opportunity to self-select books gave them (students)
independence, a sense of ownership, and a sense of community” (Hemy, 1992, p. 147).
The bodies of research on choice, teacher, peers and family roles, and young adult book
preferences were important in constructing the research perspective on self-selection of books and will
guide and inform the analysis of the data. However the review of the literature revealed a need for closer
examination of what interests adolescents in books. In order to describe what books personally satisfy
them, this research takes a year-long look at young adults’ oral and written talk about the characteristics of
the books they like to read and their reasons for selecting these books. The following chapters focus on
descriptions of adolescents’ book selections, their reading patterns and their interactions with books.
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CHAPTER m
METHODOLOGY
This is a study that provides qualitative accounts of the process of books selection engaged in by
students in a seventh and an eighth grade literature class.

I

chose to

examine

this aspect because

adolescents in my pilot study had indicated how important it was for them to choose their own books
rather than have their teachers assign them all the same books to read. I wanted to investigate how these
students know or discover what books they want to read and which they do not want to read. I also
wanted to see how this selection process unfolds as I watched readers over the course of a year continually
choose, read, discard, respond, and share in the selection cycle.

I used qualitative research methods to collect data. Features of qualitative research are that it is
descriptive by design and that the study is conducted in the natural setting (Bogdan & Biklin, 1986).
Audrey Henry modeled her methodology after Lucy Calkins, (1983), Nancie Atwell (1987), and Linda
Rief (1993) who studied young people in their natural setting. Henry stated that “academic and personal
understanding of the child evolves, teacher styles and techniques can be evaluated, and both teacher and
students can learn from their interaction (1992, p. 48). Blumer’s research approach was similar. It can be
described as “exploration and inspection...direct examination of...’’what is “...natural, ongoing...instead of
...a simulation of such a world or... and abstraction from it., or., a substitute for the world...”(1969, p. 4647).

In the text referred to in Ch. 1 on p. 2, Research and Professional Resources in Children’s
Literature (1995) editor Kathy Short stated, “The lack of long-term classroom studies of children’s
attitudes and interests was immediately evident in this research and has limited educators’ knowledge” (p.
66). There were a number of problematic research methods that Short described of studies of students’
interests and selection of books. She said that there was a “lack of research involving the reading of real
books” (p. 66). Short said that studies used “fictitious titles...lists, and forced-choice expressions of
preferences” (p. 66). Short went on to point out that these procedures did “not complement or fit into the
regular classroom routine”(p. 66). Instead a “small sample of students is pulled out of class is pulled out
to participate in part of a study” (p. 66). My goal was to use methods based on Calkins (1983), Atwell
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(1987), Rief (1992), and Blumer (1969). Blumer’s process included “developing a familiarity with what is
actually going on in the sphere of life under study” (1969, p. 39). I spent a year observing and
participating in the self-selecting, reading and responding activities of two classes. I looked at the process
students and teachers used as they picked up, looked at, discussed, asked questions about, read parts of,
put down and chose books.

In addition to participant observation, my tools were field notes, interviews, questionnaires,
surveys and dialogue response journals. My data also included the teachers’ and media specialist’s
journals and our discussions on students’ self-selection, reading and responses. VanMaanen (1988)
explains that the understanding the researcher will derive from student data rests on the context. In this
study the reading context refers to the coming together of the individuals, the researcher, students and
teachers and the books they are reading at particular times in their lives. It is the interaction, the
expression of thoughts and feelings, opinions and interests during the process of choosing and responding
to books that this study examines.

Setting and Participants of the Study
Setting
The school is in rural New England. It is in a town to which many young families move because
it is considered a quiet, close-knit community and has a school system where there is a small, manageable
number of students. There are about 520 students in this new, attractive middle school. The majority of
students are Caucasian. About 5% are minority (Native American, Asian, Hispanic, African American).
Students generally come from middle-income homes as do the teachers in this study. Over 90% of the
students live with two parents. The majority of parents have a secondary education diploma. Over one
third of the parents of the school population have graduated from college and have professional/managerial
careers.

The middle school consists of sixth, seventh and eighth grades. Students in each grade are
assigned to one of two teams at each grade level. All teams but one sixth grade have four teachers:
English, science, social studies and math. Each team has approximately 100 students. The students are
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heterogeneously grouped. Each class moves to each of the four teachers on the team for their core
subjects. In addition, once a day, there is a period called workshop during which time students work on
assignments and may receive help from peers and/or teachers. Another period in which reading and
writing strategies in the content area are taught is the daily Skills class. Specials’ areas such as physical
education, art, music, home economics, technical education and health education are also part of the
students’ schedule of classes.

I chose this site because I am the reading consultant in this school. The principal, assistant
principal, two teachers, and media specialist told me that they believed a program in which students self¬
select books and respond to them in journals would be beneficial to the students. I obtained permission for
student and parent involvement in the study while following the procedures outlined by university
guidelines. Students were told that the results of questionnaires, surveys, interviews and observations
would provide information that teachers could use to make reading more interesting for students. I
assured them that this information would in no way affect their grade. Students and parents were given a
letter that described the purpose of my study, my procedures, how the results of my study will be used and
how the study will be made available to them. They were asked if they would be willing to sign permission
letters that authorize copying, analyzing and publishing student journal entries, discussions, surveys,
interviews and questionnaires. I asked students’ and parents’ permission to observe and audiotape them
during English classes and any other selection of literature related activities to use as data in my study.
Everyone was informed that they were free to withdraw from the study at any time. All except one student
and his parent elected to participate. The steps I took to disguise the identity of the participants were
under the advice of Irving Seidman, professor at the university (1996). In an attempt to insure privacy,
the students and teachers were invited to choose pseudonyms.

Students
The seventh and eighth grade students have been in our school since sixth grade. Due to the fact
that I have been the Title I teacher and reading consultant for three years, many of the students knew me.
They range in age from twelve to fifteen. From Mrs T’s four seventh grade English classes, we randomly
chose one that consisted of nineteen students, seven boys and twelve girls with whom we would try the
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self-selection program. All students are Caucasian as are the teachers that are a part of this study. Of Mr
D’s three eighth grade English classes, we again selected one at random for the program. There were
twenty-two students in this class, ten males and twelve females of whom one is Hispanic and two are
African American.

Teachers
The two teachers who volunteered to be part of my research were Mrs T, English teacher on one
team in seventh grade and Mr D who was the science and English teacher on an eighth grade team. Mrs T
and I have worked together for as long as I have been in the middle school. Mrs T has been in the school
system for over twenty years. She had been a reading consultant and Chapter I teacher at the high school
level. She was on the committee that wrote the 1997 language arts curriculum for our school system.
Although Mrs T had not before used student novel selection and reader response journals, she and her
students read realistic young adult literature with which the young people said they could identify. Mrs T
provided opportunities for her students to think and to grow as readers, writers and individuals (as
advocated by Kirby and Liner, 1981). They read a wide variety of literary material such as poetry, short
stories, plays, biographies, non-fiction, fiction and novels such as The Outsiders (Hinton). The students
wrote analyses of books that they presented orally with artifacts and drama. Mrs T’s students also wrote
autobiographical essays and kept weekly journals on their fives. It was one of her goals to help
adolescents gain knowledge of literature, self and fife. Mrs T’s program also included teaching grammar
and vocabulary.

The year of the study was Mr D’s second year in the middle school. He taught on the elementary
level for several years. Mr D is active with the outing club, homework club, student and teacher coffee
house, school newspaper and social service work with adolescents. Mr D gets to know his students
through those activities as well as through their writing and discussion. Mr D works closely with his
colleagues, his fellow math and social studies teachers. They set up a team-oriented classroom in which
the goal is for students to develop ownership over their learning. The students read from a diverse body of
literature in their classes such as Lvddie (Paterson) and Going Where I’m Coming From (Mazer, ed.).
However, they have not had the experience of self-selecting their literature. Mr D’s students are
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continuously involved in a variety of authentic writing experiences. Their content area studies are
incorporated into themes such as women in history which in turn integrate the study of vocabulary, spelling
and grammar.

I have been teaching for over twenty years in the area of reading and writing as a Title I teacher
and consultant. I too worked on the system-wide language arts curriculum committee. I have taught
children’s literature, language arts, and developmental and middle school reading at a university. As part
of my doctoral studies, I conducted a pilot study in the areas of self-selection and dialogue response
journals in an eighth grade class in a junior high school in a New England town.
The Self-Selection Reader Response Program
My purpose was to study the process these students were using as they selected their own books
and responded to them in their dialogue response journals. I wanted to talk with them about their books
and the ideas and opinions they had written about the stories they were reading. I wanted to gain
knowledge of their interests and desires in reading and with whom they shared these. Mr D, Mrs T and I
agreed to have the self-selection program classes meet once a week on Fridays for a 50 minute period.
The self-selection reader response program was only one portion of the students’ English curriculum. The
other class sessions (Monday - Thursday) consisted of writers’ workshop, grammar, vocabulary, a variety
of short stories, plays, poetry, class novels, and interdisciplinary projects and presentations in both seventh
and eighth grades.

In this study, the students were required to read a particular number of books (10 books in Grade
7; 12 in Grade 8) from the following genres: autobiography, biography, historical fiction, science fiction,
fantasy and realistic fiction. As long as they were diversified in their choices from other genres, the
students were permitted to read the “gore genre” (for example, R. L. Stine) and other series books such as
The Hardy Boys (Dixon). After they met the minimum requirement, the decision of what genre to read
was the teenagers’ own. The teachers and I encouraged the students to read as many books as they could.
We talked with the teenagers about their plans to read books both orally and in their journals. Once we
sensed the type of book that interested them, we let them know about other titles and authors in that
category. Sometimes we supplied these new books to the students; other times, we connected them with
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other students and teachers who had read these particular books. We had the expectation that students
would continually read and go beyond the minimum class requirements, and we hoped to imbue that in our
students as a goal.

The students met with their teachers to let them know the book they had selected. Graphic
novels were not permitted. The students were urged to bring in books bought from bookstores and fairs,
from their personal home libraries, from other teachers, and from the public library. We also held a book
swap in which the teens traded their own paperbacks for those of their peers.

The teachers and I had readily available stocked shelves and a book cart in each room with
approximately 150 varied titles and almost three hundred books of all sorts. We were believers in the
philosophy that the reason why readers read is “complex, sensitive and highly individual” (Russell, 1991).
Therefore we had accessible books recommended by Special Interests Groups from the IRA and NCTE. I
also collaborated with the media specialist and principal who kept themselves abreast of quality, current
young adult titles. I consulted experts in the field of young adult literature such as Masha Rudman and
Don Gallo on books that we would be advised to have available for our students. (See APPENDIX A,
Popular Authors for Young Adults and APPENDIX B, Sample of Recommended Young Adult Issues
Books). Rosenblatt reinforced our decision to have the best possible books available to our students: “In
our heterogeneous society, variations from group to group, and from individual to individual, require a
wide range of literary material that will serve as the bridge from the individual’s experience to the broad
realms of literature.” (1983, p. 74) Rosenblatt’s beliefs provided clear support for supplying our students
with the opportunity to choose from books of varying text difficulty, of potential interest to adolescents
and reflect diverse genres and subjects.

During our class, students and teachers were part of many literacy activities centered around
book selection. To begin the program it was necessary that the teachers spend time explaining the
parameters of the students’ choices (as stated above) and describing the notion of reader response. The
teachers modeled their personal responses to literature by reading a portion of a novel aloud and then
expressing their feelings and articulating their thoughts about a character or an event, for example.
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Teachers also shared responses to books using samples from professional teachers’ sources and my pilot
study students’ samples. The model samples followed the types of guiding, open-ended questions that we
gave our students. (See APPENDIX C Response Journal Program). We developed these from David
Bleich’s prompts (1978). They are questions that promote discussion such as, why did...?, how did...?,
explain..., if you were..., what do you think about...?, what if...? The students chose what they wanted to
personally respond to and were free to use a style and format that fit them. They had the opportunity to
diverge from the topic of the novel to tell their own stories or create their own poetry, for example.

One of the teachers’ major instructional objectives was reader engagement with text. We hoped
that with personal selection of books, the teens would feel a commitment to or connection with the book.
We hoped with the opportunity to individually respond to books, that students would put themselves in the
place of the character in an experience. Or perhaps they could identify with a character or issue, because
they knew someone who had been through a similar life experience. We had as our teaching goals to show
students how to: describe the elements of a favorite genre, identify with, judge and discuss development
of character, associate with events and describe the conflicts/problems and solutions, discuss particular
author techniques/style, recount what happens and in doing so tell what is thought or felt,
compare/contrast books and authors, recommend books and explain why, tell which is their best/most
interesting journal entry and why, and create a drama, art work, and original written work in response to a
book. The attached rubric helped us to evaluate to what degree students’ responses to literature met our
goals. (See APPENDIX D, Reading Responses)

The teachers’ major role was that of thoughtful, supportive responders. We talked with students
during class about their journal responses and our responses to them. We acknowledged the issues that
the adolescents were thinking, feeling and writing about. We hoped to encourage them to sustain and
develop thoughts on a topic (Fulwiler, 1987). Mr D, Mrs T and I did this by telling our perceptions of the
topic represented in the novel and discussed by the adolescents; we asked them to enlarge upon their
opinions, experiences, knowledge or feelings by giving them examples from our lives and from novels we
had read. Teachers often inquired how readers identified with the characters’ feelings or situation. We
usually asked how students liked the book and/or author. Some other questions we used were, “Why do
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you keep on reading this book? What caught your interest? What saddened, pleased, angered, troubled or
surprised you? What things in your life parallel events in the story? How does the character remind you of
yourself or someone you know? If he/she doesn’t, would you like to be that character? If so, why?”

Class time was also used for formal and informal group and individual discussions and mini¬
lessons on book and/or author talks, reading habits, expressive and reflective journal responses, literary
project development, to collect materials, and talk about due dates and other issues dealing with the
management of the program. Students’ read, wrote and talked with their neighbors from their desks
(arranged in rows in Mrs T’s room). They visited the book cart and book shelves at the back of the room.
(See Diagram, Mrs T’s room, APPENDIX F) They also visited the school library as well as a friend or
teacher in another room in order to obtain a particular book. The seating arrangement in Mr D’s room
(which is also a laboratory) was such that three students sat next to each other and an aisle separated three
more students across from them. There were five of these horizontal rows. When students were reading,
writing and talking about books, they could sit on stools at the lab tables around the outer edge of the
classroom or on the carpeted floor in comfortable cubby holes under the lab tables. (See Diagram, Mr D’s
room, APPENDIX E)

Students were also encouraged to read and respond at home. The students were required to
write at least one entry per week. Grading was based on readers’ articulation of their responses to their
books. (See APPENDIX D) In addition, every two months, students created and shared projects that
reflected their reading of a book. The projects were opportunities for students to extend their responses to
books. Galda suggests that “(e)xploring books through a variety of response activities often helps students
develop a greater understanding of and appreciation for what they read” (1993, p. 313). The project
included a presentation that incorporated the arts such as sculpture, diorama, board games, artifacts, drama
or visual media, poetry, or narratives. The students used this time to give a talk about their book and
possibly recommend it to their peers and teacher. The students had the opportunity to discuss and hear
their peers’ responses to the books they read.
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Data Collection
Participant Observation
My role as a participant observer permitted me to interact with the students, teachers, and books
during literacy events. (See Definition of Terms, p. 8, Ch. 1)1 felt that being a participant observer offered
many continuous opportunities to observe teachers’ and students’ interactions and that it would provide
insights into adolescents’ selections of books. Goetz & Lecompte (1984) describe participant observation
the way I employed it my study. That is, it is a practice of living in the same way as the students I am
observing (1984). As participant observer, I came to the classroom with two purposes that are described
by Spradley in his text. Participant Observation (1980). The purposes were to “engage in activities
appropriate to the situation and...to observe the activities, people, and physical aspects of the situation”
(p. 54). Participant observation enabled me to learn as much as possible by becoming as Spradley states,
“explicitly aware” of students’ book choice and reading behavior (p. 55).

I acted as participant in the students’ selection and reading of books in the instructional setting
every week for one class period. My role as implementer of the self-selection program included
developing and introducing all student guidelines to the program (See APPENDIX C). I helped the
teachers model responses to literature, book and author talks, and oral book readings. Sometimes I led
book discussions and often gave feedback to literary project presentations. Weekly I responded to
students in their journals. As often as requested, I found and shared books with students. In addition, I
talked and listened to the students and teachers discuss books whenever and wherever we happened to
meet throughout the school day. I also engaged in dialogue with individuals between classes in the hall, at
lunch, in the library or at a type of study period called workshop.

As observer, I watched and listened to students’ and teachers’ verbal interactions as they
discussed authors, genres, books, and their choices both formally and informally in small and large groups,
as they wrote responses in students’ dialogue journals. I also noted students’ verbal and nonverbal actions
as they selected books, silently read and quietly shared, and as they presented literary projects on chosen
books. I took field notes that described people and their talk. I used direct quotations. I recorded
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activities of what I saw and heard happening in a particular setting. When I was not able to write notes, I
took mental notes that I jotted down as soon as possible after the event. I reviewed these fieldnotes with
at least one neutral reader such as the principal and/or the school psychologist. I often brought my field
notes to talk about what I had seen and heard. The principal and/or psychologist listened. We then asked
questions about what had been seen and said. We discussed both teacher and student patterns and reflected
on understanding the individuals, small groups and the classes participating in the self-selection of books.

Questionnaires
I issued questionnaires to the two classes at the beginning and end of the year in order to help me
gather data about adolescents’ book selection. I developed the questions after having piloted the ideas in
my pilot study, and after consulting Linda Rief s Reading/Writing Survey and Self-Evaluation (1992). I
discussed drafts of these questionnaires with the teachers and my principal. With their input, I revised the
questions so that they clearly asked what I intended them to in terms that the teenagers would understand.
On the initial questionnaire, I focused on students’ thoughts and feelings on selecting their own individual
books or teachers choosing books for them to read as a whole class. I inquired what reading for literature
class and what reading at home were like. I asked what they read, what they expected when they were
choosing a book to read, how adolescents found books they like to read and with whom they shared these
books. The students also described and/or drew themselves as readers. (See APPENDIX G)

The students were introduced to the questionnaire at the same time we introduced the guidelines
to the self-selection, reader response program. They were told that my research would help teachers
become better at teaching literature by understanding how students select books. The students were also
reminded that there are no right or wrong answers but that the honest information they provided would be
of great value to my study.

The end of the year questionnaire focused on the adolescents’ reactions to having the opportunity
to choose their own books and read at their own pace while keeping a response journal. It also focused on
their perception of their ability to choose books. I investigated whether the teens made any discoveries
about themselves as readers or not. I asked about books, authors and genres that they read. I also used
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the questionnaire to investigate other aspects of book selection that emerged over the course of the year.
I took the opportunity to question participants about factors such as students discovering how others
select books, an area into which I had not previously delved in my pilot study. I had also not previously
investigated teens’ thoughts on their discoveries of themselves as readers. (See APPENDIX H)

Dialogue Response Journals
The dialogue response journal technique (See Definition of Terms, p. 8), as recognized by those
in the field of reader response such as Purves & Beach (1972), Fulwiler (1987), Rief (1992) and Atwell
(1987), highlighted personal, literary meaning making. One of my interests in using the journal was in
discovering what the students expressed in their thinking and feeling while they were reading. Odilia Olsen
(1991) described the reader response journal:

Its sole emphasis on personal responses through prior knowledge and life experiences gives it
an enticement that lures adolescent readers into not only enjoying reading, but also learning
to develop and employ strategies which will enable them to better comprehend while they read.
(P 118)
The students’ journal responses are guided by teacher-generated questions that invite students to
examine life-issues in books. The teachers ask readers to think about character development in the book.
Through their inquiries and dialogue, they talk with readers about themes across novels. Teachers and
students also discuss in dialogue response journals what personal meaning the book has for the readers.

As Odilia-Olsen pointed out (1991), the journal was an invaluable way for me to get on the inside
track of the adolescents. The journal was an excellent tool for me to learn about teens’ reading moods,
tastes, preferences, and interests. The journal was designed so that the teachers and I could talk with the
adolescents about the types of books and authors they were reading. The journal was a way for me to
examine who served as book sources for the adolescents. I was able to use the journal to determine how
they chose their books and why they chose them. The journal was the receptacle for how the students
regarded their choices. I looked for the young people’s reactions to their books. The journals held in
words the pleasure, boredom, thrill, curiosity or the satisfaction the young people felt and thought about
their books.
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Student Interview
Another strategy I used was interviewing. As with the questions on the questionnaires, I had
used many of these in my pilot study. I had inquired of these students if they had understood my queries.
When I looked at the results I noted the types of students’ answers. From these, I determined that the
students had indeed understood my questions. In order to continue to assess the questions for my
interviews, I shared them with the two psychologists in our school system. Our middle school
psychologist assisted me in the types of questions that would be appropriate for adolescents’ cognitive,
social and emotional developmental levels. The elementary school psychologist had previously conducted
interviews on students’ interests in reading books. She offered insight into what my aims were in
uncovering readers’ book selections. Mr D and Mrs T also critiqued my questions in light of addressing
the topics I articulated as my goals. After eliminating and rewording wordy or unclear questions that were
not pointed to book selection, I determined the final drafts to be appropriate. The results of the pilot study
and this research support my choice of questions. Both groups of students responded consistently on the
instruments (see APPENDIX I).

I used a type of interviewing called phenomenological interviewing. The root of
phenomenological interviewing as described by Irving Seidman is “an interest in understanding the
experience of other people and the meaning they make of that experience...” (1985, p. 15). In trying to
know and understand the interviewees’ experiences, Seidman explains it is important to understand that
they are participants in the research work (1985, 1991). In this study, adolescents are actively choosing
and reading books and discussing their individual experiences. In the phenomenological interview in this
study, what is significant is that the participants reconstruct their selection and reading experiences and
reflect on them.

When I interviewed all of the students in January, I presented each of them with a copy of the
interview questions. As we talked at the back of the classroom, I took notes and taped our discussion.
The interview was designed to initiate an informal conversation between teacher/researcher and students.
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My primary purpose was to have authentic information be generated from the students themselves that
would give me insight into their selecting and reading experiences. According to Burgess (1980),
conversational interviews are events that provide greater depth than the more standardized interview
approach. The process involves interview questions and answers in a cyclical type of process, questions
that lead to new questions as the adolescents respond throughout the interview (Henry, 1992).

I used this interview for many purposes. It enabled me to better understand the adolescents as a
group and as individuals. The interview was designed to yield answers to questions I had regarding my
observations and the students’ response journals. In the conversational interview, young people can use
their own unique ways of describing their experiences. They may raise new questions, ideas, and issues
unplanned by the researcher in her scripted questions (Gambrell et al., 1996a). I asked questions that
motivated the students to share what they think and feel about reading the books they choose. Others
were encouraged to elaborate on their responses when I used prompts such as “What else can you tell me
about...?” and “Why do you think that...?” I also posed questions designed to lead to a closer
understanding of the perspectives of those being studied, a goal of qualitative research.
Patton states that the main purpose of interviewing is to obtain special information (1980). Patton
explains: “We interview to find out from them those things we cannot directly observe. ..We cannot
observe feelings, thoughts, and intentions. We cannot observe behaviors that took place at some previous
point in time (1980, p. 196). In this study, the purpose is to describe and analyze the process that
adolescent readers use in book selection. It includes what books motivate them to read, what books are
the most interesting, least interesting, what their favorite genres, authors, and topics are. It is to discuss
where and how young people locate books that interest them the most (Gambrell, 1996b). It is to
investigate how they share books with family and friends. What is also important to me was to discuss the
adolescents’ reading and their books as youngsters. I talked with the adolescents about their earlier
reading tastes and how they might or might not have changed as they grew in their teen years.

Teacher Interview
Teachers could also provide valuable information about their experiences with the students as
they self- selected books. I conducted an informal interview with the media specialist and the teachers in
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this study using questions I had previously distributed to them as our guide. This talk centered on the
journals that they kept regarding the students’ self-selection and the invitations the teachers and the media
specialist made which helped students choose books. I also had informal discussions with the schools’
psychologists, principals, media specialist, and teachers in these classrooms throughout the year. We
focused on the students’ selection activities. These talks were designed to help me gain others’
perspectives regarding what I observed and what I asked in interviews with others and on surveys and
questionnaires. It also allowed me to check the validity of my interpretations and the assumptions I was
making. (See APPENDIX K)

Parent Survey
In addition to the interviews, in the middle of the year, I sent home a parents’ survey that the
students conducted with their parents regarding their and the extended family’s role in the young people’s
selection of literature. The students went over the questions with their parents and the parents wrote their
comments on the survey. The journal, interview, questionnaires and survey monitored and documented
students’ responses to the self-selection program. The results of the survey added to the data in that it was
a way to gain information on what parents were observing regarding selection of books. The survey was
able to give us insight into parents’ perceptions of not only what the students were reading, but how they
came to read these books. This information could also inform their children’s teachers.

The survey was an instrument to see if parents were aware of the children reading books. It
helped me to discover if parents knew about the specific topics, genres, types of books and authors that
their children were reading. It helped me to learn if parents discovered why their children read particular
books. I gained information on where and when the students read at home. The survey also yielded data
on where the teenagers obtained these books. The survey helped me to describe how students interacted
with books. Data from the survey helped me to see these teens both as individuals and to see adolescents
as a group. (See APPENDIX J)
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Procedures for Analysis

The use of group and individual instruments such as observation, dialogue response journals,
questionnaires, interviews and survey helped me to see patterns within individual readers and across
adolescents as a group. I relied on my data to help me understand the adolescents’ selection and
interaction with books. Triangulation, that is the use of data from different sources and through a variety
of methods, prevented me from relying on a single instrument, source or method (Hammersley &
Atkinson, 1983). Because of methods and collection of different kinds of data from different sources, I
was able to compare the data to check my interpretations and conclusions. Triangulation “... enhances the
scope, density, and clarity of constructs during the course of the investigation” (Goetz & LeCompte,
1984, p. 11).

Inasmuch as Spradley (1980) suggested that data collection and analysis were not separate steps
in the research cycle, as I went about gathering data, I examined it. Results of early observations,
responses in journals, discussions with teachers and principals, questions and conversations with students,
provided direction for all of the later data sources. I did this to gain further explanations and clarify
meanings on the interactions taking place with students, teachers and books. Because I had pre-conceived
notions on trade book and response journal use in the classroom, I had outside readers with whom I
shared, discussed and asked questions of the data. Those sessions helped me to focus and served as an
objective perspective on my analyses. Because I was knowledgeable of my biases, I forced myself to be
aware that there might be surprises in my study and to be open to them during the research process.

Delimitations and Limitations of the Study
The following issues may be noted as limitations and delimitations of this study:
1.) I recognize that my beliefs may color my response to the data. My beliefs are that trade
books and student selection of literature should play a central role in the middle school literature
classroom. I believe that the chances of teens enjoying literature and adopting reading as an interest are
greater when they self-select books. I believe that the dialogue response journal is a valuable tool for
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students in understanding literature, life and themselves. I believe that teachers have the opportunity to
learn about their students through the use of the self-selection and response journal processes. However, I
use multiple sources beyond the response journal, such as observation, interviews, questionnaires and
surveys in my interpretation. I keep confronting my biases by revisiting all of my data. I also check my
interpretations with colleagues in my school so that they can help me examine my findings as they emerge.
2. ) This study is limited to books that are narrative published from 1970 - 1997. It does not
include other reading material such as poetry, magazines, comics or other environmental print. These
materials are read and analyzed in the other aspects of the curriculum. Using a wider variety of literary
materials may also be the subject of future research in the areas of self selection and dialogue response
journals.
3. ) The generalizability of the study is limited since the sample was exclusively from one middle
school in a rural middle class New England community. The full, in-depth picture provided of this study’s
students and teachers will allow the reader to decide to what degree the perspective presented is similar to
their own context so that extrapolations can be made. Further research at different grade levels and with
different and diverse school systems should be investigated before results can be generalized.
4. ) I recognize that self-report has some problems. I had to depend on the honesty of the
students to answer my questions. It was impossible, for example, to determine from an interview alone
whether or not the participants actually believed and behaved the way they reported. Some students were
more willing to express their feelings and ideas than others. Some preferred writing and some preferred
speaking about reading books. However, my data sources were varied. The journal, survey,
questionnaire, interview and types of talk that go on in the classroom offered teenagers a variety of ways in
which to express their opinions. Gambrell et al. suggest that the “descriptive information gleaned from the
interview” can be substantiated by survey responses and observations (1996a, p. 531).
5. ) Even though I sent home a parent survey, I did not have available to me all of the rich
conversations that might have transpired between parents and children or among friends in out-of-school
contexts. However, in this survey, I asked parents to tell me about their interactions with their children,
their friends and books. In both the survey and my letter to parents introducing this study to them, I
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suggested that parents contact me with any information they would like to share regarding their children’s
selection of books. I also recommend that this area of parent role in the young person’s choice of
literature be further researched.
6.) My objectivity could be questioned. I am the teacher who implemented the self-selection
program as well as a participant in the class during Mrs T’s and Mr D’s directed activities. As an
ethnographic observer my role was to examine in context what I saw and heard regarding student
selection. I saw this multifaceted role enabling me to view the readers from many perspectives. It was
also an asset that I gained the use of the perspectives of my collaborating teachers and at least one outside
reader.

t
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CHAPTER IV

DATA AND ANALYSIS
Introduction
My goal in this study is to describe the book choices that the young adults in one seventh and one
eighth grade class made over the course of a school year. The way that I do this is to discuss the
selections that the 44 teens read and the reasons why they chose these books and were willing to read
them. I also examine the factors that affected book selection and how book selections changed for some of
these adolescents. Family, peers, teachers, interests and the books themselves played a part in what
students chose to read and why. This is a study that shows what this group of adolescents was interested
in reading and what they will get involved in reading. It is a study that shows these adolescents
discovering their interests, books, and that reading can be an enjoyable, personal experience.

In this study of adolescent selection of books, I was participant observer and teacher. I collected
data in a seventh and an eighth grade class at least once a week during the English class period (about 50
minutes). I also visited with the students in the hallways in between classes. Participant observation
enabled me to work on site for a substantial length of time. Guba and Lincoln describe the technique.

In situations where motives, attitudes, beliefs, and values direct much, if not most of human
activity, the most sophisticated instrumentation we possess was still the careful observer—the
human being who can watch, see listen. . . question, probe, and finally analyze and organize his
direct experience.
(1981, p. 213)
I focused on students’ and teachers’ talk around books. I recorded details in discussion as well as in
behaviors. I also collected data from students’ dialogue response journals and interviews, teacher logs,
interviews and discussions. I gathered information from students’ questionnaires and parents’ surveys from
all participants in the study. As I examined these data, in light of the above factors, (family, peers,
teachers, interests and young adult books) I added to my understanding of these grade seven and grade
eight students’ interests and book choices.

In light of Kathy Short’s text. Research in Professional Resources in Children’s Literature (1995),
how I conducted this study and the tools I used are of significance. Short reports that although the field
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of students’ selection of books includes a variety of contexts and topics, there is an obvious lack of
research involving the reading of real books. Short says that one of the major methodological problems of
the research is that one cannot readily distinguish between what readers express interests in and their real
interests. What Short means is that students may be saying that they have particular preferences, but they
are not really reading these books. Short concludes that it is necessary that teacher researchers spend time
observing readers, responding to students in their journals, sharing titles and listening to their dialogue on
their opinions on and interests in books (1995). The data presented and analyzed here are grounded in
these procedures.

I looked across the data collected from my various sources, students, teachers and parents to see
what was emerging. There were common threads that were forming links between the participants. I
began to understand the links, the similarities, differences and the relationships between books,
adolescents, teachers and parents. The data presented a picture of the selection event and its participants.
Ways to organize the data became apparent when students, parents and teachers themselves related the
key factors in self-selection of books. These key factors that are:

•

how adolescents feel about teachers assigning books rather than students choosing their own
books

•

the reading habits of adolescents with books they have chosen vs. assigned reading

•

how students find books they would like to read

•

how family, peers and teachers interact with adolescents and books

•

the features of the books the adolescents select and the types of books adolescents are reading
Since the above factors filtered through my data, chapter four will proceed to discuss these facets

that help us understand more about adolescents’ self-selection. The chapter examines students’ views of
teachers’ choosing books that teenagers will read for school. This discussion includes a description of the
dichotomy between assigned, class reading and the reading that adolescents describe when they read the
books they want to read.
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Next, we hear the students’ voices relating how they find and how they choose the books they
like to read. We learn of the interplay between adolescents, family, peers, teachers and books. It follows
then that we discover the types and features of books that the students are interested in and continue to
pick up and read.
Finally, in order to depict portraits of 44 students who self-selected books, I present nine
adolescents who represent all of the seventh and eighth graders in the study. The profiles are similar to the
definition that Glenda Bissex gives to the term case study: “...a reflective story of the unfolding, over time,
of a series of events involving particular individuals...” (1980, p. 20) Although each student was unique,
various kinds of selectors and readers emerged. I portray adolescent readers who embody several, similar
teens’ selection and reading personalities, tastes, interests and habits. These descriptions are done using
data from interviews, surveys, questionnaires by teens themselves as well as parents and their
observations.

In my analyses, I closely examined the teens’ journals in order to analyze the nature and style of
their responses. I interpreted the selection events I observed and those that the teachers and students
described. I also included the meaning I made of the teens’ talk around books. Because I analyzed the
data over the course of the year following the research, I could reflect on the selection activities I saw and
heard (Anzul & Ely, 1988). I tried to uncover the adolescents’ thoughts and emotions about their reading
and their discoveries about themselves and their fives through books.

Results of Teacher Selection
In some literature classes students read a book to complete an assignment. Guthrie declares that
when this is the context, students are merely conforming to demands. All personalized reasons for reading
are lost (1996). The adolescents in this study expounded on how they felt about the teachers picking out
the books that students should read instead of the young people picking up books on their own.

Generally the adolescents strongly disliked teachers telling them what to read. “We have no
choice...we have no say.” Nicole announced that it “was not a good idea” because “teachers don’t pick
out our interests in sports, romance, historical fiction, suspense, sci-fi, mystery, fantasy and realistic
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fiction.” At least ten other teens echoed Nicole on a beginning-of-the-year questionnaire when they wrote
that teachers pick out the “boringest”, “non-exciting” books that are “hard”, “long”, “slow” and “have lots
of dull facts”. “We lose interest,” the teens stated. Additional students said that the teachers chose books
of “no interest” to them and “what we don’t get into”. “Teachers always do the opposite,” stated Chris.
A handful of teens felt that teachers “don’t know what we like” and “don’t pick subjects we like.” Adam
was definite when he told me, “I’ve been reading since I was in first grade...That’s eight years... When I’m
choosing the books, I already know the books I like and I choose books better for me.” We have different
tastes from teachers,” Josh informed us. Mark was certain, “I pick out the most original books. Not only
that, but all kids are not alike.” Out of 44 seventh and eighth graders, 29 stated that when they choose
books that they are interested in, they “get to read the books and authors they want”.

Data from students demonstrated that more than half of the middle schoolers felt negatively about
books assigned for English class. Students showed dislike and indifference toward books chosen for them
by the teacher. Mike declared, “I won’t like it.” His friend Luke was not afraid to admit, “I’ll read it to
get it over with.” The statements in many students’ journals reflected what Guthrie (1996) stated: “When
children read merely to complete an assignment, with no sense of involvement or curiosity, they are being
compliant. They conform to the demands of the situation irrespective of their personal goals. Compliant
students are not likely to become lifelong readers” (p. 433). Josh confessed, “I don’t pay any attention to
what it means. My mind spaces out; I don’t even try to get my thinking back on track.” Chris stated: “I
won’t read the book the same way for the teacher as if I chose it.” The lack of appeal a story has for
students may cause them to read it “badly,” without interest or motivation. This may be not because of
lack of ability, but because of the inappropriateness of the choice by teachers, as Masha Rudman discusses
in her book Children’s Literature An Issues Approach (1975, p. 394).
The students further explained that reading for English class differed from reading they that they
did when they selected a book. Ashley was blunt, “It’s required; you do it, nothing more.” The
adolescents were being definitive in stating that when they were not interested in a book, they would not
be interested in deriving as much meaning as if they were personally involved with it. Kim stated, “When
I choose, it helps my reading so I won’t struggle reading a book that doesn’t interest me.” The teens did
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what Samuel Johnson wrote: “What was read with delight was commonly retained, because pleasure
always secures attention, but the books which are consulted by...necessity and perused with impatience
seldom leave any traces on the mind” (p. 143, in Cramer & Castle, eds.. Fostering the Love of Reading
1994). Melissa was aware of her habits, “I read a paragraph, then I’d have to go back and read it again.
It’s like I don’t care as much about the book if I wasn’t the one to decide if I wanted to read it.” When I
read many students’ questionnaires, I read behaviors such as the ones that Megan shared. Megan said,
“I won’t read or it’ll take a long time or I won’t get into it.” The students’ thoughts and feelings were not
concentrated on the text. There was no fusing of their ideas or forming of sensual images as they read.
The author’s words did not conjure up an event or character they might have known. There was a lack of
connection of reader with book and a lack of meaning in their reading.

During their interviews, the students did not talk about enjoying the reading for English class.
They did not discuss writing answers to teachers’ questions about the books or doing book reports for
homework. Their comments were clipped. The adolescents’ statements were negative, indicating the
pressure the students felt. “You have to read at a certain rate.” “There’s a “deadline”, “schedule”, “a
date to begin and end”, many students told us. Tara declared, “In class you can only go to a certain page
and it drives me nuts! So I read anyway and figure it out but don’t tell anyone what happens.” Courtney
said, “I have trouble...I’m being left behind when the whole class is reading a book.” Josh said, “After a
while, I don’t read pretty much at all.” Few students saw no difference between selecting their own books
and reading books for English class. Morgan commented, “If you like it, you’ll get into it”. Amanda
remarked, “I enjoy mostly all kind of reading.” For most seventh and eighth graders reading for English
class was a chore. When the teachers selected the books, other than teacher-directed questioning with
students answering with expected reactions, there was little interaction amongst the young people and thenteachers and books. There was little motivation to understand reading, little involvement in a story and
little retention of knowledge and/or pleasure after reading a book.

However, fewer than half the students had favorable opinions of teachers’ choices. These few
people claimed that their teachers had picked out “good, quality books” for them. These students
acknowledged that the books were ones not selected at “random” but were ones that the “teachers
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themselves enjoy”. With Mrs T, the particular novel many students favored was The Outsiders

Several of

Mr D’s class members told me that they liked and identified with the main character, Lyddie, which was
also the title of Paterson’s novel. Some teens said that “it was not so bad for teachers to pick out
something different than what we would normally read”.

Students pointed out that teachers share books

that “other students have liked and recommended” to teachers to suggest to future students. A few
adolescents thought that their teachers chose books “for their reading level” or “to challenge” students.
Several approved of the teachers’ selections in that the books were “for our age group” and books with
“good subjects” or “topics” that suited “our interests and our personality.” Timmy summarized this group
of students’ feelings, “Teachers would pick books that were like us, the kind of books we would read.”

When many students discussed their approval of teachers picking out books, they associated it
with pleasurable literary activities they remember from younger grades. A few teens referred to teachers in
their prior grades reading a book aloud and acknowledged that they enjoyed their teacher’s dramatics and
the class talk around the book. They reminisced about reading and sharing books all by a particular
author. Steve brought up the fact that his elementary school teacher inventoried their interests and then
had many books in the classroom available to all students.

These particular students revealed that they benefited from teachers’ choosing books for them.
However, they hoped that the books were those that they thought would appeal to them. Megan’s
comment helped us to see this. “It [teachers choosing books] would get us to try different kinds that we
may happen to like”. Melissa concurred when she admitted that she “didn’t mind [teachers picking out
books] but would be unhappy if they don’t have my favorite books. It has to be a really good book.
And,”...she insisted, “...teachers don’t need to ask a lot of questions with the story”. A handful of students
said that they wanted the teachers’ choices to be on the students’ terms. They said they would like their
teachers to “pick out the topic, give us ground rules, but give readers freedom to choose and read
particular books.”

Later in this chapter we see how teachers and students talk and listen to each other

about their book preferences. The interaction of students and their teachers with books was important to
examine. We will see that it is consequential that teachers use their knowledge of young adult literature
and their knowledge of the students to help individuals find and read books that excite them.
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Students’ Responses to Self- Selection
Although there were some students who liked the novels that their teachers had chosen for the
class to read, generally there was a contrast between the image the adolescents painted of themselves as
engrossed readers with their chosen books and the students tackling the task of reading in school. Up until
this time in their school careers, these students were in English, Reading, Social Studies and Science
classes in which they were assigned novels, short stories, plays or poetry from anthologies to be read
together. Some students had reading experiences in which they were asked to choose a book from a given
genre or topic in order to write book reports. In order to continue to refine what adolescents thought that
picking out their own books would do for them, I asked that particular question on a questionnaire. (See
APPENDIX G)

All of the teenagers’ responses to what choosing their own books would do for them were in
favor of self-selection. Orsan emphatically stated, “Teachers SHOULD LET students pick out books to
read!” Many students said that one of the benefits in choosing was “I would read it.” “I would read it
better,” was another often made reaction. These statements indicated first of all that, when they selfselected, the students were agreeable to the reading activity confronting them. (“ I would want to read ”)
The value of this was that the students would not refuse to read or say that they had read the book but
would actually be reading and completing a book.

Further, when we talked about what students meant by the term “...read it better”, the
adolescents admitted that they would read the book with “interest” and “concentration”. Alan pointed out,
“If I was given the chance to pick the books I would read. I’d feel important...like I’d been given a big
responsibility.” Megan was one of the teenagers who discerned that self-selecting their books had to do
with how they would feel. “I’d feel a lot better”, claimed Megan. Other responses to the idea were: “I
would feel elated!” “I would love it!” “I’d feel comfortable.” “It would be a whole lot more fun!”

If one of our goals as educators was for students to have interest in, find pleasure in and have
reading as a habit that continues throughout their lifetime, then articulations of pleasure over the
opportunity to choose their own books were expressions to be attended to. “Only I know what books I
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like!” Josh spoke to me assuredly. Mrs T noticed almost immediately that when she told the teenagers that
they will be reading books they will choose (and not their literature anthology), “It looked like they
thought they’re at Disneyworld! Some students acted like they were in a candy store when they went to
the bookshelves. Their eyes lit up and they were talking excitedly with their friends when they were
making selections on the books they wanted.” “It’s the best way to go!” pronounced Matt.

A review of the response to literature studies indicates that most research has been done with
selections chosen by the researcher (Beach & Hynds, 1990). On one end of the continuum there are
adolescents having to read what teachers require. On the other, there are teenagers involved in the books
they wanted to read. In my pilot study, Fenna represented many young adults when she professed to me,
“I like reading books I choose because I can read what I like”. In the current study, readers had the
experience of choosing their books themselves. GambrelTs findings indicate that with children across the
grade levels the books they most enjoyed were self-selected books (1996b). Research related to self¬
selection of books supports the notion that the books students find interesting are those they have
selected for their own reasons and purposes (Gambrell, 1996b).
Research has also shown the importance of realizing that reading involves the interests of the
readers in what they are reading. Carter and Harris, in a study of middle school students, verify that
“interesting” was the single largest categorical response that students give to books they have read (1981).
I too found from the results of my mid-year questionnaire that “A book has to be interesting” was the
response most often given when students were asked what a book has to be like in order for them to
choose to read it. I found that if I listened to middle school students’ discussion and attended to what they
were writing in their journals, they revealed to me what they liked in books. Therefore, an examination of
what was of interest to these students was necessary to this study.

No one likes books that are dull. “Interesting” is different for each person. The meaning one
attaches to the concept “interesting” also differs depending on the book the reader is reading. What is
beautiful language to one is difficult for another. What is fascinating content and contains so much
wonderment for one person can be baffling or of no interest to another. The book that keeps one person
on the edge of her seat might be viewed as nonsense or not worth reading to her friend. What this study
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addresses are the individual interests of these adolescents as well as what they as a group are interested in
reading. This is a topic of importance because it yields a finding. As a result of the information that
reveals what adolescents deemed interesting, we as teachers are armed with knowledge of our students
and the literature that they are motivated to read. We are then enabled to become an effective part of the
interaction of the adolescents and books with which they are willing to engage themselves.

Heather’s observation of her book. The Diarv of Anne Frank, was one that captured the concept
of “interesting”. She wrote in her journal, “This book has far too many thoughts and feelings for me to put
it down.” Like Heather, most students said that “a lot has to be going on in the book”. A look at the
responses from the Mid-Year Interview also help to depict the concept of interesting. Often when I asked
the question “What elements or criteria does a book have to have in order for you to read it?”, (See
APPENDIX I) and students quickly stated that the book had to be interesting, I asked them to elaborate or
tell me what I would see if they were reading an interesting book. They talked freely about what they
meant by the term “interesting”. Sam discussed Go Ask Alice (Anonymous). “It has a real setting, plot,
characters and clear, strong theme to give to the reader. I could follow it and not get lost.” “For me,”
Adam remarked, “ Never Cry Wolf (Mowat) was full of action and has suspense but it also has
description so that I learn new information to know for life.” The students agreed that they would be
interested in a action and description packed story that would be meaningful to them.

Katie spoke at length about her selection of “interesting”. Boy by Roald Dahl.

Roald Dahl’s life was very interesting. This story was interesting because to me it
means life. It tells about the good times and the bad. For example...when Dahl’s
father dies, he was at a very young age. Then it goes on to the wonderful summers
on the deserted islands of Norway with his whole family. It is not about him alone.
It was a collection of memories which makes it more unusual and enjoyable than any
autobiography. It has a comical twist like his other books... funny yet sad. Like the trick that
Roald Dahl plays... It also means growing up...He explains triumphs and tragedies, people and
influences and how he got through everything. I can see where all his stories come from...
Katie also chose to read Never Cry Wolf and told me why Farley Mowat’s book was interesting:
It...helps a person get in touch with their feelings inside so that that person can
relate to that book. When a person reads this book, they can see the connection,
the bridge that connects man and wolf. Or, in other words, it was like a human
looking into a mirror and seeing a wolf for a reflection. It was like getting in touch
with another side of you.
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Katie’s idea of what was interesting to her to read was one that was rich with humanness and nature. It
spoke of love, joy, death, surprise, humor, relationships and understanding oneself others, and life.

The students had many ideas in common about what constituted an interesting book. They
agreed that “interesting books will relate to the reader.” These were stories in which “the author finishes
one thought before he continues with the next”. They had “details, specifics, are backed up with facts,
reasons, and imagination.” These students represented many of their peers when they noted that
interesting books had something in them that intrigued the young people. The teens saw and understood
what the author’s message was. The interesting books that the students were choosing held meaning for
the teenagers.

It was important to the students that in regards to the notion of “interesting” they spoke of the
element of choice. The teens talked about “being free to choose what. ..” they were interested in reading.
To the students, reading a book that was interesting was synonymous with reading what they liked. They
viewed reading what they chose far differently than reading books that teachers gave them. When I posed
a question on the first questionnaire that pointed to how teens liked teachers assigning books to read,
many spoke of the huge contrast assigned reading was to a reading that was enjoyable. The latter was
always associated with student choice. Tara wrote about her motivation to read, “Reading to me was the
fact that I read when I’m excited and first get a new book I want to read. I don’t write story maps and
book reports at home! I read! ”

Mike echoed what his classmates stated in a variety of ways: “When I

want to read, I can. I read at my own rate during my own time. I get into it!” Kim claimed, “I read when I
feel like it. It is how I like to read. It’s how reading should be!” The students’ exclamations were
examples of the force with which many adolescents spoke of picking what they wanted to read and then
going ahead and doing the reading on their own.

The students elaborated on reading self-selected material by pointing out the sense it made to
read “what I want, when I want.” Tara illustrated: “I read whenever...all afternoon when it’s rainy... early
in the morning...late afternoon...nonstop! (sometimes)” Luke said he read “before I go to sleep...late...on
a stormy day... ” The majority of teens read “when I have nothing to do...” “to occupy myself ....when I’m
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bored”, “when I’m grounded”, or “when I have to help my sister take a bath.” Some seventh and eighth
grade boys remarked that they read “sports novels, magazines and the sports part of the newspaper to
relax at my desk before I do my homework.” The connotation of the feeling the teenagers were
describing regarding reading material of their choice was that they looked forward to and were eager to
engage in this reading.

The leisurely feeling the adolescents used to describe when they read was similar to their
description of the places in which they “kick back” and read the books they liked. “I read wherever”... was
the response from most adolescents. Many teens read alone in their bedrooms with their door shut. Tim
said, “When I’m reading what I want, the sign on my door was “DO NO DISTURB!” “I read in a cool,
quiet place... where I am not distracted,” stated Tara speaking for the majority of her teenage peers. As I
read their journals, it was not hard to picture the reader engrossed in his/her novel. (See Katie, for
example. Figure 8)

Some teenagers described reading cozily on a couch or their beds with their dog or cat tucked at
their feet while their music played in the background. Many young people preferred reading outdoors.
For example, Courtney read on vacation on the beach in Florida. Katie M sat under the “big, maple tree
where it was soothing and peaceful.” Kate lay in a hammock or by the pool with a big glass of lemonade.
These teens did not hesitate to share that there were many ways in which they showed that they enjoyed
reading. What reading a book was like was — privacy, comfort and choice. Adolescents liked to read
“what I like”..."whenever”...’’wherever”.

Self-Selection Strategies
How the adolescents found books they would like to read was an important part of the self¬
selection process. I asked the students how they discovered books on the beginning of the year
questionnaire (See APPENDIX G). As they wrote in their dialogue response journals, the teenagers also
shared the techniques they used to find books. Winston wrote, “You know what, Mrs G? I think I’ve
overdosed on Paulsen now. I want a high-action adventure after I finish this... Do you know any?” When
some students began to tell me in their journals how they chose and where they found books on their own.
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I began to use the journal to ask others this question. As I read the data that the teens provided, I noted
that it was supported by the observations of the teachers and media specialist. After I sorted and tallied
these, certain patterns emerged. The results are consistent with the findings of teacher/researchers such as
Henry (1992), Timion (1991) and Atwell, (1987).

Figure 1 indicates that about two thirds of the students looked for a particular genre or kinds of
books such as suspense or adventure. Another technique that many adolescents cited was that they
“checked out” a book that was recommended by a family member, their teacher or a peer. Also a way that
the teens identified was choosing to read a summary on the book jacket or the “hook” on the back of the
book. Many students browsed to find the subject or author interesting to them.

Ways in Which Books Attract Teen Participants
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Figure 1. A bar graph of students’ book selection techniques

As we studied the strategies students used to look at and select books, it became a way for
teachers and librarians to see what their desired books were. However, those books need not be
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considered an end in themselves. The notion that teenagers had found ways that they discovered books
they were willing to read was a lead for us. Teachers could help students to pursue finding their “favorite
books”. 95% of the students borrowed books from our classroom library or school library. In order to
promote adolescents finding books they would love to read, research has demonstrated that it was
necessary for school libraries and classrooms to have a wide variety of books readily available to readers.
Research supported the view that when books were at hand, more reading was done. The work of Henry
(1992), Lamme (1976), Timion (1991), and Atwell (1987) pointed out that providing access to books in
the classroom was necessary to encouraging reading.

Continuing the Process
There were many ways the seventh and eighth grade teachers and I dialogued with the students in
their journals. The responses the students made in my pilot study were similar to those that these readers
wrote. For example, they narrated or interpreted the story through their eyes. Sometimes the teens told a
story from their own lives brought to mind by a word or image. The adolescents made judgments about or
identified with characters, made associations with the events that transpire, or made literary judgments
about author style. Many times the teachers read that the student was focusing on an author’s technique.
At this point we established their book choice by saying, “Oh, I see you’ve chosen another Duncan novel.
What was it about the way she keeps you in suspense that you like?” Several readers stated whether the
book was fulfilling their expectations or not. We attempted to expand a reader’s choice. “If you like the
way Duncan..., you might want to try Rosemary Wells. I’m in the middle of ....and I can’t put it down...”
Another tactic a teacher used in responding in students’ journals was to notice a student’s preference for a
particular theme and build on that notion. An example might be this: “Oh, I read where you are into books
where the underdog wins in sports...so am I...I just read Don Gallo’s new book. It has... I have it; if you
want to borrow it, let me know the next time I see you.” The teachers used the students’ responses as a
starting point for discussing and suggesting new books.

It was an attribute of the students’ dialogue to talk about why the book was their favorite or why
part of the book was so terrific. The students wrote how the book was so boring or confusing that they
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put it down. While students were reading, many were thinking of the next book they would like to read.
They questioned themselves and their teachers in their journals: “Do you think I should read another by
this author, or one of the same type but by ...who ...likes? Maybe I should just get out of this genre. I’ve
been reading it for a long time now... I might pick a book on... because I’m interested in...”
Many adolescents employed a reading habit of thinking about what book to read next as they
were still reading and responding to a current one. Tara illustrated this behavior. She happened to be in
the library when she narrated in her journal: “I saw a book that seemed to say “PICK ME!” Tara had not
even yet finished reading Coverup (Bennett). I noticed this phenomenon surfacing in about 25% of the
students in the month of October. Readers were writing in their journals and talking to me and their
teachers about their “next pick” while they were still reading books. They entitled that section of the
journal names such as: “Picking a Book”, “Trying to Choose a Book”, or “Finding a New Book”. They
told me that they were always on the lookout for a book. “I need to read something different...The next
book I will read will be a fantasy...” It was if they were on such a roll or going at such a pace that they
were not stopping reading. Rosenblatt (1978) stated that the most important choice of all in the reading
process must be made early. When students were selecting books by using the features that they have in
mind, Rosenblatt says that the readers were seeking to fulfill some kind of expectation or the text to fit into
some type of blueprint (1978). According to Rosenblatt, they were looking for what they thought
“embodies...the ‘joy’ and the ‘juice’ of life.” They may have had in mind...”(S)ome scene, some brief
dialogue, some episode”...(1978, p. 160). It helped the students to realize what they enjoyed reading and
what type of book they were in the mood for as well as the reasons for these urges or inclinations to read.

Examples of the seventh and eighth graders’ comments when they were “on a roll” help make this
concept concrete. Winston chattered about his selection plans.
I don’t have another book yet. Still thinking about The River. (Paulsen) People say it’s good. I
liked Hatchet so much. I’m not sure I want to read what happens to Winston afterwards. I just
want to maybe go out in the woods and think about it for awhile. I loved the way Paulsen tells
how Winston learned out in nature. I wish it was me... Do you recommend any of Paulsen’s
books? I went to the library to look for Paulsen... I found Foxman (Paulsen)...We’ll see. One kid
told me it was about a man with a scarred face who lives alone in the woods...I think I could get
into someone who makes it on his own. I wonder why he wants to do that?...”
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When students such as Winston were writing about selection plans in their journals, they seemed to be
holding a dialogue with themselves. Anson and Beach discussed the journal writing’s function. They
viewed it as thinking on paper that facilitated the development of a dialogue with self (1995). As they
wrote and reread what they wrote, it helped the readers to become aware of and reflect on what books
they were considering. We see that Winston had done this, shared his thinking about selection with us.
According to Anson and Beach (1995), the students connected their inner conversation with the outer
circle, the teachers in the dialogue response journal and their friends in conversations about books.

Denise had almost completed Stotan (Crutcher) when she discussed her book choice plans. “The
next thing I read will be silly and not make sense. I’m interested because my sister’s class put on
Jabberwocky. It was the kind of thing you’d expect Lewis Carroll to write...I’m interested because of the
strange words...” Denise went on and described what she called “sidetracks”. What she meant was she
was “changing from one type of book to another” (from The Rowan (McCaffrey) to Winnie the Pooh
(Milne)) or “trying something new” as some students said. Denise explained in her journal how a Girl
Scout theme project prompted her to read Pooh. Jami was a student who read two books at once Huckleberry Finn (Twain) and The Rowan. She decided she could “handle this well because Huck got
boring... There were no events...” As a result, Jami stated, “I started The Rowan . I was attracted to that
name... such a cool name...”

This “inner dialogue” as Ortiz has termed it (1996, p. 494) consisted of the students asking
themselves selection questions. What kind of character do I want to read about? Someone I can relate to?
Someone with real life problems? Do I feel like going on an adventure? In a fantasy world? Do I want to
read an easy book? A challenging book? What author do I want to read? Who would know...? By
attending to these questions and answers during their conversations, students can realize what they would
like to read and where to find it. Often students like Michelle while reading a book asked the teacher if
she could recommend a book like the one she was reading or a book by that same author. Michelle
commented in her journal. “I’m still looking for a book...I’m thinking about Black Beauty. (Sewall)
Would that be a good one? I’m trying to switch the types of books I read for once...My sister has the
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book...” Michelle’s teacher told her that she was welcome to come and look at the horse stories she had on
her book shelf.

In some cases students said that they were thinking of reading a book such as Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory (Dahl) because they had seen or were going to view the movie. Quite often they
would read a book and intend to see the movie after the reading. This was the preference of Michelle who
would like to have had the Black Beauty book set in her mind’s eye and then compare the movie to the
novel. During February vacation Michelle was reading The Hot Zone because she has left the Sideways
School (Sachar) stories at school. In her journal, she wrote, “I am also starting A Connecticut Yankee in
King Arthur’s Court (Twain) and it was a little confusing...I’m going to read a little more and see if I
understand.” Later in February Michelle announced in her entry that she had finished Just A Little Bit
Lost (Trivelpiece)but not The Hot Zone (Preston). “I’ve just begun Fortune’s Wheel by Cynthia
Voigt . .Have either of you read it?” It was not until June that Michelle completed the reading of Louis
Sachar’s Sideways Stories. By this time Michelle was using her fifth journal. (Most other students were
writing in their first or second.) “I picked the book Coverup (Bennett) and read the back of the book. It
sounds good so I’ll tell you about it.” However the end of the school year came upon her too soon and
Coverup was due at the school library. Michelle wrote, “I already had an extension on it. So I couldn’t
read the end. I am majorly BIG TIME BUMMED OUT! “I really really wanted to know what happens...I
think... I hope...’’One could hear Michelle’s voice rise in frustration with realization that this was as far as
she would get on Coverup. Michelle was so eager to read Coverup. she put it on her summer list. We
were confident because of the number of books Michelle read and the thrill she had written about keeping
a dialogue response journal that she, like some students, would keep on a roll reading.

Tara discussed how she kept herself on a roll. She asked Mrs T and me if we had any
suggestions on books she could read. “I’m searching for a new book...I really like realistic fiction — books
about real life people with real life problems...like The Island Keeper” (Mazer). While Tara used her
teachers to suggest realistic novels, Katie was independent in finding the books she wanted to read. Katie
shared books with friends, took them out of the town or school library or bought them. Like Tara, she was
accustomed to talking about her reading plans either in her journal or with her teachers and peers. “I’ll
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borrow.The Name of the Game was Murder (Lowry). I have a lot of expectations for it because the last
suspense I read. Deadly Game of Magic (Nixon) was a “10." Next week I’m off to read Stranger in the
Mirror (Beach). Jen was similar in her selecting habits. She also put her thoughts in writing in her journal,
“I’m not sure what book I should read next. I like stuff like horror, suspense, excitement. Do you
recommend any? I don’t know if you’ll let me read Party Line (Bates) because it’s like Stine...If I can’t.
I’ll read a Babysitter’s Club book...” In response to Jen’s question, Mrs T and I attempted to turn Jen in
the direction of authors like Duncan or Nixon who write an intriguing, twisting, complex plot full of the
suspense, excitement and horror that Jen was seeking.

Teens were using their journals to sense what mood they were in order to direct themselves
towards looking for and selecting particular books. For example, Michelle wrote, “I feel like, for some
reason, reading a sad book. I have heard of Ryan White’s story. Maybe I’ll look for that...” Adolescents
were also including their friends, teachers and families in the choosing process. “I need another book” was
the way Jen put it in her journal; when she was not really sure what her tastes were at the time, she wrote
about the possibilities of how she figured out which book she would pick. “Maybe I’ll ask my Mom about
one I saw on our table...Or, I could ask Sara. She said the one she was reading was a cool, suspenseful
book. Hmmm...Mrs T do you think I would like that one about the little boy growing up as an orphan?
What was that title?” Many young people like Jen stated that they “need a book." The choice of the word
“need” was interesting because when I asked the students what they meant, they said that they “have to
have a book." And, to add emphasis to this phenomenon, the students stated that they need a “new book”
while they are “still reading their old one."

Courtney had many leads to books as she continued on a roll in reading. “One of my friends told
me that there was a movie of The Babysitters’ Nightmare. (Martin) That I would like to see and then read
it...I’d also like to read some other books written by K. Daniels.” Later on, Courtney mused, “Mrs T, you
were right to think I’d love Agatha Christie. I love it. (The Mirror Crack’d)... it has details so you can
picture things but not too much detail so that you can use your imagination.” A pattern to Courtney’s
entries was one of sharing titles, authors and book impressions with her teachers.
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Thank you again, Mrs G. I love Lois Duncan’s books! I have bought 4 ~ and read 3! I have also
received a lot for my birthday...I’m taking a break from the long book Coming Home (R.
Pilcher) that Dad bought for Mom. Both my Mom and Grandma suggested I try it, so I did. But
anyway I’m reading the Best Book Ever - Who Killed Mv Daughter? by Duncan. I LOVE IT!
My Mom wants to read it. I’m going to buy it so my Grandma can read it too! At first I thought
it (her daughter’s murder) was the cause of all the horror stories. But then I learned Duncan
based her last book before Kait’s death on Kait...
My responses to Courtney focused on how she makes her book choices and why she made them. Courtney
used much of her journal writing to articulate her choices in order to think through her selections and let
herself and her teachers know her interests, her pleasure, and her captivation with the self-selection
program.

Winston, like Courtney, was able to locate books that would keep him in a reading cycle at home.
“My brother Jeff, who doesn’t particularly like to read, loved The Slave Ship (Sullivan) and I like dramas
so...” However, later Winston wrote: “It was pretty confusing. The first half of the chapter talked about
slave buyers and the last about slaves. But I still am going to like it because I don’t believe in slavery. I
am glad it was illegal and I know the book ends on a positive for slaves too!” I met Winston in the
hallway before classes started one day and asked him how The Slave Ship was going. He said he was
pretty unhappy with the book. I suggested that he give it a little more time and then put it down if he still
felt the same way. It was not long after I read his journal. “Mrs G, I took your advice and read to the
fourth chapter to see if I’d like it and it broke in with 2 new characters. Now I’m totally confused. I’m
going to drop it. Now I’m definitely sticking with my next book. The Indian in the Cupboard. I figured
I’d read a fantasy. I’ve read both the new Indian in the Cupboard sequels ...” Winston was one to
continually let his teachers in on his book selection techniques and the process behind them. He was an
enthusiastic reader who declared his first choice. Soccer Halfback (Christopher) as “one of the best books
I’ve read.” Winston looked around his house for books to read. “The funny thing was I got the book
(Soccer Halfback. Christopher) for Christmas 3 years ago. This was the first I’ve read it.”

By mid-November Winston had searched his “home library and saw nothing good.” He decided
to choose a book from the shelves of the classroom “cart." We can follow Winston’s thinking about his
tastes in authors, genre and content. “I might stick with Paula Danziger because I’ve read Can You Sue
Your Parents for Malpractice? I might read Remember Me to Harold Square. If I do it will be because
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she wrote what really happens. Or I will get a biography out. Maybe a president, inventor or singer. If I
choose a singer. I’d pick Bob Marley...Do you know him?” Winston and I connected in the hallway after
he got off his bus. I told him I had called my bookstore and had learned that there were a couple of
different books on Bob Marley. I explained how the fellow in the bookstore had described the variation in
the focus of the books. Rather than my ordering a biography for Winston, he said he would ask for it for
Christmas.

Later in the month Winston was still weighing the idea of reading a biography.

...About Harry Houdini. I like Magic. When I was younger, I had a secret ambition
of becoming a magician. I got this one from Scholastic. My favorite
trick was the Disappearing Salt Shaker. But I didn’t really like it because it told
all of his tricks. The book was too short. I am interested in finding a book on who
he learned them from or how he learned...This time I would like to read about
a sports star because I love sports. I find books about political leaders etc.
not interesting. Probably because I don’t care for politics. Not right now anyway...
Winston told us the subject matter he favored in his reading. He had distinct preferences for what he was
and was not interested in reading.

One might say that through Winston’s descriptive entries on what he

was thinking of reading, that he was a discriminating reader. On March 5, he entitled his entry “Looking
for a Book."
I am STILL thinking about a biography. I would like to read one because everything in them
was true. But I just started What Eric Knew by James Howe. I will try to read a biography next
time.. .Maybe Sly Stallone. But this book just sounds very interesting. Phis I love drama, horror
and comedy. This has a little of each plus more. I know this from my brother Jeff.

One could not help but appreciate the information that Winston shared with us on from whom he
got his background on his books and what types of books he liked. It informed the teachers not only as to
what books to stock their classrooms with but what books to suggest to Winston that would arouse his
interests and likes.

If teachers are able to have their libraries full of the reading material that appeals to

their students, then we are apt to give our students the opportunity to experience the love and joy of
reading. Galda suggests, “To encourage this connection between readers and texts, teachers now provide
time to read, books to choose among, and, in the best circumstances, opportunities to talked about books
with a variety of people in collaborative ways.” (1993, p. 303)
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When Mrs T and I dialogued with Winston, for example, in his journal, it was generally about
how we perceived and shared books. Our role was that of being “caring and sensitive reader”(s), ones that
reflected Mary and Chwasato Kitagawa’s philosophy (1987, p. 67). That is, that the teachers were at the
“other side” of students’ writing, receiving the words and images forming in the readers’ minds. The
Kitagawas use the term “akapen”; it corresponds to encouraging as one might nurture a friend’s selfexpression by “back-channeling." We as teachers mirrored in our responses what we heard or saw that
Winston wrote. We remarked on his strengths and questioned him so that he could develop his thinking
and expression. For example, Winston was discussing Owen and Natali not kissing in Very Far Awav
From Anywhere Else (LeGuin). “I think nothing was worth risking a friendship. Friendship was the
second most important in the world. The first was love. Everyone needs to be loved!” Mrs T asked
Winston to clarify and then explain a point he had made. “So true! Sometimes this was hard to see in a
relationship. Tell me a little bit about...” At another time, she spoke to him about the Holocaust after he
declared, “I think we should have helped them. We should have destroyed the concentration camps.” Mrs
T asked Winston to expand his thinking: “It was an incredible, sad part of our history. There are some
who are saying that this never happened, that the killing of millions of Jews never occurred. Can you
imagine why? What would you say to this?”

When the teachers talked with Winston in his journal, we were both spontaneous and subjective,
writing to Winston as an individual whose ideas and feelings we respected and valued. We encouraged
teens such as Winston to not only to express themselves freely in writing but to think about what they have
written. In this way, we “honor the fact” that the students were writing (Kitagawa, 1987,p. 67). Also,
when Winston’s teachers talked with him about topics in books, both the teachers could help Winston
realize the issues he was concerned about. They could help him see what he was connected with in
literature and in life. What Mrs T and I were working toward was helping adolescents such as Winston
learn to love to read and appreciate literature.

The Influence of Family
Researchers such as Greany & Hegarty (1987), Neuman (1986), and Morrow (1983) advocate a
rich literary home environment. Just as the access to books in school was pertinent, the availability of
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books in the home was directly related to how much children read. Morrow (1983) and Neuman (1986)
also report that parents of children who read for pleasure read more than parents of children who are less
interested in books. Greany & Hegarty (1987) find that the majority of parents of fifth grade students who
frequently read foster the reading of books. The parents promote particular books and nurture the habit of
reading in bed. This was in contrast to the fact that fewer than half of the non-reading parents encourage
their children to read.

Sharing books with parent, sibling or extended family was the second most prevalent way for
young people to find books to read. This study drew the link between home and reading in that in an
interview, in student/teacher conversations and in journals, adolescents indicated that they and their
parents developed close connections around books. They chose books together and talked about them.
Books were exchanged between parent and child. More than half of the teenagers said that their mothers
and/or fathers recommended books to them. Figure 2 shows the individuals who are sources for the
students when they are thinking of selecting books to read.

Books were mentioned either directly or indirectly as Kate related, “I really like to read...old
books we have down stairs...Dad told me we have the whole series...The Lion. The Witch and the
Wardrobe (Lewis). I’m a real sucker for adventure. I mean a different world filled with fantasy and
mystery. Wouldn’t you just die to be there?” Sometimes the teens were so excited about what they were
reading that they felt they just had to have their family members experience the books. Kate told her
mother directly how she felt about The Outsiders. (Hinton)

I loved this book! I have to make a comment on it. When you read it, from Ponyboy’s
descriptions it’s like you almost know the character and what they’re going through and
feeling. It was very touching at the end when Johnny dies and leaves Ponyboy that letter. I
was very, very upset at Dally. I told my mother about how wonderful it was but not how it
ended. She wants to read it! My wonderful mom knows me so well she picked out a book by
Hinton in the book store. That Was Then. This Was Now. Of course my mom knows my favorite
was Hinton. We both read the back of the book. We decided it looked great to read!
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Teen Participants Share Books with Others

Figure 2. A bar graph showing whom adolescents share books with

The link that books afforded between parent and child and other readers continued. Sometimes
the teenagers connected their parents and teachers together by a book. For example, Katie asked if we
(her English teacher and I) had read Nancy Drew (Keene) mysteries. “My cool Mom has read her (Nancy
Drew). I think it’s really, really funny that I read what my Mom has read at some point in her life.” Other
times television or movies connected adolescents to books and others. Winston wrote to Mrs T in his
journal:

I was thinking about how much you like to read and I saw a commercial about
Primal Fear by William Diehl. I know you love psychological thrillers...My mom says she
has read it and it was great. My Dad bought it for her. Full of suspense. You might
want to try it and its sequel. Show of Evil. Oh! You know what? Mrs G read it. You can ask
her her opinion. OK? ‘Til next time...
The conversation that was going on around books had never happened before between Mrs T and her
students. Nor had Mr D been part of such a dialogue about books prior to this self-selection program.
Both of the teachers had had students on occasion show them what they were reading for pleasure during
a free class period. Or during that same class, a few students requested the use of books from the back of
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their rooms. However, in the self-selection program, both Mrs T and Mr D shared their observations of
teenagers initiating talk about books. The teachers said that the teenagers were discussing how they share
books with their parents, siblings, relatives, peers and other teachers.

Figure 3 is an example of a web showing the links that the adolescents and people made around
books. (See next page: A Web of Books Around Kelsey...) In this interaction, Kelsey was seen at the
center of a web built upon whom she shared books with and who shared books with Kelsey. The web of
people began with her immediate family, her mother and father who were musicians and her younger
brother. The web grew by means of conversation and book trading into the extended family such as
grandmother, aunt, cousin, parents’ friends and teachers. They were linked by their literary interests.
Kelsey had one friend in particular, Leah, with whom she talked on the phone about what they were
reading. The girls might reason with each other how and why they picked a book. Leah said during an
interview with me, “I like what Kelsey likes. Sometimes it’s Lois Lowry because sometimes we can
predict what will happen in her book and sometimes we never (student emphasis) know. Sometimes it’s an
author I’ve never heard of before. I read the blurb for exciting events...then I might pick it.” The web
around Kelsey has room to spin even more influences, people and interests into it.

The interaction around books began with discussion of the types of books that the individuals
liked to read. If the reader tried and liked a book she thought of sharing it. An example might sound like
this one. Either parent or child could initiate the dialogue. “If you were happy with ....(book, author),
then you’ll love...This author wrote with a lot of....I figured you would like...” Denise informed us in her
journal: “I got Gentle Annie (Shura) from my sister and Dragon Song and Dragon Singer (both by
McCaffrey) from Mom.” The recommender knew that the person with whom she was sharing preferred
particular literary elements. In other words, the recommender would suggest a book to a teacher, parent
or friend if the recommender knew that the perspective reader was a fan of that sort of book For
example, when Courtney was terribly excited about reading “my best book ever!” Who Killed My
Daughter? (Duncan), she told us that her mother and grandmother were part of the reading circle around
Lois Duncan’s novel. “We all adore suspense and real books! Mom even wants to read it! I’m going to
buy it so my grandma can read it too.” Katie also described how this process worked.
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Figure 3. A web of book sharers

A Web of Books around Kelsey, Her Family,
Friend and Teachers

c/5

±:

I share some of the books I read with my Mom.. .because we read the same kind of books.
We tell each other about what we read or what we are reading and all the fun and exciting parts.
We both love realistic fiction in which we can identify with what the characters are going
through. We both love humor. We both love a goods scare! We love a lot of different kinds of
books!!”
When adolescents and their family members made suggestions to each other regarding specific
books, they believed the other would enjoy them. Since it was common practice to speak about why they
liked certain types or authors, they came to know each others’ book tastes particularly well. As parent or
children became enthused with a new book, they could whet the other’s appetite. Moms or dads went to
their children because they knew they could communicate about the pleasures of their reading. Or, the
children drew their mothers or fathers into the world of the books that were satisfying them. Each handed
books to the other to try. Each benefited from the other’s literary experiences.

I provided a survey in which the students asked their parents about their observations of their
teenagers’ interactions with books. Results showed that parents concurred with their children on the ways
the adolescents selected books. Like teachers, parents were also generally aware of the types of books
their children read. The parents cited the variety of reasons young people selected books to read.
•

Books their peers share. “Friends have read books they liked.”

•

Books by a “good” author, a particular “author that consistently provides interesting reading”.

•

Books that have book covers that grab their attention and blurbs that are appealing.

•

Books that “relate to” what they like, “are interested in, for example, sports, horror and those that
have a good plot”.

The reading habits that parents noticed were the same that teenagers themselves were cognizant
of. The teachers also discussed these characteristics. Parents noted the following behaviors of their
children as they interacted with books:

•

They “read the book more than once” if they really like it.

•

They read “long books and never give up on them”.
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•

They read “the end of the book first sometimes and ruin the point of reading the horror book”.

•

They need “to have interest in the book from the beginning” or they “won’t stick with it”.

•

They read “to relax and release” themselves from “tension”.

•

They read “all the time” when they “like the book and they don’t even care about TV”.

•

They read “books that are on the edge” (of revealing the solution to the mystery) that they read “to

solve”.

•

They read books that they “put” themselves “into”.

•

They read “every day”, “any time or place”, “late at night”, “alone” in their room, or “when they are

grounded”. They “can’t put it down”. They “take the book wherever they go”, “outside”, “in the car”,
“on vacation”.

•

They “talk about books a lot at home”, books they are reading or books they want. They read books
to their moms or dads, brothers and sisters.

It was interesting that most of the adolescents related to me that they examined the survey with
their parents instead of handing it to their parents and divorcing themselves from the interview. It was also
interesting that the teens and their moms and/or dads talked about books and preferences. In fact, many
students also interviewed their friends’ parents about their adolescents’ book interests and habits. Quite
importantly, at an age when many teens do not discuss topics with their parents, they did talk about
reading. Adolescents also view many issues much differently than their parents. In this case, the teens saw
their interests and their reading in much the same light as their parents.

The Influence of Peers
There was also a great deal of book sharing going on with teenagers. 86% of the adolescents in
the study said that they traded books with their peers or friends. (See Figure 2, Those That Share
Books...) This statistic came alive when we listened to the teens’ talk surrounding books. Orsan’s
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comment was representative of the types of comments adolescents made about books and their friends’
reading interests. Orsan: “If I read a really hilarious part of a book, I tell someone who likes that stuff
about it.” When the adolescents talked about the books they discussed those that are “good”..., are their
“all-time favorite books”, and those that they “would read again and again.” These young people show a
relationship that author Daniel Pennac described in his book Better Than Life. Pennac says, “...the books
that mean the most to us were usually given by a kindred spirit” (1994, p. 100).

When the teens recommended books to their peers and/or friends, they recommended the books
that their friends “would enjoy” and those that “will meet their interests”. Books were given to friends
because friends noticed that the other was reading some type or an author that they themselves preferred
or had a cover or title that attracted them. They would even try reading different authors or genres because
their friends had sparked that interest. Most often friends knew each other and their literary interests and
tastes so well, that they knew enough to suggest a book to a friend. Most often a friend asked another for
a book when he or she had finished reading it. Just as with parents, one’s friends’ tastes and interests were
enhanced by the other.

These students read to be excited, frightened, entertained, informed, or transported. They read
because someone had pointed out to them that a particular book might be the one to try. From there they
used their own judgment whether to keep on reading. This study supports Isaacs’ findings (1992) in that
students recommended books to one another. However, also as Isaacs pointed out, these adolescents have
been reading books for years. They had reading habits. A variety of factors attracted these readers to
books. What they select and why were habits already established. The young people were, for the most
part, experienced in the interests in books they had and the types of books and authors they would read.
When a type of book, author or series was familiar to and had its appeal to particular teenagers, Isaacs said
it was this familiarity that kept the adolescent reading (1992). Because one book was like the other and
the readers had felt success and enjoyment, each reading experience guided future selections.

A scene in which Orsan was in action with his cohorts stemming from the novel, Harris and Me
(Paulsen,) explained the individuality yet camaraderie around books. It was homeroom period. One of
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the rules was to be silent. Even though Orsan knew this, he decided to talk about a book with Killian
Killian was not a member of the English class that allowed self selection of books. Orsan said to Killian
who sat in front of him. “There’s this neat part in Harris and Me where the kid blows up a frog with a
straw he made. Listen ...”
I turned from the window and looked closely - it seemed to be a green,
somewhat slimy ball with legs and eyes. ‘What was it?’ ‘It’s a frog.’
He put it in my hand and I could feel that it was still alive. The legs moved.
‘What happened to it?’ ‘I shoved a straw up its butt and blew it up.’
‘Why?’ ‘So it can’t dive...’ He smiled. ‘Later I’ll show you how to do it.
You got to watch you don’t blow too hard or they’ll pop on you. I did it once
and it took half an hour to get the frog guts out of my hair. ’ I put the frog on
the sill of the dormer window where it rolled gently, its little front legs waving...
(1993, p. 11)

Once again the students demonstrated what Pennac described in his book: “...reading is not an immediate
act of communication, though it does become something we share. But the sharing takes place slowly,
over time and the process is fiercely selective” (1994, p. 100).

During Orsan’s reading there were audible snorts and chuckles in the classroom. Mrs. T looked
at the boys and realized that she was observing a boy who was usually only interested in heavy metal
music, skulls, cars and roller blading. Presently he was very much enjoying a book. Orsan was reading
eagerly out loud to Killian and others in front, back and to their sides. Everyone was listening to Orsan’s
animated reading of his current favorite book. Orsan acted like the teacher who Pennac described in
Better Than Life (1994V

“,.(H)e was giving us what he knew”. Orsan “read out loud”... a “master

troubadour” who “sang chronicles of the heroes”, Gary Paulsen and Harris. Orsan as the teacher
“gather(s) his little flock at the source of the novel. He opened their eyes. He turned on the lights. He
set...”... them on... “a path of encounters...” with Harris and Me. “He trusted”... his peers’ “desire to
understand...” (Pennac, p. 110-111). Orsan’s reading and his effect on members of the class were evident.
Killian was grinning like the Cheshire cat at what a troublemaker Paulsen’s character was. An observer
could tell with Killian’s brown eyes dancing in their sockets that he too like the Me character thought what
Harris did was mischief he might like to get in to. Orsan said, “Yeah, Ackman, you, Winston and I should
do our project on this book. Want to do a video of us doing different parts of the book, like the frog one?
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You guys read the book yet? ...You have to...I don’t want to tell you yet...but I got two other scenes in
mind I want to do.”

Some students looked from behind their books and up from their papers. They glanced at Mrs.
T as if they wondered what would happen because of this excited, continuous conversation. The volume
was rising as the boys talked about who had a copy of the book Harris and Me. One wondered if Mrs. T
felt compelled to say something of a disciplinary nature because of the onlookers who started saying,
“Mrs. T, you told us there was no talking in homeroom.” Instead, Mrs T spoke to Orsan, “You can’t
believe how happy I am that you like that book. Mrs G will be so pleased too because she was the one
who brought it in to our class. When do you want to show the video to the class?” One could hear and
observe evidence of Pennac’s words in Mrs T’s class once more: “Those acts of sharing fill the secret
fortress of our freedom. Books and friends inhabit us together” (1994, p. 101).

What Mrs T was speaking of was the fact that I had introduced the book Harris and Me to the
class by talking with them about the Paulsen books they had read. As well, I did a dramatic reading of the
frog and rooster scenes that I had found extraordinarily entertaining. What Orsan was referring to was his
discovery of using his favorite scenes from Harris and Me . He and his friends would create a video, his
literary project for our English class. Mrs T relayed her observation of Orsan and his comrades to me.
Upon reading Orsan’s and his friends’ entries on Harris and Me. I saw that Orsan, Winston and Ackman
related to Harris and the Me characters mainly because of their antics. These students had done a bit of
the foolery in their lives that Harris and Me had. Orsan and his buddies also wrote in their journals that
they “can’t wait to try the stuff that Harris and Me pull off. Gary Paulsen was awesome in what he has
those kids do.”

When I visited the classes, I often observed two or three peers talking about a book. On many
occasions I heard a conversation like this one between Joe and Ryan. It was Skills class and Joe was
taking advantage of this time to read Hinton’s That Was Then. This Was Now. Upon noticing that Joe
had selected the same novel that Ryan had read, Ryan sauntered over to Joe’s desk. “Did you get to the
part when Charlie...?” Joe looked blankly away from the book up at Ryan. Joe had been taken away
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from Hinton’s world in the novel. I worked closely with Joe for three years. When he read, he told me he
must remove himself from distraction and “put” himself into his story. He had to get involved in what
was going on with the characters, he said. If he did not, he would not only not fully understand the story,
but he would not enjoy it. At this point, Joe had not gotten to the section to which Ryan was referring.
Ryan mumbled, “Oh, sorry, I won’t tell you anymore...I didn’t mean to mess the book up on you ...I just
thought it was cool that...” Ryan walked back to his own seat, a little dejected not to enter into a
conversation with Joe about a fight scene in the novel. Ryan told me he wanted to talk with Joe about the
“cool” way a character handled himself. Now that he could not visit with Joe about That Was Then. This
Was Now, Ryan looked for a book to read. He asked me, “Do you know if we have any more S.E. Hinton
books on our book cart?” My response was, “I think so. Do you want to go look with me and I’ll tell you
what I know about them?” As we headed for the book cart, Ryan said, “What I was looking for was
another ...” I smiled at Ryan and silently thanked Joe for selecting an S.E. Hinton novel. It reminded
Ryan that another Hinton story would be a good read for him.

When a close friend gives us a book, we look for that person between the lines:
his tastes, the reason she might have pressed this novel into our hands, the signs
of friendship. Then the story takes over, and we forget the friend who led us into it.
That’s when the work’s strengths take over: we forget how we came to be reading it.
(Daniel Pennac, 1994, p. 101)

In addition to spontaneous book conversations, there was another type of interaction the students
wrote about on a questionnaire. It was an indication of the influence that friends had on one another with
book types. When I asked if the students exchanged books with anyone, Katie described how this process
worked. “My friend tells me whether she really likes or hates a book. She says what’s good about it or not.
If it sounds good to me. I’ll ask to borrow it and read a few pages. If I think it’s the kind of book I want.
I’ll ask to keep hers for awhile or buy it.”

Some students like Katie in this study showed that Pennac’s notion continued even further. When
the young people were reading or had finished a book, some were in the habit of returning to a good
book-friend and seeing what new book that the friend had read that might be a possibility for them. Katie,
Courtney, Vanessa, and Michelle are examples of a group of three friends who do this. Vanessa shared
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this about Katie, “We overload on mysteries. It has to be suspense that we can’t figure out easily. I give
her some. She gives me others.” Other girls who were seen talking to each other about books are Katie
and Courtney. Courtney said,

Katie has read a few I liked, so when I hear one she likes from her

projects, I try it. I might try a book by the same author like Duncan, who I never read before.” Michelle
was very specific about why she and Katie got along so well in the realm of books. “Katie and I have
known each other for a long time. We have the same interests in realistic fiction. She and I will try any
book with characters who are kids our age who we can identify with.”

Another example of two young people relating to each other around books was Dawn’s
discussion of how she relies on Angelica for her reading material. “Angelica likes to read the same type I
do - realistic fiction. I’m going to look at the book she has. It’s the way she describes the book. Like the
feet she was so excited about Sweet Illusions (Myers). I’ll go get it and read a couple of chapters and
decide. If I like it. I’ll read it.” Dawn and Angelica were “checking out books” with one another. The
interaction served to feeding each other books as well as to nurture their friendship. Angelica said, “What
we have is cool. I like it.”

In fact, when students were asked in an interview what a book had to have in order for
them to select it, many said “My friend said I’d like the book” or “It kept my friends reading...They told
me they hated to stop reading.” Students often talked in their journals or with teachers and friends about
how they would choose their next book. They wrote about what novel they would select and why. “I’m
going to read one of the books my friends are reading and talking about... You hear so much about these
books from others’ descriptions.” What was it that teens were saying about particular books?
The books had to meet certain expectations for young adults when they were thinking of selecting
and actually doing the selecting. Although the expectations changed for some teenagers over the course of
the year and varied with the moods the teenagers were in (This will be described in Adolescent Profiles,
Ch. IV), the students discussed the elements that books had to have in order for them to be read. Figure 4
shows the elements that made the books those that “friends say you can’t put down.” The adolescents
gave these descriptions of the features of books they were looking for. Most teens chose three “things” a
book had to have in order for them to read them.
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What Participants Look for in Books
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Good plot
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Figure 4. A bar graph of students’ criteria for books

•

1. Mystery. It “keeps me wondering”. The plot was “twisting and turning”. “It makes me think

...have something I have to figure...something that makes me want to know more of...”

•

2. Suspense. These were “scary or filled with horror.” “I’m hooked!” “It keeps me wanting... I
won’t want to put the book down.” “It keeps me hanging and I have to read the chapter and the end
of the chapter and then before I know it, I’m reading the whole book. I can’t help myself from
reading.”

•

3. Action/Adventure. Books that had action/adventure were described as filled with “anticipation”

that something might happen. “In a nutshell it means that many events happen,” said Josh.

•

4. Books with “Complicated Plots”. They were “long enough to have good conflicts and climax”,

“have interesting characters”, “are written well and to the point.”
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•

5. Books that were “Detailed”. They were ones “with description so that I know what I’m

reading...so that I can see pictures, hear sounds, feel like I’m there.”

•

6. Books that had Real Life Situations. They “have to happen or could happen in today’s world...”

“The subjects and topics are relevant.” “They are easy for me to relate to the setting and problems.”
“The issues are meaningful. They are important to society.”

•

7. Books in which “I can Relate to Characters”. “I can tell and get to know characters’ thoughts and

feelings” in these kinds of books. “I get emotionally involved” “A book was a success when you can feel
like or feel for the character. You can be like the character and go through the events with the character.”

•

8. Books that “Spark my Imagination”. “I travel to another world and think...I can picture it.” “I

escape...” “I know it can’t really happen...I just imagine it does. ”

•

9. Books that fulfilled “Expectations”. “In a book like this I expect it to be like the story part I read

on the back of the book.”

•

10. Books “I can Learn from”. They had “information in them or something like a lesson in life.”

•

11. “Books that were Readable”. They are “easy enough for me to read”.

•

12. Books that were “by my Favorite Author.” “My favorite author books are the ones I read...After
I read one book, I read about five more (by that author). I love them like I love the first.”

The twelve elements that these students chose described books that “have content that was
something we like” and claim as “interesting”. The type of stories specified above “excite” these readers
to the point that they “get so into” the novels. The assortment of features indicated that these young
adults were cognizant of and could articulate what they wanted to read, what they read and why. This
thinking before and during selection supported Timion’s notion that choosing books was a pre-reading
activity (1992). It was part of a cycle, the reading process. The adolescents’ thinking flowed in this way:
They chose books that had the features they described. These books were usually liked and appealed to
the students as they read. This appreciation and/or enjoyment meant that the young people would find and
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get more books with these elements. (The types of books that the students were actually reading will be
discussed in relation to these twelve elements in the next section.)

After selection and the reading process began, the cycle continued, with the adolescents’ thinking
about selecting the next book. It happened for many teens while they were in the midst of reading of thenbook. It was not uncommon to hear teens demanding “I want another one just like this one.” When
expectations were fulfilled and the feedback or experiences favorable, their attitude towards reading what
they enjoyed grew more positive. For the adolescents, reading became and continued as an ongoing
activity. Once the process began, the decision to read became a decision to continue reading (McKenna,
1994).

Students’ Book Choices
Teens often wrote or spoke to their teachers, parents or friends in such a way as to ask, “Do you
have or know of any books that...?” When I asked the students what the book of their choice was, many
seventh and eighth graders answered that it would have to be the kind of books that have the qualities
discussed above. The books they most read were the ones they “like best”. The “best” books for the
young adults were ones that they looked for and found because they matched the desired elements. They
were the books the adolescents would read. (See Figure 5 on the next page.) The students wrote about
these books in their journals. The teens were observed talking about, choosing, reading and sharing the
books. I choose to quote some young adults and their thoughts on the book of their choice.
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I use their testimonies from our interview, small group talk, or when meeting individuals in the hallway.
Their testimonies captured how most adolescents described these kinds of books.

Types of Books Adolescent Participants Read
25

Figure 5. A bar graph of middle schoolers’ book choices

Many students responded that they read more than one of these categories of books:

•

1. Suspense/Horror Books. “I read Stine and King so that I can have some scariness in my life.”

•

2. Adventure/Action Books. “This kind of book I like because of the intense action and escape the
characters are going through.” “I like it because I read quickly” “It gets your attention... it’s thrillpacked with a change from one happening to the next...it doesn’t spend a lot of time and it doesn’t
stop!”
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•

3. Mysteries. “I read books that give the right amount of clues to keep you wondering. Like in a

Lowry, Christie or Duncan mystery, no one else knows ‘who did it’ until the author tells you as you read
the book.”

•

4. Realistic Fiction.

Authors like Patterson and Paulsen were examples of realistic fiction that “has

good themes or issues.” “It’s written from our perspective and is about people our age going through
what we’re going through emotionally.” “I need to be able to connect and believe...”

•

5. Biographies/Historical Fiction. “I like to learn what happened in the past with all the very different

people.

•

6. Science Fiction. These books were said to be “original” and “about the unknown, like Star Wars or

Star Trek.” “They do not happen right here and now, but they might; it’s possible.”

•

7. Sports

•

8. Romance

•

9. “Series” books were those by the same author. Students searched for and read all of the books that

an author had written. King, Stine, Duncan or Paulsen’s books were an example.

•

10. A Variety of Books.

•

11. Fantasies. “This was an escape like with McCaffrey or LeGuin that allows me to read something I

can’t really do, see or become.”

•

12. Classics. Twain, Carroll, Sewall and Milne were samples of those that were read.

•

13. Comics.

•

14. Humor.

When these adolescents indicated what types of reading were being done, it showed that they
were discovering the books that had the priorities they set. The young people were successfully finding
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what they were looking for. The students were reading books that they deemed worth reading. The
readers were trying to guarantee themselves a captivating reading experience.

When one compares the books that the young adults were actually reading to the elements that
they stated their books “had to have in order to be read”, one can see that generally the lists match. The
students prefer mystery, action, adventure, horror, suspense, realistic stories to which they can relate, and
books by authors of their taste. The elements explicit in the previous section were those that the
adolescents desired within these books. A criterion was that the book be well written with complicated,
detailed plots. Books should be understandable so that readers could learn from them, yet be ones that
enabled readers to use their imagination as well. The types of books that students were reading but not
necessarily of top priority were at the end of the above enumerated list. A variety of kinds of books was
represented here by a diverse group of unique individuals. About twenty students were attracted to
comics, classics, humor, fantasy, sports and romance. Although the low numbers in the results indicated
that these were not popular kinds of adolescent reading, the point can be made that almost one half of the
students for sundry reasons tried an assortment of reading material.

When I investigated the books that the adolescents were reading, I also asked them in the
interview the kinds of books they would never choose to read. The types of books that were most loved
and read by some individuals were “hated” by others. As a result of their many experiences with books
and the fact they have their own personal tastes and interests, the students made positive and negative
evaluations of books. In her study of sixth, seventh and eighth graders’ preferences and expectations and
how they influenced evaluative responses to literature, Galda (1993) pointed out that students could learn
to make these evaluations of books the more they had personal literary experiences. Not only that, Galda
continued, but when readers made these comments they knew it was because of the interaction of their
personal preferences with many types of books. “Knowing what one enjoys and selecting accordingly
were things these readers tried to do” (1993, p. 308).

An example of a “hated” type of book was science-fiction. Although 17 teenagers were reading
this type of book, thirteen students thought that the plots and characters were “fake”, “weird”, “stupid”
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and that they wouldn’t “be taken into those worlds”. They said that science fiction “blew things out of
proportion”, was “alien” and “it must have a point or it will lose” them. “It didn’t draw me in if it wasn’t
believable. It can not happen in this universe,” Jimmy stated.

Several students would also avoid a Horror book for the same reason. “It wasn’t real.” “It’s not
meaningful to the issues of today’s world.” “Its theme was too simple - not much to it.” “There was
murder. It’s writing just to scare. Why do people want to get scared? I wonder. Why would you want to
read about people coming back from the dead?” asked Chris. What turned some away, however, was just
what lured 18 adolescents into reading the horror genre. These young people liked to be in the “other
world of the frantic ...running away from ...terror... the scarier, the better.”

Another disliked genre was Historical Non-fiction or Biographies for many reasons. Thirteen
students said they “have tried one because they had to and didn’t like it” and “know they won’t read it
anymore”. Popular complaints were that these books mainly “state facts”, for example about “the wars or
colonial period. The facts skipped around and were not in chronological order.” “There are too many
details making things confusing and hard to follow.” Biographies “are done in an uninteresting way with a
lack of plot, therefore readers do not get involved nor can they relate to them”. “A biography goes on and
on dwelling on one thing like setting or someone’s background. Biographies need a point to them, a point
to someone’s life,” emphasized Megan. According to these teens, these types of books “focus on what
already happened” and they “can not change it (history) and make it more like real life, fantasy or sci-fi lets
you do.”
The adolescents differed in their opinions on the size and style of books. Most did not like books
with “no hook”, “no speed”, “little action” and books that did “not go anywhere”. Some adolescents did
not read books that were “too easy”, “too predictable”, and “too short”. “The book was over right away.”
But these were the books that other adolescents did read. Some adolescents despised the opposite literary
elements. They said that “the book was too hard in its language, too wordy so I can’t understand. It goes
on too long to be able to figure out what it’s about.”
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Prior to the self-selection class, when students were looking for books, I had been in the habit of
asking them what books or authors they liked to read. From there I planned on heading to that section of
the bookshelf and pulling books and talking about them. Often, many students did not talk about the
books they liked. The shrugged their shoulders and browsed at the books I had placed on the table before
them. These students told me they did not know what they wanted. They did not seem to be certain of
what to say in answer to my question. Perhaps they either had little history of selecting their own books or
had had little conversation about books they preferred. These same teenagers, on the other hand, became
quite sure about what books did and did not fit them. Further, these young people were happy to talk in
detail about what did not interest and what books were not for them. Perhaps what enabled these
adolescents to do so was hearing and seeing their peers and teachers talked about books. They read
favorite parts aloud; they told the kinds of books they would recommend for people who had interest in
these types. They also related the books’ appealing qualities or elements. Through dialogue these
adolescents were engaged in thinking about and recognizing the books they liked to read.

In-Depth Profiles of Selected Adolescent Readers
In order to present a deeper understanding of the adolescents, I have selected nine students to
profile in depth. The profiles give a representative perspective on these adolescents selecting books. They
are descriptions of students’ reading histories or backgrounds, interests, techniques in selecting and sharing
books and habits of reading. In this section we hear their voices and witness their responses. Each of the
profiles is developed from what students said and did during my observations and those of parents and
teachers, what they wrote on questionnaires and in journals and told me during interviews.
Winston

I begin the portraits of adolescents with Winston. (See next page for a portrait of Winston on
May 21, 1996, Figure 6) Winston was the young man who brought my attention to the phenomenon in
the journals about teens thinking of selecting a book while still reading another. It was to
him I owe the title “On A Roll” (the above section). This was how Winston drew himself reading in 1995.
He described himself as he visualized a scene from Kevin Major’s Hold Fast. “I can almost see the day
when Michael and Curtis leave. The boys will leave their relatives’ home and run away. I see it coming...”
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Winston was a seventh grader who smiled readily when he saw and greeted friends and teachers. His blue
eyes danced as he spoke about sports books, adventure books, issues books, books of humor and
biographies. As evident above, Winston was a boy with many and varied tastes.
When I was interviewing Winston, he told me one of the most important times in his reading
history was in fourth grade when he was reading books by Roald Dahl and he loved the “crazy characters
and ideas." Now, as a teenager he called those “babyish." Winston remembered people who were
recommending books to him. For example, his family always had books around the house. He recalled
that his teacher “suggested some books for summer” and he followed up by picking some and reading
them. Winston stated that he liked “longer” books now “with more information." He preferred Lois
Duncan to Roald Dahl. He preferred “dangerous things” so that he “gets a feeling for what it’s like. I
might want to pretend that I’m the person in Duncan’s novels or some like hers.”

I could picture Winston when I read his journal. He addressed his teachers personably and
cheerfully. “Mrs T and G, Happy Octomber [sic] 31!!” We also found Winston writing on January 1st.
“Happy New Year! I am really loving this book. I hope you can tell. (Hardy Boys, Campaign of Crime).
It has so much action...Now I’m wondering what happens to Joe. I like the drama ...I’m guessing that Joe
gets away and makes it to the Farm. But at the farm???... This mystery was heating up.. .1 was right!!”
Winston’s personal system was writing as if he were talking to his teachers as his audience. Winston’s
greetings and exclamations indicated that he was comfortable with and enjoyed writing to us in his
response journal. The Kitagawas say that with expressive, communicative writing, students learn to
balance a sense of audience and self (1987, p. 70).

Winston’s strength was that he was an observer of authors and books. He wrote about Gary
Paulsen in Cookcamp. “This was the first book I really enjoyed. Paulsen just wrote it so well; he describes
and explains things so well. He takes a potentially mundane plot and makes it interesting. He always thinks
of a great ending for them too. I just started noticing this about his writing when I read Cookcamp and
now Hatchet too.” Winston was beginning to demonstrate an understanding of the interrelatedness of
literary elements. Winston managed to step back and view the books that he had read and compare and
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contrast them, drawing links from one to another. Winston’s enthusiasm for Paulsen’s books was building
each time he read this adventure writer’s works. The next book he chose was The Rifle (Paulsen) which
he assessed as better than Cookcam^ (Paulsen) “It was probably one of the best books I’ve ever read. It
was different. I learned a lot about the parts of a gun... history... and it was a story of different people’s
lives.”

Winston also had the ability to personally judge how understandably a book was written or not.
He read The Island (Paulsen) and said, “I don’t really always understand what Paulsen was trying to say in
the quotes that begin every chapter, but I think it has something to do with foreshadowing what the
chapter was going to be about.” After another Paulsen novel. The River. Winston stated that he had “had
enough of Paulsen for now...He’s predictable... I need a change from survival.” Winston showed that he
was cognizant of why a book did not work for him after he had given it a try. Winston selected
Aftershock (Scarborough). “My brother, Jeff, 17, just read...It’s too complicated because it skips around
to different places every page... different parts of the city and the world. ..strange...I have dropped it. I am
going to read a book I can relate to.” Winston had been exposed to many books in his history of reading
(or being read to) since pre-school age. Even though he was jumping from book to book without finishing
them, he knew that there were a lot of books out there to select from. He was attempting to find what he
perceived as the right book, a book with which he could connect, a satisfying book.

Most students shared Winston’s opinion of what confusion for readers entailed. For example,
Fotis, Winston’s buddy, was reading Fallen Angels. (Myers) Fotis stated that he “get(s) lost with who was
where and who was talking. The author shouldn’t go off to describe the life of the person who’s getting
chased, let’s say. It has nothing to do with anything. The author was mixing up the action with
description. It doesn’t work.” Many students were willing to read, for example, a mystery that has many
characters intertwined in a murder plot. But they would put down a novel after giving a few chapters a try
if it jumped from setting to setting and time period to time period. Difficulties arose for the teens when
they perceived that the author was not connecting character with event as clearly as they would like the
writer to.
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Winston returned to Gary Paulsen for his last novel of the year.

It (Harris and Me) gives me a sense what farm life really was. It was very funny the
many stupid things Harris would think of and try that mostly end up hazardous...
I wonder who in the world would...It nags me about Louie’s life ..It’s mysterious...
I want to know about Louie’s life...I’m mad that “Me” has no name...I don’t
know what to call him.
Finally, Winston wrote about Harris and Me.

Now I know I’ve said I’ve loved many books in my life, but this was the best.
I’m sure you two already know this. It had all the things I love in a book
comedy...suspense...not meaning like “who was the killer” but I wanted to
know about Louie...Also it was funny...I’m sure you know why (from the
scenes in the video John, Orsan and I made for our project). The things Harris
would think of and try. Paulsen used great imagery...such descriptive words...I
captured every moment in my mind. I hope he (Paulsen) makes “Me” come
back for next summer for more great fun.
Winston identified himself as a young adult and reader. He put into words throughout the year
in his journal the elements he prefers in books. He discussed how he has learned about the various kinds of
life Paulsen depicts in his books. Winston wrote about how he experienced adventures in his mind’s eye
and how he laughed with and felt for characters.

Courtney
Courtney was another seventh grader (See next page. Figure 7 to note how Courtney portrays
herself in the summer of 1995.) like Winston whose tastes varied through their literary history. This was in
line with Isaacs’ data that indicated middle school readers’ wide range of reading tastes (1992). Isaacs’
findings with middle school students (1992) were relevant to Winston and Courtney. Isaacs pointed out
that “students’ choice of independent reading has reflected the breadth of their interests and concerns, not
only the popular culture but also their exposure to specific titles and authors in school” and at home (1992,
p. 140). Winston grew out of the “babyish” books of Roald Dahl. (However Winston was unlike many
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Figure 7. Courtney’s drawing of herself

boys. Few boys have such varied tastes. Most read one type of books such as sports or adventure.)
Courtney had moved out of the “babyish” Babysitters Club series which her friend “got her into in Grade
5.

The Babysitters Club (Martin) has just little words” and it “keeps explaining the same things in every

book...They are too easy, not too much point....the usual characters, too predictable and the trouble was
too perfect.” “They are not important anymore,” declared Courtney.

By May Courtney was trying a book (Coming Home by Pilcher) her Dad bought her Mom. Her
Grandma also liked it a lot. Courtney mentioned this title to her Science teacher who always read and had
a novel at her desk when her students read for pleasure. Mrs G, the Science teacher, also liked Coming
Home. Courtney said, “I started reading the first page and it got me hooked. I wished that my Dad had
bought it for me (and Mom). I like it because it’s centered around olden times. Reading historical fiction
really sparks my interest...”
Courtney’s reading of books that she chose was personal. She often talked about her strong
attractions to and connections with characters. She identified with protagonists and associated experiences
in her life with situations in the novels. Courtney’s books dealt with life’s issues. Her reading and
responding stimulated a discussion of her judgments and beliefs with her teachers in her journal.
Early in the year her book choice was Harry Houdini. (Borland & Spiecher) Courtney stated that she
would “write if there’s anything worth writing about.” She chose a situation to enlarge upon.

Harry was listening to his parents say he’s too young to go with the circus. My parents have said
“You’re too young to...” They also said, “You’re old enough to...” When they want me to clean
my room, they remind me how old I am. When I want to go out, they lecture me on being too
young. Parents — they just can’t make up their minds. Also, parents are not trusting and they are
being over-protective...

As shown above, Courtney’s journal entries were often telling about her life. They told us, her
teachers, how she perceived it. Courtney revealed how she felt about herself and her parents. She wrote
about how she thought people viewed her in her journal, ‘The more I read Locked In Time. (Duncan) the
more I associate with the character, Josie ” Courtney shared her unhappiness with her Mom one night
when her Mom discovered that Courtney went to a party which boys attended (which was against family
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rules). Her Mom was angry and disappointed that Courtney did not admit this. Courtney wrote that she
felt that her Mom “cares for and understands” her “brother more than” her. Courtney emphasized her pain
by adding that “Mom did not even want me during pregnancy.” Courtney’s story has been told because of
her relating to a character and the events in a book. These have sparked Courtney to express her thoughts
and emotions in response to her reading. It was interesting what Courtney did because “Mom grounded
me ..It’s Halloween and I’m not going out... So, the best thing to do was ..I’m curling up with a good
book and writing to you about my Lois Duncan novel!” Perhaps Courtney was looking for solace
regarding her situation by reading what happened to Josie and feeling not so alone because she could
identify with the character in Duncan’s novel.

Courtney continued to show that her reading was an activity she invested herself in. She had
chosen A Is for Alibi (Grafton). I brought the mystery in to talk to the class about. As in every book or
author talk I offer, I told the essence of the author or book without revealing too much of either so as to
tantalize the students. I told the class of the suspense that the media specialist and our school math tutor
both reported was in Grafton’s novels. Courtney reasoned about A Is For Alibi in her journal:

You’d figure that you’d hear...Instead you get the woman’s life story.
I don’t mind it because knowing the characters makes it easier to
hypothesize who murdered. I have met four characters and I feel like I
know them like I know the mall (and trust me I know the mall well!)
The author describes the characters very well. I don’t know why...Maybe
she wants you to start guessing who...to keep you in reading the book to see if
your guess was right. It has something about it that draws you to keep reading.

I think it might be the suspense...

Courtney wrote, “My personal favorite character was Gwen...She has a good sense of humor and
that I like. Gwen reminds me of Dad — very weird and very good sense of humor...” Mary and Chwasato
Kitagawa recommend that the teacher be honest in receiving the student’s written expression of thoughts
(1987). “The purpose of the responses, therefore, was not strictly praise, but corresponds most closely to
what a co-spectator might think upon becoming privy to the event being described” (1987, p. 67).
Courtney’s teacher did not give empty praise. Courtney knew exactly how her teacher perceived her
opinions. Instead of responding to Courtney’s entry “Good!”, Mrs T remarked, “You are very perceptive
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about characters - how the author describes what they say, do and think. You have that uncanny sense to
predict what the character will do too! Better than I could! Good for you! Can you share how either or
both Gwen and your father are funny?

Mrs T kept handing the control in the reading and response to the

student. She did what the Kitagawas described as a technique. Mrs T was an encourager. She
highlighted the positive features of Courtney’s responses. When this was done the Kitagawas say, “The
effect was more like a slightly flattering mirror” (1987, p. 69).

It was interesting that the students such as Courtney and Winston chose to read on holidays.
(Winston was responding in his journal on New Year’s Day.) On Christmas Day Courtney was reading her
novel. “...I was devastated when Gwen was killed. She could have been my sister. I knew Gwen so well
that I could have guessed everything she did except...It definitely did not end the way I thought...” When
Courtney put herself into a book, she could feel like the character. She explained how she did this.

I like to get into the mood of the book I’m reading. Instead of reading with
an electric lamp on, I light a few candles and sit in a rocking chair and dress
like the main character would. Sometimes my Mom calls and I won’t
even know because I’m busy playing the part of the character. It really helps
me get into and understand what I read.
Young adult writer Joan Lowery Nixon would say that she has achieved her goal then with Courtney.
“The goal...is...the creation of a main character with whom readers can identify, sharing danger and
excitement” (Nixon, 1996 cited in Pavonetti, p.455).

Courtney’s involvement with the books she chose was apparent in the literary projects she
presented to the class as expansions of these books. A scene from Lights Out by B. O’Keane was
portrayed in a video of Courtney herself as the main character being stalked. A Is For Alibi (Grafton) was
the catalyst for Courtney’s presentation of the novel as a mystery to the class. Just as the author had
introduced the clues and characters, Courtney laid out the case and scene of the crime out before the
students to solve. It was complete with authentic artifacts including bloody, jelly-smeared gloves, jewels,
letters, and a case booklet to carefully examine. “Ask me questions that will lead you to the answer of the
mystery,” Courtney commanded as she played detective Kinsey Mallone. Courtney took us thoroughly
through the evidence, the characters and the events in order to bring closure to the murder.
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I have stated above that Courtney through her choices, thought about reading and discovered
feelings and opinions about life’s issues. At the end of the school year, Courtney had finished Who Killed
My Daughter? (Duncan). Her entries were thoughtful. “I never knew...At first I thought it was the cause
of...but then I learned...It must be so hard...I don’t see how...Another thing I learned was that...I see life in
a totally different way. I guess it’s because you never know when you’re going to die.. .Well I’m going to
let the book sink in...” Courtney had already begun to let Duncan’s life story and message sink in. She
reflected not on how she identified with the character, but considered how others feel. Courtney looked at
the larger picture of life’s tragedies, and given her last entry statement, she would continue to do so after
she put down Duncan’s novel.

Katie
Katie’s portrayal of self responding to books in autumn (See next page. Figure 8), reveals a
seventh grader who devoured the work of Joan Lowery Nixon. If Joan Nixon was the “Grande dame of
young adult mystery” (Pavonetti, 1996), Katie was the grande dame of young adult mystery readers.
Perhaps it is a literary sense of security that readers were guaranteed a thrill and to be filled with
suspense with the characters (Pavonetti, 1996). Whatever it was, Katie had been getting the feelings of
suspense and thrill that had appealed to her for many years now. Also Katie knew if she again chose
Nixon, an author she loved, there was the likelihood that her reading desires would again be fulfilled. The
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Figure 8. Katie illustrates herself

reason why young adults were selecting Nixon’s mysteries was important because these types of books
could then be made accessible to young adult readers. Katie said that she had chosen novels like these
“since third grade. I am a very loyal mystery and suspense fan.” She said that she saw someone reading
Goosqbumps (Stine) and asked if she could read it. “I read them all. I was addicted,” she smiled. Katie
soon learned that if she connected with other young people who read the same books, her reading tastes
would be rewarded. She laughed, “I got more horror books.” She echoed what other adolescents
thought. Mysteries were one of the top selected genres for this age group. Katie was aware that “Nixon
uses techniques of foreshadowing, point of view, action and red herrings” (1996, Pavonetti, p. 454).
Katie, like other readers, was excited about and liked to “anticipate, predict and [let] the surprises...creep
up on me.” She was able to express the allure that Nixon’s techniques had for her.

Upon reading Katie’s journal, I detected her patterns of response to reading. First, Katie
introduced the character that Nixon created. Katie looked at Nixon’s description closely. She examined
character behavior, talk, and thoughts. Katie lived in the mood of the story. She wrote, “This was totally
cool because of how it was beginning to perk up with fear...I think there are robbers...the phone goes
dead.” Katie focused on Nixon’s plot. Nixon discussed how her work set up a major problem in her
novels. “Intrigue...The opening ...must provide the hook to grab readers from the start”(Pavonetti, p. 460).
When Mrs T asked Katie what made the book so cool for her, Katie responded, “The setting made the
book so marvelous and the house was so mysterious because of the STORM and so were the characters.
They all had their own attitudes...” Katie recounted what she termed as the “heart-throbbing events that
get me thinking... There are a lot of disappearances... a character collapses... there’s a spooky hall... I can’t
wait to read more. Actually it was 12:30 at night and I wanted to read.” Katie declared that Nixon was
“making a strong impact on my reading life.”

After a short period of journal writing, not only did her teachers see that Katie’s reading had a
pattern, but Katie also realized it. She wrote about her response process in her journal. It began by
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selecting a book she would love. Katie’s metacognition is demonstrated when she told us about the
pattern her responses had:

I write about the story, events and characters and how I predict each chapter
will work out. I tell you what I like or think was cool or not. I share my
favorite quote that tops off or captures a perfectly climatic event! Then
I usually analyze and praise how the author has painted such a vivid picture
of what was happening to the characters that I can visualize what was occurring.
It really gives my spine a chill of fear! Then I make a prediction for the next
chapter. I can see it because I was given suspenseful points and illusions...

Katie’s Modus Operandi for writing in her response journal she said was helped by Nixon. “Nixon’s
breathtaking way of starting off or ending her chapter was a way for me to start off my writing...”

When Katie selected particular quotes from the mysteries, she was performing a task that
deserved some inspection. Oilman remarks (1996). “Focusing on a specific quote...leads pupils to puzzle
over and pose questions about plot events and character motivation (metacognitive response)” (1996, p.
580). Katie chose a quote, (one of many), from Chapter 4, Stranger in the Mirror (Beach).

Tracy reached out to touch the smooth, cool surface of the mirror. “Stacy,”
she called again. She peered into the mirror’s shiny depths, but there was no
sign of her twin or of the scene that had been there just moments before. Only her own
shocked image was reflected back at her. Fighting back tears, Tracy grabbed
the edge of the mirror and began to shake it, still calling Stacy’s name.

When Katie was choosing a quotation, she skimmed and rethought the chapter first. She was searching
until she found the quote she wanted. She made the choice on what lines were the most spectacular in
terms of content and language. The quotation was one that captured the mood of the chapter so that this
feeling could be relayed to her teachers. She said in her entry, “That was sure a long quotation but to the
point in a way. It was well put. I could see Tracy’s‘shocked image’. Could you? And I know that Tracy
has a plan. Would it work? You two teachers know, don’t you?...” When Katie finished writing the
quotation (usually from the end of a chapter), she told us that it “helps me predict what will happen next”.
Also, when Katie interpreted the quotation, she told us how it helped her to understand her reading.
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It was part of the weekly process that Katie and her two teachers talked about her book choices
and her reading. We shared stickers, birthdays, holidays, snow days, vacation days and thank you’s in her
journal. Kitagawa & Kitagawa (1987) described how teachers and students look forward to this chat.
Students like Katie and Winston counted on it. They have internalized their reading and response process.
They were so familiar with each other that they knew each other’s perspective. Sometimes a student, like
Katie, would write with anticipation of how we as teachers would react. Donald Graves called this
“forward vision” and said that writers thrive on the impact on their audience (in Kitagawa & Kitagawa,
1996, p. 70). Katie, for instance would say, “Now don’t get mad at me, but I’m not telling you the ending.
1) I want you to figure it out with all the clues I’ve given you and 2) I want you to thoroughly enjoy the
suspense or 3) You could get the book and read it yourself!” When Katie’s teachers treated her with a
sticker for a particularly inspiring entry, she responded, “It’s great to get an award for doing something I
enjoy so much...reading what I love and writing about it!”

Katie’s experiences with reading other mystery writers such as Carolyn Keene helped her to
become better and better at analyzing this genre. The more familiar readers are with mysteries, the more
likely they are to note particular character, setting and storylines. Beach, Appleman & Dorsey state.
(1994). Many mystery authors use techniques that heighten reader involvement and appreciation of the
genre (Pavonetti, 1996). Mystery action captured Katie’s attention. “Movements that would seem natural
in realistic fiction take on added dimensions...looking into a mirror ...a magic card trick...” (Pavonetti,
1996, p. 456). As Katie retold The Name of the Game Was Murder, (Nixon) she said “It was not totally
scary, but you can see by what I wrote about Nixon that it was interesting. I have a lot of expectations for
this mystery. It starts with a bang. Joan Lowry Nixon was like WO AH! The ways she puts the words in
writing...I can feel the tension... the way she describes him...” Katie stated that she has come upon a
“thinking chapter”. “Look at all these clue words...manipulations, complications, terrifying...” “There was
going to be a lot of action.” Katie, like Winston, demonstrated that she was cognizant of the fact that the
elements used by the authors were purposeful techniques in their writing.

One reason Katie selected Nixon, she stated, was that she could get caught up in the elements
that surrounded the protagonist in mystery. As the climax mounted, Nixon’s details became part of
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Katie s life. Katie saw the scene and heard the dialogue as she read that night in her room. She felt the
rising emotion. “I know deep inside Tracy....” “It was a wave of unraveling...that I eat up.” Katie wrote
that she was “sad to see the mystery end”. There was little doubt that Katie has been “caught in the web
the mystery writer was weaving” (Reed, 1994). Just as Courtney did in her rocking chair reading by
candlelight, Katie was another reader who suspended the real world of lying in the sun on the beach in
Florida. (“Reading helps me keep my mind off the heat!”) Both young ladies immersed themselves in
suspense and intrigue, one of the main reasons for selecting mystery novels.

Like Winston and Courtney, Katie grew away from Nixon when she stated that the book “was
pointless...Nixon could have done a better job...especially in Chapter 15...that was a speck of dust
compared to a panther...(her other books). It’s a stupid move on the character’s part... I could’ve fallen
asleep...I don’t think the characters are in-depth enough for me anymore. I can’t get into them as much,
for example as I can Jody in The Red Pony... ’’(Steinbeck).

Where Katie left off in her selections, Jen picked up. Jen is the next young lady in the series of
profiles. Jen left behind “Stine’s stuff” and learned about Nixon’s skill in writing mysteries. When Jen
selected Nixon’s books because others have said they were “awesome”, Jen could learn that Nixon wrote
to provide the bridge for inexperienced mystery readers to more sophisticated young adult or adult
suspense novels. First Nixon lays out the mystery format in all her books for Jen - chapters,
uncomplicated characters, rising action, climax, resolution, and introduction to devices such as flashback,
foreshadowing and point of view (Pavonetti, 1996). But discovering the likes of Joan Lowry Nixon did
not happen easily nor quickly for Jen. Let us follow Jen’s story after first studying the portrait in Figure 9.

Jen
Jen began to read as a youngster with fairy tales. Soon she and her cousin were trading
Babysitters’ Club (Martin) books. “We liked the titles...They were exciting...” Jen was and still is
fascinated with the cliffhanger in horror and suspense books. (See Jen in the Fall of 1995, Figure 9 on the
next page.) She was upset with the parameters of our self-selection program. Jen pointed out to the
teachers that we were “telling the students that they could choose the books they wanted to read”, but she
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isn’t allowed to read and respond to R. L. Stine’s Goosebumps and Fear St. Series At this time, Jen was
“sure that most other reading material was boring with a lot of details that keep going on about one thing
and never get to the point”. Jen would put a book like that down because she needed “always to be
involved in trying to figure things out”. She would stop reading a “book that wasn’t twisting and turning
and interesting and deep with clues.”

At mid-year, during an interview, Jen explained her love of Stine and King.
I like scary ... I like to read how other people get scared... I like to wonder
what might happen to the characters...who don’t know...what will happen...
phone calls, stalkers...I have this thing...I finish a book because I
don’t want to miss anything... One minute Tara was doing her homework and
the next her friend’s mom was getting murdered...I wouldn’t want to be scared
in real life...but I would like a real adventure...I like how in the end
the characters have learned something and got safe.
At this time, although Jen was not enamored of many books, she showed that she was trying different
types. (The Hitchhiker (Holland) and Weasel (DeFelice) were two she read). She showed that she was
becoming “more elastic” in her looking out for, choosing and liking books that were not her usual diet of
horror novels (1993, Galda, p. 311 in Journeying).

Because Jen was keeping her mind and her ears open to what others were reading besides
suspense, she tried the realistic fiction genre, A Summer to Die (Lowry). She decided that she “likes it a
lot.” Jen’s world was opening. She wrote that Lowry’s novel had a “little emotion”, it was a “little funny,
little serious... it was eveiything.” One day, we had lunch together in my room with a small group from
the class. Later, Jen shared in her journal, “We talked...it was good...it was an opportunity to tell you
about the journal and pros and cons. I didn’t write because I didn’t want to...I don’t like...I can’t write my
thoughts on paper...I like to read, think, and discuss...I would get more out of it, if I talked with
someone...I’m glad I told you.”

Jen was true to her word. She was not as prolific as Katie with her five journals. However, Jen
confided in me that she wasn’t upset any more about not just being able to read Stine or King:

I didn’t know what else to read or who any of the other authors were.
I never heard of them before. But I look at them now. Because R. L. Stine
was getting predictable and his books are such fast reading. I never noticed this before.
They’re letting me down...I kind of lost interest! Wasn’t that weird?
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I asked Jen why she thought this was strange. She replied, “I read other kinds of books! And, I don’t
even beg my Mom to get some for me like I used to! I bet my Mom’s happy! (Now I lost track of what
chapter I was on but I guess that’ not important, was it?) ” I suggested that Jen ask her Mom how she
felt about not buying any more Stine books. Jen drew a smiley face indicating her Mom’s reaction to the
question. Jen’s Mom also noticed a change in Jen’s selection of books. Her Mother wrote on a Parent
Survey: “She used to read R. L. Stine, but since this English class, she’s gotten away from them and
seems to want a more interesting context.”

It was continually to Jen’s credit that she chose to expose herself to fantasy, biography, mystery
and science fiction. Her Mom told me on the phone that Jen continued to read “her beloved scary, gory
stuff at night in her room.” By day, though, Jen was reading books such as The Lion. The Witch, and The
Wardrobe. (Lewis) “I’m enjoying this book because I love the idea of escaping for hours and it’s really
only a few minutes...” She could enter the world of the story and live through its events even if the genre
was not what she was usually interested in or preferred, as Lee Galda points out in Journeying (1993, p.
311). Next, she entered The Secret Garden (Hodgson Burnett). Jen asked Mrs T and me in her journal,
“Was it OK to jot down a visual? I get a really cool picture in my head. I really want to share it with you.
I can imagine myself in the garden. I always wished I lived like that and had my own secret garden.”
After completing this book, Jen borrowed Katherine Hepburn (Latham) from her Dad. “I chose to read
this because I wanted to read non-fiction for a change and I haven’t seen her but my Dad has.” Later Jen
started and finished The X Files (Edwards) in two days. She wrote to her teachers, “I am hoping that this
book will be on your summer reading list. It was so interesting. It has a certain edge to it...”

Jen was seeing that her reading world was widening through her teacher’s recommendations of
books that were like those in Jen’ reading history, yet different. Pavonetti called this a method of “moving
adolescents up the reading ladder” (1996, p. 460). Jen discovered mystery writers Caroline Cooney and
Joan Lowry Nixon through her teachers. “Yipee! I’m so proud of myself!” And, because of the sharing
her teachers were doing, Jen was taking the opportunity to be involved in novels with more complicated
plots and characters. Jen was rising to the demands of the complex mystery and psychological thriller and
loving every minute of it. “Go me!” she exclaimed for herself in her journal.
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As every marking period closed, the teachers and I requested that the students choose an entry
that was their most interesting or their favorite to discuss and tell why. Jen shared,

Now that I have read back through my entries (Boy did I hate to write!),
I really expressed my feelings in... really got me angry and the only way
I know now how to express what I feel was writing about it. I really like how
I put down how I felt exactly (not worrying what others think). I wish
we could write about all subjects this way, not just reading. Then teachers
would know what students like about each subject.

It was getting towards the end of the school year and Jen had chosen A Formal Feeling (Oneal).
“I really like this book because it talks about real life people with real life problems...I feel like Anne
when... I go to my Dad’s for a month...He always believes my sister over me...” The act of Jen sharing has
taken place over time. It was a time when Jen and her teachers, Mrs T and I, shared book talk and lunch
talk and smiles in school.
Jen’s last book before summer reading choices was Torey C. Hayden’s One Child. Jen said it was
her
“favorite. It was sooo good. I can’t put it down. It was actually a real story
in America. I like it because someone was trying to help the world instead of
destroying it. I wish she would write more books like this...it makes me happy
someone was trying to save kids like Sheila...I would want to do the same thing....
There was no doubt that Jen’s book choices had broadened. The selections and the readings seemed to
have broadened her personal horizons too. Jen had come a distance from someone who could not tolerate
being without R. L. Stine to a young lady who was so moved after reading a book, she may be stirred into
action for her fellow human beings.

Angelica
Angelica was a minority student in the eighth grade. Although she was not an avid reader (she
chose other activities such as socializing over reading), Angelica selected books of meaningful and
powerful content -- books of “issues of today’s world: racism, rape, drugs, suicide, and pregnancy. (See
Figure 10 of Angelica early in 1996 on the next page.)
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Figure 10. Angelica portrays herself
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Angelica began the year with no book in mind. She said she had been reading books just since
she was eleven. She always read real books. Angelica had no interest in the “phoniness of horror. To her
there were important people like Jesse Jackson, Martin Luther King, Jr. And Malcolm X to read.” I met
with her. She and I had known each other for almost three years and we talked openly about our book
interests. I talked about the possibilities that I knew of for her. Life’s issues were on Angelica mind:
others’ issues such as abuse, gangs, homelessness that are a real problem for teens, Hispanics, Blacks,
Whites, adults, and children. Her own life’s history and daily living were on her mind. Once Angelica
selected a book from the variety I offered her - Mildred Taylor, Cynthia Voigt, Todd Strasser and Walter
Dean Myers - she was off and running. From then on whenever she saw me, she announced how her book
was going. Angelica connected me with books. She discussed finding a book, identifying with the
people, being in the middle of the drama, or finishing one. She loved my T shirt “I JUST CAN’T LIVE
WITHOUT BOOKS!”

The first book Angelica chose was Roll of Thunder. Hear My Cry (Taylor). This novel let
Angelica air her views on Blacks not “getting as good an education as the whites.” Angelica pointed out,
“Everyone deserves an equal education, should be treated equally no matter what they look like.”Angelica
told us that “terms” used such as “nigger” in Taylor’s books “hurt” her “feelings” and she “hates when
people say that”. Angelica stated that she gets “very offended and it leads me to the point to fight”. She
recounted an event from her childhood.

When I was about five or six, I was at the park with a couple of my friends.
We all were black. This man who was white had his son with him. We were
on the slide having fun until his son wanted to slide. Everything was cool and
all right. The son just had to wait his turn like everyone else. I don’t know
what the man’s problem was but he just went off on us for no reason at all.
He started calling us dumb niggers and that we should go back to Africa
and stuff like that. At that time I really didn’t understand what all this meant.
Later on that day our friends and I told some older kids...
This was a vivid account that helped her journal readers not only to see what Angelica experienced but to
realize what she presently thought. Angelica story was a forceful one which generated from a book she
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chose. It was an opportunity to have her release and look at her feelings. It was also an opportunity for
us to understand her emotions.

Again in the story that Angelica selected there was an issue that she feels strongly about. That
issue was “as punishment, kids were whipped”. “I hate how they treated kids”. Angelica wrote, “I think
that kids should be disciplined but not that harsh. Parents should draw a line when to stop.” Angelica
wrote in her journal that she

knows someone that was abused and after a while he just got fed up.
He went to the police. The parent and he both got help. Even though
they both got counseling, he still lives with fear of that person. Child abusers
should be punished forever. I know that I will never abuse my child. It
makes me feel real bad inside.
When Angelica saw me in the hallway, she said she was glad she picked this book because of how she
could identify with what was happening in it. She told me about night riders and she told what she had
written in her journal as she finished Roll of Thunder. Hear Mv Crv. “...There are still some groups like
this. Don’t get me wrong. All white people aren’t like this. In every race, there was some one that was
racist. You can’t judge a whole race. Everyone was different...” Angelica stated, “I need more books
like this.” I mentioned the series by Cynthia Voigt, The Bluest Eye (Morrison) and The Color Purple
(Walker) and talked a bit about the theme and characters.

Angelica selected The Color Purple

(Walker). Immediately she wrote that the abuse “disturbs” her. She declared,

Many people thought that abuse at that time was OK...no one had the right
to abuse Celie. She was sexually and mentally abused. I just wanted to kill
her father and her husband for doing this stuff to Celie. When I get married
I will make sure I’m not abused. When someone was abused, it takes the pride,
dignity and respect away from them. Celie was never respected or recognized.

On the day that followed this entry, Angelica came up to me in class and told me that she “definitely” had
to have her “very close friends” read this novel.

Later in her journal I read that her “friends are also

always there for” her and that she “couldn’t picture herself not having anyone to talk to” for “friends help
you find your confidence”.

In her last entry to Walker’s novel, Angelica wrote “I think it’s fascinating how Celie forgives
people”. Angelica shared that she “couldn’t forgive someone if they did that to me (beat her mentally and
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physically)”. Angelica was “sure that she would fight back and leave him”. She found that she wouldn’t
have Celie’s courage to “adjust back with him again. But Celie proved 2 wrongs don’t make a right, the
theme of the book.”

Angelica’s next choice was the book written prior to Roll of Thunder. Hear Mv Cry. Song of the
Tree (Taylor). She opened her entry with more observations about life’s issues, “People don’t really care
if someone black dies. It’s just like another ordinary thing. When someone I know dies, I go cra2y.”
Angelica’s statements were thought-provoking. If her reading choices have resulted in these responses,
then Angelica had reached depth in her response level indicated by Purves and Rippere: She was involved,
interpretive and perceptive (Purves and Rippere, 1968).

When I met Angelica in the school corridor, during my hall duty, she grinned and said, “You
know I can get into these books I’ve been picking. I have something to say about everything that happens
in them.” Angelica was right. I read her entry which talked about people she loved who are dead. “This
was just the beginning of my list of people that died. My mother..! didn’t really know her but I wish she
was still with us. A lot of people say I look like her though..! also look like my aunt, my mother’s sister...
was stabbed 18 times by a man..! think if she were still living, she would be a famous model.”

Angelica continued to use her journal to write about her life and to work out what meant the
most to her . She wrote about what was significant to her about how she and others could deal with living
from day to day. “As you know, death was a very negative thing. The positive thing about it was that it
brings family closer together. I don’t think that your family should wait until someone dies to get close.
But this usually happens to be the case.”
Angelica’s response journal was full of identifications with characters and associations with the
lessons of life. Her responses often followed a pattern. Les Parsons called this “predictable progress”
(1994, p. 20). Angelica first reacted to a stimulus, an incident that happened to a character. She recalled
and probed her own experiences, behaviors and qualities. Any one of these aspects might fit with one
from her past or present. Finally, Angelica discussed both resolved and unresolved issues about herself
and others. Another link of her life to a novel was her admiration of Lyddie (Lyddie, Paterson) and her
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great-grandmother’s independence. Angelica related the story of a man trying to help her great¬
grandmother “out of respect” to walk down a hallway. Angelica stated, “My great-grandmother got mad!
She got an attitude and made him turn her loose! No matter what sex or race you are, you should not be
limited from any activities. Everyone has a right to be independent. Lyddie shows us that.”

“Mrs G, this book I got from you was so cool.” (Sweet Illusions. Myers) “I’m on the part
about...” Angelica was impassioned. She was speaking loudly amongst her friends. Myers’ book was a
catalyst for Angelica. She discussed how the female characters felt about rape, sex, love, their
pregnancies, unborn babies, men, marriage and other choices in life. Angelica shared a personal,
compelling example from her life which she deemed as her favorite entry. She recounted a haunting
experience during which she and her friend left her friend’s house to go to her home one night. The details
of sights and sounds were vivid as the girls began to run from a gang of boys. Angelica was swifter. But
she panicked when she realized her friend had been overtaken by the boys. Angelica realized she must
choose whether to go back to Maria and face the gang or get help at home. She made her decision to
notify her family and the authorities. However, she was filled with remorse because she knew as her back
was turned to go to safety, her friend was raped. Angelica wrote about how she wondered if the pain
would lessen for her friend as they got the courage to talk about this incident more and more each day.

Daniel Pennac has written about how readers such as Angelica keep books to themselves. He
wrote.

Either because it’s a private affair, or because, before we can say a word about
our experience, we must wait for time to distill its essence. This silence
guarantees our privacy. We have finished the book, yet we are still inside it.
It was a haven for our secret selves and preserves us from the randomness
of the outside world.”
(1994, p. 97)

Angelica took the experience of reading and used it to revisit and reveal what she had kept a painful and
private part of her life.

Given the opportunity, then, Angelica was a reader who found a good book for herself. She
discovered books that had ideas she wanted to think about. Also, Angelica looked beyond immediate
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feelings for characters and herself. She reflected on emotions, beliefs and goals in terms of the long range
in hers and others’ lives. Angelica said that she “would like to write a book someday... a book about
myself when I grow up”. She would focus on how she “changed”. She would “look back” and she “will
see what all this means” . “I will look forward to see where I am going.”

Melissa
Melissa selected books which had characters and themes that reflected teens like themselves and
their thinking. Melissa who depicts herself reading in the Fall of 1995 in Figure 11 on the next page,
talked about her background with books during the interview: “When I was little, we read like crazy. My
Dad read, and then I read...Dr. Seuss and others like Love You Forever...(Munsch) I miss the
illustrations. Back then I began to like mystery and horror. Now I want to relate to books with teenagers.
Now I put myself in place of the character. I read so I get more out when I put more in. ” Melissa chose
to read The Giver. (Lowry) She referred to Lois Lowry’s theme of being assigned to jobs in life and
likened it to being told what to read. Melissa wrote to Mr D and me: “I’d rather choose a job (a
book) . .I’d be doing (reading) something I like and would do a better job at it. Even if it was a job (book)
I liked...I would be upset if someone picked it for me.. I’d be mad if someone told me what to do (read)
and not to do (read)... You must think so too or you wouldn’t have given us the choice!” Melissa began
to discover that kinds of books she wanted to read were ones of personal meaning. The evidence that
Melissa gives in her response journal makes us privy to a Melissa that she told us not too many people
know.

It was December and Melissa was reading a Norma Fox Mazer book. As a consequence of this
choice, Melissa shared an important part of herself:

You may not have heard of her before. Why I haven’t either. Well not since
I chose her book anyway. I read the introduction and picked Taking Terri Mueller
because she was my age and I think I can connect with her. I haven’t gotten very far
but our lives are awfully similar. Her mother dies when she was young and now it’s
just her and her father who do everything together. That’s what makes her life hard
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Figure 11. Melissa draws herself
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because from what I’m reading, it doesn’t really work.
I can understand when Terri was feeling sad, upset etc. And I also know why and how.
The reason I connect so well with Terri was because most of my life it has just been
my father and I. My mom has been in the hospital for months at a time. My mother’s
medical history was very complex...When I was only two years old, my mother got into
a serious car accident with a drunk driver and barely made it. She had to go through
fourteen operations. Just like Terri all my life I have had to deal with all the pain
and suffering my mother goes through and my father seeing her suffer.
I think that if I had the choice to go back in time I wouldn’t change it. Although
my life was hard with all the pressures I have to face now and in the fixture, it’s made
me realize the true meaning of maturity and life. I see people look at me with a twisted
face every time I walk in the street with my mother. When a person asks my mother what
happened she says she was chasing a bear and fell. I’ve learned how strong my mother
is and just how strong I have to be like my mother is everyday.
Melissa was willing to share the most touching of all parts of her life with us. If it were not for the choice
of reading Mazer’s novel, Melissa might not have entrusted us with these experiences. She goes on to tell
that when her mother was once engaged in conversation about her accident, “I could see it in her eyes just
how much it hurt her.” Melissa was skillful enough to redirect the man’s personal questions. She stated,
“I now know why my mother depends on me so much and that’s because she needs me and trusts that I
can come through.”

Melissa was sure that this was her best entry “because it was a very good connection.” Melissa
spoke of her engagement with Terri and her life situation and “the kind of life I am faced with everyday”.
She also referred back to the novel The Giver. “I have been giving away all of my memories to reality... It
really stinks!” Melissa found books that fit her. She seemed to indicate that the characters and experiences
matched her emotionally, socially and cognitively. She wrote in her journal:

This tells a lot about me myself and ...why my life is different than other
peoples and why I try so hard. On papers about slaves I think of the way people
treat my mother to them and why it wasn’t right. It also shows why my papers, essays,
thoughts, questions, and responses are sometimes from a different perspective
than others. It lets you know why I am who I am and why I tend to be more
dependable or understandable than some other people. Also why I always have
a smile on my face and treat everyone nice whether I want to scream at them or
just shut them out. I am always willing to put my hand out for a person, unless
they take advantage. No matter what anyone say my mother was 100% equal to
anyone even Michael Jordan. My family will always come before anyone. No matter
what I will not let anyone make fun of them without fighting back. I will do
anything for them.
This entry reveals how involved Melissa was with her feelings and convictions about herself and her family.
It shows how Terri Mueller was a jumping board for Melissa to express herself. The novel had made an
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impression on Melissa. She reflected on her Mom’s courage and the role that she and her Dad played in
her Mom’s life. She articulated her pain, sadness and determination. She declared her new perspective on
herself and other people. This has proven to be quite a literary choice for Melissa.

Melissa next selected Crazy Lady (Conly) because “the author was telling the story like a
teenage boy. I wanted this book because it comes from an adolescent point of view and that was a plus for
me in any story.” It did not matter to Melissa that she was identifying with a male character. What was
important were the feelings they shared. Melissa wrote “...Sometimes (when he has a problem with
grades, which I don’t) I feel really sorry so much sometimes I want to jump in to the story and fix it all.”
Melissa continued to analyze how she and the narrator of Conly’s novel were alike. “He was with his
father which makes me feel good because I have loving parents. This kid knows right from wrong and
when he does something wrong, he was aware of it. I think that was a lot like me...” Melissa mused, “He
was different than me. He doesn’t have a problem with asking for help. I hate to ask for help because I
like to do things myself and dig deep in to my mind to figure things out.”

Another teenager that attracted Melissa and one with whom she identified was the female
protagonist in Lvddie. Paterson’s novel was read and discussed by the eighth grade class. Lvddie was
very popular with many teens like Melissa because “she was strong and independent.” Because of their
relating to Lyddie, the students looked for more Paterson books to read. The adolescents admired and
connected with Lyddie. The character was important because she “was going through a period, some
pretty tough stages in puberty” and students such as Melissa empathized with her. Lyddie brought
adolescents together to talk about their own qualities and changes within themselves. Because of Lyddie’s
experiences, students talked about their relationships with others. Melissa wrote, “I feel a special link with
Lyddie. I care so much for my family. I will do what I have to for them.” Melissa stated that like Lyddie
she had “become a strong person.”

Not strong on the outside but on the inside where it counts. My friends are mad
at me and make fiin of me. I am getting strong enough to let all of the humiliation [sic]
and hurt go right through one ear and out the other. I could do that because I
knew who I was and that fighting fire with fire causes a serious bum. When
my friends want me to do something and I don’t, my sister has a saying.
‘I am a hollow reed. The wind blows through me.’ I was strong like Lyddie
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because I was able to let all of the things they did and said go flush
down the toilet. They decided to become friends with me again.
Melissa used the opportunity to talk about her relationship with her friends. Responding to
Lvddie had given her the opportunity to stand back and look at this social area of her life. Melissa took a
look at herself She noticed how her strength had grown. She was getting to know herself. Thinking
about books and writing about them in her journal provided Melissa with the perspective to come to know
herself.

Melissa came to my room at Workshop to look at my collection of novels. She chose Kisses
(Casey).

Hannah was like me in many ways such as we are both the same age and we both care
about how we look. But we don’t overreact about it. She was just like me a plain and
simple girl going through life on its windy road. We feel the same way about many
subjects such as music and friends...We have our minds, feelings and spirit in common.
We stick it out and try to do what’s best. We are teen-agers and happy to be.
Melissa pointed out that there are things, however, that she and Hannah do not have in common. Melissa
wrote, “I think that since we have some differences, it helps to create a new person - someone different
than what I am used to that I could be.”

The thoughts of becoming a new person appealed to Melissa. When I read her journal and she
visited my room to talk about how a book was going, I got the feeling that she was choosing and reading
books to help her figure some things out. She, like Angelica, was using her selections and responses to
contemplate people and their behaviors, including her own.

It was June and Melissa was graduating. It was the habit of Mr D’s and his colleagues’ team to
have their students write to people who “...made a difference!” Melissa wrote, “Thank you for making
‘us’ realize how important it was to pick and read books that are important to ‘us.’ I don’t consider myself
one of those people who reads a lot but thanks to you, I try more often. You’ve helped me realize a lot
about writing too. You’ve been there a lot throughout these 3 years...”

Ill

Chris
Chris was the thinker. (See Figurel2 on the next page.) His brow furrowed as he read the varied
books he chose to involve himself in. There was less of the passionate, personal involvement of self such
as would be found in Angelica’s and Melissa’s journals. Chris thought about which books to choose that
would engage him to the utmost. Like the other students, Chris told why he selected a book that
challenged him. When the book did not meet his expectations of having everything in it he preferred, he
would explain how for example the book was “boring” or “confusing”. These opinions and judgments led
Chris away from particular books and authors and towards others that fulfilled his search.

What Chris searched for was not unlike what he read as a youngster. He shared with me during
the interview that he “looks around the bookstore, browses by reading the first page of a book and how it
gets into the book”. He continued, I read many things. I took Redwall by Winston Jacques from my sister
who was still reading it, so I

read the first one of the series. Then I started looking for other books... I watched
Jurassic Park by Michael Crichton and got hooked when I read the book. I searched
for more like that...In sixth grade I wanted to be an archaeologist. So I read historical
fiction. I looked for thick books because you get more information out of it... I read one
mystery. I don’t remember what it was and got hooked on those too! I’m that kinda guy!
Chris, like Melissa, knew what kind of book enticed him. First he chose Something Upstairs (Avi). His
attention was drawn to the story behind the scenes. Chris said that

Avi tells the reader that a boy told him the story. I have to wonder...
Avi may have put that in to make things interesting. I think the author wanted to show...
My sister lives in Rhode Island (where the story takes place) ...
I asked her to check...I don’t think ..I’m not sure...
I can’t figure out a way to find out if it’s true...
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Figure 12. Chris’s depiction of himself
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I encouraged Chris to pursue his curiosity. “What is it exactly that makes you wonder? What
can you do to satisfy your queries? He responded that he would write back to his sister to check the
historical records in the city hall and library.

Another aspect of Something Upstairs enticed Chris. Anson and Beach mention that “the
language of the journal may be thought nontraditional, the intellectual process it encourages both requires
and leads to thoughtfulness of the kind we value...” (1995, p. 18). Chris used this process in his
responding in his journal.

The part that was interesting was...I often wonder about these types of things...
ghosts, reality...sometimes I think authors just do that to keep you thinking,
pondering, believing?? That has always fascinated me. I watch shows on TV
that deal with that. Have you? Have you ever read Edgar Cayce? He’s famous
for his beliefs in the power of the mind.
I pictured Chris that night as I read his journal and wrote to him about how my husband had discovered
and was taken with Edgar Cayce’s writings. I could see Chris as he read my response the next day with his
dark blue eyes narrowing in the seriousness and intensity of the subject that was being discussed via the
journal. Even though Chris and I did not read and respond in person, there was little doubt that there was
a “grand conversation” or student/teacher interaction around books.

When Chris chose Rabbit Howls, he selected a book that “was very hard to put down”. He
wrote.
The story makes you wonder about parents and how they treat you and...
how it affects...The book makes you think about ...how people hate their
lives and want to kill themselves. I have concluded that when you read this book,
their lives wouldn’t compare ...
Here I confided in Chris that my cousin committed suicide and through my life I had shared with
others such as my husband and a teacher who had been through the same experience that “it seems that if
you knew they were going to, you’d try so hard to make them stop. They must have hurt much more than
we ever dreamed? Can you relate to this at all?...” It was interesting that Chris, the cognitive type,
brought out so much of my personal life. I believed it was because the issue that we talked about, suicide,
was a sensitive one. Because of the way Chris had written “...how people hate their lives...I have
concluded when you read this book, their lives wouldn’t compare...”, I genuinely wanted to share my
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private thoughts with my student. I wanted to address to Chris the thoughts and feelings I had in response
to his concerns about this serious issue.

Chris brought the book. Dangerous Minds (Johnson) to school. He worked with the notion of
people having an effect on others.

It was highly emotional, and it made you realize what some teachers and kids
are going through... The impact that Lou Anne Johnson has on those kids was
phenomenal. She took ‘the class from Hell’ and made them real students and got
some of them jobs and also gave them a friend and someone to talk to: her.
If there were more teachers like her for those “problem kids”, our society would
have more kids off the streets and going to school and working, not carrying
guns, joining gangs, and doing drugs.
I was so amazed at the impact Lou Anne Johnson had against and on the school
board, teachers, parents, and most importantly - the students; ‘her kids’.
I thought this book was wonderful, and I think more teachers should have the
time, patience, strength, and courage as her, and to help with kids described in this book.

Chris resembled Angelica when he discussed his perceptions and importance of life’s issues that stemmed
from the novels he selected. Both of them chose novels that have an impact. Each made an impact with
their opinions in their response statements. Each looked for and found books that suited them, books that
have topics about which they want to learn more.

The next book Chris chose was Bridge to Teribithia. (Paterson) He hoped it “was as good as
everyone says...If it’s not, it’ll be a waste of time when a better book was waiting...” Later I read in
Chris’s journal. “I think Katherine Paterson really knows what she was writing about. She makes it seem
like I’m reading a twelve year old’s thoughts. I can’t wait to read more!... I saw that when he built the
bridge it was like setting his spirit free. Friendship was so special...like an everlasting bond.”

Mr D

remarked, “This was beautifully put...when you said...Could you consider how the girl would feel knowing
he built this bridge? I wonder if...” I added my feelings in to Chris’s and Mr D’s talk. I participated by
telling about a friend who has died who I can still see smile down upon me with his eyes. I know I and my
husband have his support in whatever we do...” I concluded.

Chris had a reason to choose The Devil’s Arithmetic (Yolen):

This will be very interesting to me because my aunt and uncle are Jewish and
always tell me about the tragic story of what happened... There was no reason....
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It always makes me so angry that the Germans could do something like that to
someone....Hannah and I....That made me wonder... I don’t see... I couldn’t...
What was bothering me was...I think they should go through what the Jews did...
I think we should have helped them or we should have destroyed the camps.
I wish the Holocaust was fiction like all the skinheads and other races of people think!
I can’t imagine...
Since Chris was filled with emotions and questions about this time and these peoples in history, the
teachers conversed with him at each entry. For example, Mr D mirrored his thoughts as well as pushing
him to think. “It was an incredible, sad part of our history. There are some people who are saying that
this never happened, that the killing of millions of Jews never occurred. Can you imagine why? What
would you say to them?” I reflected the same sort of feelings when I responded to Chris.

It does seem unbelievable doesn’t it that human beings could do that to one another.
And your relatives must feel such pain...They really must feel like you say that they
wish this was all fiction. Imagine losing your brother or sister to this type of death...
I wonder what the U. S. was thinking and doing at this time. I guess I’ll have to read up
on it. Could you fill me in on that, by any chance?
Chris responded that he would have to ask his relatives “much more about the Holocaust.” He
moved on to his next choice, a Choose Your Own Adventure called Deryni Challenge (Billias). Chris told
me he selected this book because he had “read them before and likes to read about different worlds and
times in the worlds.” In the middle of the book, Chris wrote in his journal: I’m losing interest because I
think I’m having battles with myself... I hope I choose the right thing...” Chris’s teacher realized that he
wanted to leave a statement for the moment unfinished. She wrote, “Even though you don’t want to
write about your battles right now, I am glad the book made you think about them though. Maybe that
will help. Maybe you can return to your dilemma and take a look at it another time. ” The Kitagawas
might describe Mrs T’s and Chris’s interaction as that of one “who was looking over the shoulder of a
friend” (1987, p. 69). Mrs T nudged Chris to give the responses some thought. She continued to take the
conversation from the emotional and/or cognitive point where Chris was and gently remind him to keep on
extending his thinking and his expression of his feelings.

Chris discussed the similarity between himself and the main character in The Deryni Challenge.
“He was looking for a place to camp...that reflects my life because of the choices he has to make like when
he has to decide whether to help the boy out of trouble”. Chris went on to ponder the larger life issue of
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helping people just as his peers, Melissa, Jen and Angelica did. “I think it’s great when people can defend
someone who they don’t like. I find this interesting... I think that it’s the humanity coming out in everyone.
It could if you think about it...”

The teacher tied together Dervni Challenge and Devil’s Arithmetic as a model for Chris to think
intertextually, to compare and contrast elements of two or more novels or authors. She wrote to Chris,
“You know, Chris, when I’ve read about the Holocaust, I came across many non-Jews like Polish people
who defended Jews through this whole time. Jacob’s Rescue (Drucker and Halpem) was a great book that
shows these men, women and children as an example of the humanity you are talking about.” Chris wrote
back that Jacob’s Rescue was a “possibility for a book choice someday”.

Chris was the “type of guy” who occasionally crossed out whole or partial entries. He sometimes
decided to tear out pages from his journal. When he was doing this, he was revisiting his writing. He was
remeeting his thinking about his writing, his book, himself and others. The Kitagawas (1987) described
this as the student having a dialogue with self with the distance and perspective of time. Just a with
Melissa, because of this process, Chris gave himself the opportunity to learn a little bit more about himself.

Mark
Mark (with his book, September, 1995, see the next page. Figure 13) was similar to some Grade
7 and Grade 8 boys and girls who wrote on their initial questionnaires that they “have more things to do
than read.” A few “do not like reading books”. Some boys “just read sports magazines and play sports.”
These were the students who would love some of author Daniel Pennac’s “Reader’s Bill of Rights” (in his
book. Better Than Life , 1994). They would love the fact that someone recognized the fret that they had
“1. The right not to read. 2. The right to skip pages. 3. The right to not finish. 4. The right to reread.
5. The right to read anything” (p. 170). These teens would be the types to read the one or two loves of
their literary lives more than once (for more than one class). Like Jen, they did not care very much about
the activity of reading books. Nor did they believe there were more books out there than The
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Figure 13. Mark’s self portrait
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Outsiders (Hinton) which they possibly could love. They might start a novel because they were supposed
to. These adolescents would be the kind that would skip pages only to “answer the questions from it.”
“The teacher tells us what to read for responsibility but we probably will not be interested,” they yawned
and informed me. As a youngster, Mark “didn’t read much then. It wasn’t part of what I did.” He “read
some action books at eight or nine years old but was more active outside. I got into sports and played.”
Mark recalled, “I read a little at night depending on if I liked the book. Once in awhile I remember reading
many chapters if it was exciting.” He concluded, “Basically, though, I guess the books I was seeing
weren’t interesting enough. I didn’t really think about it.”

The little that students such as Mark wrote in their journals indicated that they had not given
much thought to making it a point to select books they would like to read. They were not comfortable
with expressing their thoughts or feelings about a book. Perhaps they did not know how. These students
liked the familiarity of the book report. They had no desire to express their ideas and emotions about a
novel in what we were calling a journal so that a teacher could read it. As time went by though, these
students began to retell the stories they had picked to read. They recounted the stories through their eyes.
They told how “heart-pumping” a novel could be. Sometimes the students complained how “poorly
written” the stories were because they “couldn’t identify with the main character”.

These were glimmers of light. At least Mark was choosing a book and reacting to it. Still, Mark
was floundering. Mark had interacted with me around books on his terms. He had on occasion come to
my room looking for thrillers, suspense stories, mystery, action or adventure. He began to know what
book just might be for him when I described it, showed it to him or when he simply browsed and spotted
it. I decided that it was time for me to approach Mark. I had recently come across Chris Crutcher’s novel.
The Deep End, through the librarian. It kept me spellbound and I told Mark so. I told him that it took
my breath away. I asked him what he wanted out of a book. He said, “To blow me away.” “Mark, I give
you the Mrs G guarantee...a giant candy bar...if you don’t like it. If you do, I get the chocolate bar of my
choice.” Mark grinned easily, “All rightie then, it’s a deal.” I smiled broadly knowing I had had Mark
hooked a year before with Lois Duncan. I knew that Crutcher, with his terrifying and sultry language
would appeal to Mark even more than Duncan’s books had.
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After a few days passed, I saw Mark in the hallway and the moment of truth about The Deep End
came. I looked at him and said, “Hi Mark.” He smiled back, “I like it. I haven’t gotten very far, but I like
it.” He talked about the fact that whenever he got a chance to read, he did...’’The best place was on the
bus”. This was hard to believe because Mark was very popular. One could picture all of his friends trying
to get his attention to socialize while Mark sat quietly reading The Deep End. From this point on just as
with Angelica, whenever we saw each other, we touched base about Crutcher’s psychological thriller.
Mark would say, “I’m at the point where he finds his cat...” I’d respond, “Oh gosh, wasn’t that
gruesome... was that after the little boy’s mother...?” And so this type of communication went on between
Mark and me about The Deep End for months.

Mark bounced from one book type to another in the aftermath of Crutcher’s suspense. He knew
in a page or so what he did or did not like, and he put it down. He settled on a sports book by Deuker,
Devil’s Court.because he played and followed various sports. He was not much of a journal writer, even
for his love, The Deep End. But in the spring of the school year, a sensitive chord in Mark was touched in
The Devil’s Court. It caused him to respond over the course of many days. Like Angelica, Chris and
Melissa, he talked about lessons to be learned by people in life.

Life I’d now have to say is tough. There are people who think they have the life but
yet until something happens that’s a tragedy, immediately it’s someone else’s fault.
I wish I could tell people like this to get a life... No one was better than any one else.
We’re all the same. Don’t make fun of...
Once Mark had started to express his opinions, he wrote on his philosophy of what choosing books and
reading them had done for him. He chose another sports book. Hang Tough, by Paul Mather.

I’d have to admit: This I learned from reading. I’d have to say reading gives
a sense of the real world. It was more than I thought. And I’d like to thank you
for doing this - letting us pick out our own books to read in this class...I started
to look for books on my interests in sports and get better at what I was doing... I
actually read books all the way through this year...These books have improved
ray basketball and football. They gave me ideas on playing. My shot improved.
I can learn so much from these books now it’s unbelievable.

Mrs T observed and shared with me that Mark stated that he was “handling more books this year than in
his life.” Mark was also discussing more areas of interest and concern in his journal than he had ever done
before.
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Here’s two more things I’ve learned from the books I’ve picked to
read. Kids need a leader or someone to say ‘Hey, we have to work together, not as
individuals.’ Together they worked so much better. That’s why I think they’re going
to win. Because inside they’re winners. Even if they lose a few, they lose together.
What else I learned was there are better ways to solve things than using violence.
You talk about the problems with a person...
Like, Melissa, Angelica and other teenagers, Mark was using what he thought about the books he chose to
read to tell how he made sense of the issues of importance to him in life.

Mark was a likable and highly visible teenager in our school. The principal thought that he would
like Weasel (DeFelice). She handed it to him with the qualifying recommendation: “My friend in another
school said that her kids loved it. Want to give it a shot?” He looked at the cover and read the back.
“OK” and slipped it into his backpack.

Soon Mark was writing in his journal how he could identify with

the protagonist.

I don’t know much about it yet, but I know the kid was adventurous. Brave, smart and
knows how to fight. I’m that type. He was like me almost because I am adventurous,
brave, smart and I know how to fight...For example, when he goes home to check on
his animals, he went alone and that’s brave because he knows the crazy man was out.
Once I put myself between some animal and my friend to protect my friend and that’s brave!
Mark had never before revealed what he thought about himself in a serious, analytical manner. He was
quick to boast about the shenanigans he had done, for example, over his weekend. But to consider what
he was like as a individual and share that thought was rare for Mark. Self-selecting books and responding
to them in a journal had opened that door for Mark. Although Mark had only read a handful of books
during my research, I knew that there was the probability that he would come across a few more in his life
time that he would gravitate towards. The last time I saw Mark before graduation he had an adult
psychological thriller that he had selected to buy in one hand. My graduation present to Mark, Bless the
Beasts and Children. (Swarthout) was in his other hand. He smiled and as if he were ready for the next
phase of life, said in his low voice, “All rightie then...”
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Orsan

When I asked Orsan if he read more or less books this year than in sixth grade, he grinned and
mumbled, “More.” “Why?” “Because I expected more.” Orsan had come a long way over the course of
his seventh grade year which began with his liking Goosebumps (Stine). Orsan is a unique adolescent with
a strong nature. His response journal cover was designed with black squares, bold, jagged letters spelling
his name and snowboard logos. Soccer was important to him. Orsan preferred to play rather than read
fiction about someone in sports. His peers constantly looked to him to see what he was doing and saying.
He was one of the first in the school to have his head shaved on the sides and to sport a long, blond,
straight pony tail on top. As often as he could, Orsan wore a Dr. Seuss Cat in the Hat hat.(See Figure 14,
next page)

Orsan’s individuality was also indicated when he first emphasized in his journals how he “hated
writing and people reading it if I do write.” Orsan told us that he realized “if it’s school, teachers have to
read it.” He was perturbed with his teacher for the negative comments in his journal due to his lack of
making adequate response entries. He used his response journal to express his anger about fighting with
his parents about poor grades and getting grounded from social life and soccer. After a month of school
had passed, Orsan wrote a sentence about The Indian in the Cupboard. (Banks) There was little in his
entry except for the sparse statement to his teacher that Banks’ book “is imaginary so you can imagine
what is going on.” Mrs T responded to Orsan in a similar tone: “Hmmm... Shall I imagine just as you
imagine a passing grade?” The next day Orsan reacted to Mrs T. He also heavily scratched out some
phrases. He wrote “Dear Mrs T, I am being honest now and I am telling you what I feel about your
remark. I am mad about your remark and I don’t think it was very nice. If you told me in a different way,
I would be mad but not at you. At myself. Orsan” Mrs T’s reply included telling Orsan she very much
appreciated his courage and honesty in writing. She talked about her faith in him and admitted she felt it
was worth the risk of making him angry. Mrs T then wrote suggestions to guide Orsan
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Figure 14. Orsan’s drawing
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in his responses. Orsan wrote to me the next day, apparently thinking that Mrs T’s response prompts were
helpful. “Mrs G, I will try to tell you about Interstellar Pig (Sleator) and try to write it as best I can. The
reason I read this book was because I have an interest in what the world will look like when I’m gone.
Orsan”

As the program goes on, Orsan writes a poem (“The Walk”) stemming from the science fiction he
chose. An excerpt from the poem is about the future: “.. .1 look behind myself to see that my foot prints
have been wiped away. The past is behind me, never out of my mind. I look to the front. What will the
future hold? There is only one way to know... I keep on walking... and think of the things I’ve lost and
the things I will lose.. .1 think about these ideas carefully, wondering about the future. Will my life be
perfect, or putrid?...” Orsan chose to write a telling response in poetry form. He captured an
adolescents’ concern about what is in store for them. Yet, it was typically Orsan and effective in its style
and language.

Orsan was usually seen toting a book around. It was hard to tell whether this was due to his
parents lifting the ban on his social and soccer activities on the condition he read or his learning that
reading could have something in it for him. Orsan chose a variety of authors whose protagonists were
strong males. After reading Johnny Long Legs (Christopher) and The Contender, he responded.

In these two books, the characters work hard to improve. I do too. They showed me that if you
work hard, you can make things happen. In both books, the characters have to overcome a lot of
things. They have a lot of determination. That also is the sign of a good writer. Both writers
made their characters like human beings.. .1 am a contender every day.. .Every time I read, I am a
contender because I oppose some opinions people or characters have. I feel all different emotions
from happy to disturbed to annoyed.. .In social studies class, everyone contends and disputes over
issues.. .Every single person is a contender. But some are more than others...
Orsan continued to personally interpret books for himself. He was using Mrs T’s response
suggestions and reacting both affectively and analytically about his reading. He had determined the
authors’ messages for himself which had become a larger lesson he was learning about life. The next book
Orsan chose is Tracker by Paulsen. (Recall that Orsan was very amusing when he shared Harris and Me
by the same author with his classmates in this chapter. The Influence of Peers.) Orsan was on a roll with
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poetry. When I commented that I admired his work, he smiled openly and told me he felt proud of his
poems. He wrote a verse and placed it inside the drawing of a wolf-human paw-hand. “This print, Is a
print of a survivor. The hustle of escape, and being free.” Orsan was caught up with the climatic events of
survival stories. He told me he loved books about males and animals with action, and that is why he chose
these. He then composed “Survival”. “As the dog clopped its feet down and around the stairs with each
of his two glowing eyes peered on the prey farther ahead of him waiting for his midnight feast.” Orsan
structured his poem so that it seemed to depict the drama of a dog descending stairs in its desire for prey.
Orsan was attracted to Gary Paulsen’s books for their survival of the fittest themes whether they be of
people or animals in nature.
On a thank you card for me that Orsan designed and circulated to the class, Mrs T wrote amidst
the good-byes from the students, “When the pupil is ready, the teacher will appear.” She and I discussed
how Orsan had changed since September and especially how his poetry responses indicated the depth of
the meaning he was deriving from reading books he chose. Orsan cleaned out his locker for the summer.
Sticking out of a bunch of notebooks, I saw that he had a list of “10 books I want to read over vacation”.
Orsan had special permission from the media specialist to bring six of these books (Farm Team (Weaver),
Harris and Me (Paulsen), Mote (Reaver), Ultimate Sports (Gallo), A Book of Edgar Allen Poe’s Poems.
and Breaking the Fall (Cadnum) home with him. He smiled and said, “By Mrs G, thanks.” I could not
have grinned more broadly myself. “Have a good one, Orsan, and thank you for being part of my
research.”

Profiles of Teachers as Book Sharers
The teachers and I who led the self-selection program were known as lovers of reading by the
adolescents. Johnson-Kuby and Katz (1996) ask a lingering question after their survey of the most
popular titles designated by middle school students. The researchers wonder if teachers influenced their
students by reading young adult books and talking about the books (1996). My study yields data that
answer that question. Out of the 44 students, 27 talked about (on a questionnaire, in an interview, or in
their journals) the fact that a teacher had an influence on their selection of books. Throughout the school
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year the students and teachers shared books. They mentioned titles or authors or/and actually brought in
books for each other. It follows then that it would be appropriate to examine what the teachers themselves
were reading and, as with the student profiles, to detail the teachers’ reading histories.

When the end-of-the-year questionnaire inquired of the students’ knowledge of their teachers’
reading, the adolescents spoke of what they noticed. Mrs T, their English teacher, read “many kinds of
books, poetry, realistic fiction, biographies, autobiographies, mystery, dramas, love, John Steinbeck,
adventure, psychological thrillers, happy endings, ...anything she can get, she’ll try except sci- fi.” The
students were right on target with their perceptions, observations and knowledge of Mrs T’s reading.
Mrs T described the place reading had in her life:

Psychological thrillers are my favorite books, but I’ll read anything if I’m
desperate. I read everyday, anywhere, any time. I always have. I always
talked about and recommend books to everyone who will listen to me. I
recommend books that I think will meet people’s interests.
It was this love of books and avid reading that the seventh graders saw and were very much aware of.

Mr D explained to his class his reading history. He described himself as a “late bloomer” who
discovered reading in college. He told his students he actually hated reading in middle and high school.
Mr D “mainly read newspapers and magazines”. He said that “it was him”. He referred to himself as
“lazy”. He thought out loud to the young people that it “never occurred” to him that he “would read other
than for a reason”. Now he and his wife (a high school English teacher) “love literature”. Mr D called
reading “an art form”. He didn’t “need a reason to read”. He loved to follow Paulsen. He retold one of
Gary’s Woodsong episodes with such ardor that his face blushed, his voice deepened yet softened and his
eyes sparkled with the memory of excitement. Paterson and Dahl were also his favorites both to read from
and tell students why they are two of the most compelling and unique authors.

I consider myself a lover of books. My husband teases me about my passion for reading and
buying children’s books. As a youngster I recall being alone and absorbed in reading biographies. Series
books such as the Bobbsey Twins and Nancy Drew held me in a comer in my special reading chair.
Photos of me reading books show a look of reverence on my face. As an adult I am in awe of talented
authors’ spiritual concepts and exquisite language in stories. Even though I love to talk about books and
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share them with others, I continue to view reading a solitary act that I treasure. I endeavor to instill this
captivation in reading in young people.

In Mr D’s opinion, the most effective characteristic of the self-selection program was the dialogue
between teacher and student about books. Even though the students were required to keep the response
journal (as homework), Mr D pointed out that the journal was one way the line of communication
remained open so that the students could interact with him about the books they were choosing and
reading. During class time, Mr D’s students would be seen gathered around consulting, arguing about
wanting to read series books and “gore” books, asking what we thought something meant in a novel, or
asking Mr D’s or my permission to put a book down and go to the library and ask Mrs W for advice.
They were continually talking: “Listen to this cool part” or “Look how far I got last night ” or “I’m
almost done. I wish it didn’t have to end. Can you think of another one...?”

Students were also regularly surrounding Mrs T and me in her class. In fact, being of quite short
stature, we were often lost in the interaction. The adolescents were holding one or more books talking to
their friends and peers while they waited to ask us our thoughts and tell us their thoughts on particular
books. As Mrs T found a break in speaking with the students, she told me what made an impression on
her regarding the program. She specified that her students felt success in reading. “Look at Jimmy, Orsan,
Jen, Kate, Katie, Courtney...Look at where we were with them in August.” Mrs T called it “100%
student participation, cooperation, contribution of selves and enthusiasm for the opportunity to self-select
and respond to books in a variety of ways.”

Mrs T, Mr D and I are considered by students as patient teachers. The students have said, “You
don’t make us read something. You wait ‘til we find a book we want to read.” The characteristic was
fitting here in light of Pennac’s advice to teachers about adolescents’ reading. Pennac said that
“[Cjuriosity cannot be forced. It must be awakened.... the questions [that] will begin to form and give way
to other questions” (1994, p. 149). Mr D, Mrs T and I have waited for the students to be curious about
books. We watched for the spark in their entries or in their eyes that they have discovered a wonderful
book for themselves and are searching for another. On one particular day Mrs T and I watched as Orsan
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volunteered and then proceeded to take charge and put together a literary scrapbook of “Class A’s
Favorite Books in 1995-1996”. Mrs T told me she would call this year the “Year of the Orsan”
Generally, he was a non-fiction reader of car, snow-boarding and boating magazines. He rarely got
through more than half a book. But, Orsan got hooked on Harris and Me. His eyes opened up. He began
to trust Paulsen and he brought his interest in Porsches into reading Paulsen’s The Car. Mrs T and I had
waited for Orsan to become curious. We were rewarded for our waiting. We observed Orsan going
around the room visiting each student and asking them if they had their contribution to the class’s favorite
novel scrapbook.

Mrs T had one final reflection about the effects that the self-selection program had on her. She
talked with me about the use of the response journal. Like Mr D, she said she marveled at how much she
“talked” now with her students in their journals. She confessed neither she nor some of her students
would ever speak “that much or that deep” with each other in person. Mrs T smiled when she told me this
fact:

You know it is not my agenda anymore when I respond to the kids in their journals.
I respond to them. I am hugely more kid sensitive, absolutely listening to what they
are saying to me when I’m reading their entries, feeling their pain, laughing with them,
always trying to help them see more in books, in themselves, in life, removing brick
by brick part of those walls that some of them have built up...like the way
they have helped me...feel like I’ve made a small difference in their lives.
We have paid attention to what students have told us about books. The words which teachers
used to describe the books they were reading were important. These were the words that teenagers heard
about books. The words, to a greater or lesser degree, had the effect of students making decisions to read
or not to read. Quite often in their journals, students discussed exchanges of books with others through
their teachers. The following examples demonstrate that students reasoned that their teachers were
vehicles. In others words, the teens recommended books to their teachers who in turn suggested that
other students read them. Orsan wrote “I like Interstellar Pig. (Sleator) I think other people would too if
they like cliffhangers because it has lots of interesting parts like when she found out about...” Jen would
read the book Whoopi Goldberg (Blue and Naden) again and “if anyone wants to read a book about
someone who has done a very lot in their life. I’d recommend it.” Courtney asked her teacher, “if you
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know of anyone who has read any Agatha Christie, tell me. I’ll talk to them. I’d like to know if they are
good.”

When I was drawn into book talk with individuals (both in conversation and in journals), it was
usually on the topic of whether I was aware of and/or read a particular book or knew of more books by a
certain author. Generally students wanted me to know what they were reading and where they were in the
books. They continually handed me their journals wanting me and their teachers to read their most recent
entries. I could tell that they looked forward to our responses. Many students wrote comments such as: “I
can’t wait to write to you again about my book... I love to hear whether you have read the book and what
you think of it.” “Why haven’t you asked me any questions about my books in a while? I like to answer
them.” “Do you like to read my journal? I hope you like to read it as much as I like to write in it.” “OH!
Just wait until you get to this part in my entry! I’m writing about the part where...it was so scary...you’ll be
in such suspense! I want to know what you think of it.” “I’m going on vacation next week. I need you to
recommend some books like...to me.” Whether it was a friend, teacher or relative sharing books with the
adolescent, the common denominator was that the sharers knew what kind of book or author the receiver
liked to read.

The teachers commonly practiced what Mrs W, the media specialist, considered key components
to successful interactions with students around books. When a teen asked about a particular book, they
were open and genuine about whether they have liked a book or not. Teachers always urged peers to
engage in dialogue about the subject of the book and the authors’ style so as to give that teen input other
than their own. Mrs W spoke about her practices of talking about books with teens.

I read every young adult book that catches my eye - whether or not it’s recommended
by the American Library Association, my colleagues across the country or books I
can’t put down at a yard or Barnes and Noble sale. This way I can talk about
topics, plots and characters with kids. The interchange usually plays out in this way:
The students asks, ‘Do you have any books like this?’ ‘What was that? Oh, I’ve read....
You really like those? What was it that you like about...? Was that what you are used to
reading? Come... let’s look. You know who I very much like that that book was similar
to...? Have you ever read...? or a....Let’s find one... But, don’t take my word for
it, let’s check out who took out one and you could go talk to that person.’
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Mrs W said she leafed through the fiction with the teenagers and gabbed about all that she knows
about the book, author, and related types and writers. She also divulged students’ names that she recalled
who read these books. Generally, the young person took hold of a book or two, examined the covers,
commented on them and the title and read the back of the book. The teen flipped through the text and
read a page or so. The reader might ask an available friend. Using one or many of the above, a decision
was made.

The students looked at their teachers as sources. If the teens felt like they needed to read
another book by a particular author, have a book that had a certain content or read one that was a special
type, they sought out their teachers for their literary experiences. Kate wrote in her journal: “And when
Mrs G said this book. The Lion, The Witch and the Wardrobe. (Lewis) was like opening up an
adventure...trust me, it was. But any book was like an adventure. My Mom has been telling me that for
years. Now I realize I should’ve listened...”

Sometimes the students noticed that the teacher was excited about a certain book, author or
topic. It could be that the teacher had shared this novel aloud in class or written to the students in their
journals. For example, Kate and Mrs T have discovered each other’s love for cats. Kate was reading
Cleveland Amory’s The Cat Who Came for Christmas ,and Mrs T and she talked affectionately about their
“kitties’ habits”. Included in this dialogue was comparing other feline titles such as Eleanor Estes’ Pinky
Pve.

Mrs W noticed a pattern after the teachers’ impromptu book talks or read alouds. The students
started to move from reading one book, author or content type to another. For example, students heard
Mr D announce, “Oh! I have just read the greatest book. It’s by Roald Dahl. It’s about . The best part
was when...If you like...you’ll love...” Teenagers’ hands were waving in the air to be recognized by Mr D.
Amanda asked, “Does anybody remember when Mr D read Witches to us in fifth grade?” There were
smiles, whistles and hoots of approval of Witches. Mrs W noted that some students were visiting her on a
quest to find Dahl’s books. Those that were interested saw that they could relate to what their teacher
loved in literature.
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Mrs W observed, “It was a like a baton-passing in an athletic meet...except that these participants
spend time with each other lingering over books. These students and their teachers influenced each others’
selection and reading just as one young person in the event met the other where he/she left off. As they
chose their next books, so the dynamics proceed.” To a greater or lesser degree, because of the literary
experience, the readers were never quite the same individuals as they were when they first picked up the
book (Rosenblatt, 1978; Harste, Woodward & Burke, 1984; Goodman, 1994).

Students’ Responses to the Program
Towards the end of the school year, as I have stated, it was a practice of Mr D’s team of
students to write a message to people who have “made a difference in their lives”. When Michele wrote
to me, it helped me see what these young adults realized as a result of the self-selection program.

I can’t believe how important books are to me now. I remember feeling amazed
that I have so much in common with someone who lived years ago...Anne Frank.
Anne says “Anyone who doesn’t write doesn’t know how wonderful it is.” I feel
the same way. After I read, I find it fulfilling to write down my feelings on the
piece I had read. I know now you never get those feelings again.
I think that you are right, Mrs G, how our age has something to do about
what we write! After we read, I think that who we write to makes a difference.
I also think it has to do with the mood you happen to be in when you read and
many times you want to share that with a friend or with your teacher.
Because of Michele’s thoughts, I inquired on the end-of-the-year questionnaire about whether
experiencing this program led the teens to any observations and/or discoveries about themselves as
readers.

The responses to my question were inspiring. These adolescents made explicit a number of
discoveries about themselves as readers during the school year. The students realized what the
opportunity to choose books and write in response journal afforded them. Many of the teenagers stated
two or three self-discoveries each. “I can find a book!” claimed Jen, Megan, Mark and Chris. This
statement is notable in that, taken literally, it gave significance to this study. These four young adults
meant that they realized that they had the ability to select books they would read. It was noteworthy that
they described this as a discovery. Previous to this self-selection experience, many did not find books for
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themselves. Now, the adolescents had insight into themselves and book choices. It was part of their lives
to think about and choose a book they were interested in spending their time reading.

Tara acknowledged her self-discovery, “I found out what books I like to read.” Katie confirmed,
“I discovered my favorite!” These teens’ testimonies were proof of what Lee Galda recommended; “We
need to ensure that our students are encouraged to read independently from a variety of genre and authors,
while still being allowed to make their own selections.” (1993 , p.313). These students were aware that
they knew their preferences. Tim reported, “I am a mystery person and one who likes books that leave
you hanging.” Mike discovered to his surprise: “I like more than sports books.” Josh confirmed this
finding: “I will try new books!” While Angelica realized, “ I don’t read enough!”, Bert emphasized, “I
read a lot!”

Louise Rosenblatt pointed out what can happen when we let students choose their books from an
available library. She stated that it was “important that we reinforce the child’s discovery that texts can
make possible an intense personal experience” (1993, p. 14). Denise provided evidence of personal
experience. She was forceful in her conviction of what she learned about herself this year. “I discovered
the most important thing to do as a reader was to choose my own books well.” Tom corroborated
Denise’s statement when he added, “The most important thing for me was I keep on liking to read.” Ryan
thought similarly: “The important thing I do as a reader was to keep reading after I finish a book.” It was
an eye opener to learn what these teens perceived about selecting and reading books during this school
year. Ryan spoke as if there would always be a book for him. Perhaps what can be perceived as a tribute
to the self-selection program was Denise’s suggestion to Mrs T. Other students echoed Denise’s
recommendation.

You should continue this program with other students. In this entry
I am not really going to write about the book. I have a lot of things
I really want to say: I really loved this project. I think picking our own
books and the response journals were an excellent experiment. I know
this whole thing was mostly for Mrs G, but I think it was fabulous!
Another thing I’d like to say was Mrs T, you should do this again.
Not for Mrs G or anything but because it was good.
You should do the kids choosing their own books and the journals with
every class. I just wanted to say I loved the whole combination.
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The appraisal of selection, reading and self continued. “There’s a lot of good authors out there,”
Jen noticed. John said he thought about the book for days. Steve declared that he talked about books. “I
read to others like my sisters and cousins. I read good parts to my friends.” Katie applauded herself, “I
discovered I encourage others to read!” Kim and Dawn told us that they were like that too. “I can help
others read books I’ve read.” Courtney said matter-of-factly, “I am FASCINATED by reading!” Winston
noticed, “When I am reading, I’m more intense.” Jimmy decided, I am a good reader. Chris also realized,
“I am a BETTER reader!” Many teens enlarged upon their ability to read. “I can concentrate.” “ I can
understand a story now.” “I can leam new things from a book.”

Some students wrote about what they said they had never experienced before. “Because of
reading books, I can write stories,” declared Kate. Steven and Katie agreed with that ability. “Books take
you somewhere else you imagine...” Several adolescents stated that they were in the habit of predicting
and visualizing their books. They noticed “important things and details”. Nicole represented a few teens
when she said that it was new for her to identify with books. The books these students read “have
something in common with them.” Morgan chimed in. “I discovered I get emotionally involved in the
story. I discovered I really try to pretend I am the main character in the story.”

Just after I thought I had read about the grandest statement an adolescent could make about
choosing and reading books, I read another. Luke printed in bubble letters: “I HAVE A GOOD TIME
WITH BOOKS!” Amanda said, “I discovered I am getting more interested!” Many of these declarations
might not have happened if the teens had not had the opportunity to select their own books. They were
not contrived or phony statements made for teachers, parents or peers that Kathy Short reported was the
fault of some research on literary selection (1995). The students’ testimony was an evaluation of how the
selection experience worked for them. 70% of the seventh graders actually read more than the required
number (8) of books at their grade level this year.
Not all responses were grandiose statements of discoveries of teens who were reading volumes of
books. Slightly fewer than 25 % of eighth graders read more than the minimum number of required books.
This could be due to what some students told me about using the dialogue response journal. They said
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that they did “not like stopping reading to write about the story”. They stated that they “would have read
more if’ they “could just keep on reading.” Another reason could be that some students declared that
they disliked the genres restriction that the teachers placed on them. Many students informed me that they
wished we would just let them read “only” what they wanted to. However, the responses were indicative
of what was on the teens’ minds. For example. Matt learned, “I need to satisfy myself with a book right
away or I won’t like it.” “I discovered it takes me a while to finish thick books, but if I put my heart and
mind to it, I can do it”, observed Luke of himself. Ben made an honest point. “If I don’t like it, I try to
finish it. I discovered I can try to enjoy books.” The adolescents had their own style of choosing and
reading.

Teachers’ Responses to the Program
Because we valued engaged reading and good feelings towards reading, the teachers and I
considered students’ attitude, motivation and interest in reading in our classrooms. We had available a
library of books to fulfill individual desires and tastes. We found many ways to support these teenagers’
interests in books. One was to give students opportunities to present artistic, dramatic and a variety of
other literary projects. Orsan, Justin, Jimmy, Sara and Tara, and Nicole, students in Mrs T’s class, chose
end-of -the-year projects that stemmed from book choice. Orsan collected titles and pictures of the book
that each student rated a ‘ 10’. He showed this scrapbook to the class and left it with Mrs T to use as book
recommendations with next year’s students. Justin and Jimmy decided to poll parents, siblings, relatives
and peers about the types of books they favored. The boys presented their findings in the form of charts
and graphs. In an activity that also dealt with personal preference, Sara and Tara asked their peers to
choose a book they especially liked and tell what it was about on an index card. These titles, authors and
summaries were placed in a file box for Mrs T and her students’ use. Nicole conducted a questioning
session with class members about their interests, activities, personalities, reading tastes and habits. After
analyzing these, she matched books and/or authors with her peers. The fact that these young adults would
desire to tackle such projects which included people outside of their classroom was an indication of the
impact that the self-selection program had on the seventh graders.
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Steven was also one of Mrs T’s seventh grade students. Since Steven wrote little but summaries
in his response journal, I suggested an alternative. I asked if he would be interested in observing and
talking with teenagers about their reading. Using a few guiding questions, he wrote his data in his journal.
He presented this as his project. His data described this study quite well. Steven watched and spoke with
students he considered good readers, Matt and Alexa, whom he terms as “dedicated” readers. Steven
noticed characteristics such as those that Matt displayed. “These students’ heads are buried in thick books
and they do not want to be and don’t let themselves be disturbed”.

Steven reported that “Alexa does the

same things Matt does. She loves to let her friends in on every book she reads.” Steve informed us,
“What was important about these avid readers was that they say that they get books from others.”

Steven’s findings were much like Hancock’s descriptions of fifth graders doing engaged silent
reading (1993). Both Steven’s as well as Hancock’s class used others’ as well as their own opinions based
on author, title, cover and jacket blurb before deciding to read certain books. “They share exciting and
interesting parts of the text with peers.” They “make reading selections easily”, deciding if a book was
what interested them or not. They “finish most selections” (1993, p. 82). Hancock’s results supported
what I found. That was, students were aware of the elements that made up the books they liked to read.
The readers knew where to find books they preferred and who they shared their books with. In addition,
the parents made observations of books their children were reading. Parents noticed what made book
appealing and particular reading behaviors of the teenagers.

On the other hand, Steven observed that Dave was not a good reader. What made Steve report
this was that “Dave picks out a twenty page book with pictures and big type. Then he takes a nap.”
Steven said that was important to know about “these kids was they can’t pick out a good book. They
never pick up a book seriously.” Steve described, though, what happened. He said that Matt told him that
“he shared books with people who think reading was a bore. Matt told them that ‘reading builds
knowledge and imagination.’ ”

Steven’s conclusion and recommendations were made as if, through his research, he had found
the answer to teachers’ goals to have all of their teenage students reading. His written statement began:
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“One way to get a kid to read was to hand them a book that you think they’ll enjoy!” Steven’s thinking
was supported by what Isaakson and Boody found with high school students (1993). When adolescents
handled books, they get drawn into them (1993). Finally Steven advocated, “Keep talking to them about
books! It will keep them interested.”

Faman suggested that “perhaps it would be interesting for all of us, as teachers, to get in touch
with our students’ interests, attitudes, and motivations regarding reading.” She asked what our students
would say to us that would enable us to learn “about how to help them become readers who could not
imagine their lives without reading” (1996, p. 444). We have drawn on the students’ own testimony to
indicate that we have provided a program that has encouraged and supported their reading.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH
It was because we as teachers “hold in significance” what our students say about books, that we
were able to learn from adolescents about book selection strategies. We were learning about what
motivates them to read particular books. We were becoming aware of what they wanted to read and
would invest themselves in reading. We were becoming privy to how they knew what they would read,
how they developed their particular tastes and interests in reading. We were becoming knowledgeable
about who they shared book titles with. We were finding out when and where they preferred to read and
how they could enjoy reading. Because we were talking about books when we met in school and in the
students’ response journals, we were gaining insight into young people’s attitudes towards reading books
being a pleasure-filled activity for them.

“Whoa! Great Book!” “Awesome!” Such enthusiasm was witnessed often in the self-selection
program with seventh and eighth graders. When I walked up the corridor at locker break time and
students saw me, they said, “You know that book you told me about, I found it. I’m almost finished. It
was soo cool...” One of the main reasons the students in this study chose books was that they “can get
into” a character and the events of the story. The readers got involved with the characters, what they were
like, what they did, and what happened to them. Testimony from Courtney who sat in the rocker dressed
like a Lois Duncan character reading by candlelight confirmed this. When adolescents personalized the
story by seeing themselves, friends or family in it, it helped them to “flesh out the story and know how the
characters experience the story” (Caulfield, 1996, p. 59). When students such as Angelica, Melissa, Chris,
and Mark connected with and intertwined their life experiences, they were reading with insight into life, the
book, and themselves. We recall the exclamation by Courtney“I feel like I know them (characters) like I
know the mall (and trust me, I know the mall well!)” Students said that they chose authors that described
characters and scenes that they could see and live through “happenings” with.

These students obtained some information about a book before trying it. They made a connection
with a book through peers, teachers or family. The connection facilitated involvement to what they were
reading, not just to the content but to the reading act itself. These teens stated that they had a personal
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stake in reading the books they picked. Chris related in his journal, “Actually it was 12:30 at night and I
want to read...” “Merry Christmas! I’m just starting to read Chapter 1. The way the book begins‘the car
sputtered to a dead stop in front of a bleak and sinister-looking house on a hill silhouetted against the dark
sky...’, I just HAVE to read whether it’s Christmas or not!” The high degree of personal involvement with
independent reading expressed in journals was also discussed in interviews that Greenlee, Monson &
Taylor (1996) conducted with four classrooms of 11 and 12 year olds. Greenlee et al. proposed that the
engagement reflected the personal nature of independent reading (1996). In our self-selection program,
the personal choice led to thoughtful and emotional responses of students immersed in characters and
topics.

“Well, I’m going to let the book sink in...’’sighed Tara as she closed a Lowiy novel. As
teacher/researcher, I found myself many a day reflecting on what my students liked and would read as well
as what they thought and felt while reading. I thought about what they had told me to help me discover
what self-selection was about for these adolescents. They have told me much more, about many subjects,
than I could read in a book report. Readers and I conversed about selecting, reading, and the subjects that
were meaningful to them in books. The act of writing in a journal gave them personal time to make
known their emotions and ideas. The journal was the place where teens talked to themselves and to their
teachers about anything they thought of or felt as they read. The response also implied that the students
were active participants in a dialogue with the world of the book. “I wonder...I noticed...I am curious
about...what was

was...I laughed when...I’m getting mad because...I see life differently now...I

guess well, it was because ...” These young people expressed their idiosyncratic perspectives and insights.
They showed how individual connections were made with books. This personal connection could heighten
their enjoyment of literature and heighten the probability that these teens would keep on choosing books.
The purpose of this study was to describe young adult students’ selection of books in a literature
classroom. It was a study of the factors that contributed to the understanding of their self-selection
methods. Although research has been done on students’ preferences, much of it is done with book titles
only in a one-sitting interview, on a questionnaire, or in a survey. My study was conducted over the
course of a year with a class of seventh and a class of eighth grade students. One of the dimensions that
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my study included is that of the adolescents’ voices. They spoke and wrote about the real books they were
choosing and reading. My students talked at length with teachers, peers and family about their selections.
The students in this study wrote in journals about the books they chose, how they selected them and the
reasons why, and with whom they shared books. What added to the scope of the study were book
selection events such as literary project presentations, author and book talks, and peer responses to these
in class discussion.
By using the above data collection methods, I identified the factors that influenced student book
selection. Other methods that helped me identify self-selection elements that were important to teenagers
were being a participant observer and conducting a parent survey. Parents observed their teenagers
interacting with books. On a survey they expressed their opinions of students selecting books as part of a
literature based reading program. The eighth and seventh grade teachers and media specialist kept journals
as well and took part in dialogues and interviews with me focusing on adolescent selection and reading.
Their reflections and insights provided me with additional perspectives on the students’ patterns of interest
in books.
Student choice and how interests in books were connected with choice were factors that were
studied. How family, peers and teachers played a role in student selection of books was another avenue
that was investigated. Teens described the ways in which they discovered books and the reasons they had
for looking for them. Finally, the seventh and eighth graders discussed the types of books that they were
willing to read as well as the elements in these books that made them enjoy and want to keep on reading.
The examination of data led me to come to conclusions regarding the interaction of these adolescents with
people and books.
Self-Selection
There are many of us whose philosophy on reading literature includes the assumption that
students’ interests in books are dependent on the opportunities that they have to make choices (CoyShaffer & Pettit, 1992). The discussion in Chapter 4 on how the adolescents felt about teachers assigning
books rather than students selecting their own books supports this notion. Jeannette Veatch (1996) and
Masha Rudman (1993) are forerunners of a type of reading in which self-selection is a prime component.
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Nancie Atwell carried their notion of individualized reading into her workshops (1987). Atwell is also
noted for her encouragement to adolescents to read materials that they find personally engaging and
satisfying. Henry’s work (1992) in a fourth grade and Timion’s research (1992) in a first grade are
important because their philosophy highlights book selection strategies and power of choice. In my study,
seventh and eighth grade students also had experiences in self-selection and articulated their excitement
about picking out books. Students in aforementioned classrooms independently choose and read
tradebooks in which they are interested.
In sharp contrast however, there are literature programs in which whole class reading of novels is
done. Students in my study said that when they had to do assigned reading, they put little or “nothing into
reading." When they had no choice, some students described the disinterested reading they do which was
similar to an eighth grader’s statement in Stewart, Paradis, Ross, and Lewis’s research on a junior high
school literature-based reading program (1996). Laurie told what happened when “they told us to read ...
(Y)ou could read it but then the next day when they asked you what it was about it’s like I don’t
remember ... I just kinda read right through it not even concentrating ...” (1996, p. 472). The participants
in my study were concerned about whole class reading. They stated that a “teacher’s favorite probably
isn’t right for the whole class to read.” Their comments were that “just because some of us might like
certain books, it doesn’t mean that’s the book for everyone.” Chris remarked, “You just don’t know what
it’s like ‘til someone gives you the freedom to choose...” Self-selecting was an experience that the
adolescents preferred. The adolescents in my study told us that they were motivated to read when they
had a choice. Gambrell et al. state that we need to increase our understanding of how children acquire
motivation to be engaged readers (1996b). Mrs T, my colleague, reported that, when given book choice,
her “students raced for the shelves as if they had died and gone to heaven.” Stewart et al.’s research
findings parallel mine with his junior high school teacher pointing out, “I think the whole thing is about
choice” (1996, p. 473). Bob, one of Stewart’s students, confirms these teachers’ thinking. “...(I)fthey, if
somebody gave you somethin’ you wanted to read that you picked out, ya know I think everybody would
read” (1996, p. 473). Choice is a necessary ingredient for both teachers and students in the literature class.
It promotes developing personal relationships with books and involvement with reading.
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Choice is connected to interest.

Stewart, Paradis, Ross and Lewis stated that students’ interest in

books comes about because of the choice that teachers offer them in literary materials (1996). Students
indicated that when they have the power of choice, as Kristie stated, “it gives me the opportunity to find
out what I’m interested in.” The students in my study specified a wide range of interests that
demonstrated itself in the ways they sought out books. The adolescents named and talked about ten ways
in which books got their attention. There were patterns on how books and readers attracted each other.
More than half of the students searched specifically for a particular kind of book that they had read before
and were “dying to read another of." Many times, the students’ reading histories revealed that once they
discovered a type of book, they were hooked. The teens in my study as well as Henry’s (1992) and
Timion’s (1992) used that method again and again. It became part of a pattern to choose and read. The
students revealed that as they read, they were thinking of searching for another reading experience that
was personally satisfying to them.
Finding a favorite author was important to readers. When students were discussing their reading
histories with me, they also told me that finding and being intrigued by a particular author was an
important discovery and method that they learned to use. Pam represented other adolescents in our
seventh grade class when she wrote in her journal:
I am not much of a reader (yet) but these books (Mv Side of the Mountain
and On the Far Side of the Mountain by Jean Craighead George) mean a lot to me
because they are the only ones I like to read (right now)... This author gives me
the pleasure of reading her books... I have an interest in the world that she does. I
enjoy birdwatching and walking in the woods like she does. It was easy to get into
the books. I am so interested in reading her books and learning more that I think
I’ll write to her...
The most used method of selecting a book was that the teens browsed the bookshelves and picked
out a few books that were appealing. This meant that because the book had an “awesome” cover or
“cool” title, it caught their eye. Most students sampled the book. They read the dust jacket, summary or
reviews on the back of the book, the first page or a page from the middle of the book. The adolescents
said that it “might be the feeling I got when I really looked at the book and its name."

They reported that

the “character might seem like one I want to read about”. The teens learned about themselves as self-
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selectors. They knew ways to find books that would interest them. They discovered that they were
choosing books that would hold their attention (Peterson and Eeds, 1990). Heather said, “This book has
far too many thoughts and feelings for me to put it down.” With continuous selection opportunities, the
adolescents were becoming more adept at successfully choosing books that were personally intriguing to
them.
Although peers were important in the role they played in sharing books with one another, there
was no evidence of pressure by teens on their peers to read particular books as there was indicated in
Appleby and Conner (1965). These researchers reported in their study that high school students were
heavily influenced by what their peers were reading and ignored their own interests because they felt
compelled to read what their friends were reading (1965). This was not the case in my study. Both boys
and girls in the seventh and eighth grade in this study said that in “no way” does a teenager have to be a
reader of a certain type of book to belong to a circle of friends. Reading the same books was in no way a
criterion for friendship. The students told me that they never felt compelled to read what their friends
were reading. There was no conformity of reading in order to conform within a group. There was no
choosing a certain book because a peer leader was reading that book. “What someone was or was not
reading,” the students stated, “had nothing to do with who they were in a group or what made them part
of a bunch of friends .” It was apparent that there were norms of teen dress, talk and behavior within
groups yet it was of no concern that teens in a group were avid readers of one sort of fiction or another or
not.
Family Influence
One of the most popular ways in which adolescents found books they wanted to read was through
family recommendations. Members such as parents, siblings, aunts, uncles, grandparents, cousins and their
friends were used as sources in teens getting to know more books. The students reported conversing with
these people about books. Parents were observers of their children’s interactions with books. Parents
were aware of their children’s likes and dislikes in books. They noticed when, where, how and why the
adolescents read books. Parents indicated that reading books was part of their lives.
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Family members shared how they chose books that they loved to read. They talked about topics,
characters, settings and authors that drew them into their reading. They shared opinions on author style,
on how the books were written. They discussed the language in which they found themselves absorbed or
what they found “boring” or “confusing." They spoke of their preferences in content, for example,
archaeology, history, mystery, intrigue, or action. Half of the families of the students in the study often
visited the library for their reading material. The adolescents and their relatives displayed less of an overt
influence over each other. There was more of a camaraderie shared around books in which they delighted.
Cousins were known to hand over their novels in trade. Some teenagers mentioned that their parents were
in the habit of buying them books at book stores. Parents’ friends and relatives inquired about the types
of books their children enjoyed and bought these as gifts.
Teacher Influence
It was not only the students who made discoveries through books; I began to see stories and life
through individual adolescent’s eyes as well. I learned how to communicate with teenagers so that they
would converse with me. We would all be really listening to each other. I learned through their journals,
questionnaires, surveys, and conversation to pay attention to what they say. Their talk about their
interests, joys, heartbreaks, concerns, and opinions was important to them. Just as Mrs T ascertained, I
learned not to impose what books teacher text guides, my colleagues and I thought would appeal to
teenagers. I learned to believe that I and the English teachers are their mentors, people truly interested in
making connections with them and books. We are mentors because these adolescents have made use of us
as ones who would be sought out to share and speak to each other about books.
The teachers helped the teens to discover interesting books and make appropriate choices. The
teachers showed their genuine love of books to their students. The teachers had a wide knowledge of
books that they were in the habit of sharing with their students. They brought in an array of novels by a
variety of authors. Mrs T was a lover of reading from poetry to Steinbeck to psychological thrillers to
self-help books. She “read everyday...and always talked about and recommend(ed) books to everyone
who will listen to me.” She and I gave books to students that we thought would meet their interests.
These teachers were models. Mr D, Mrs T and I explained to the students how we chose books and found
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books that were fascinating for us. The teachers encouraged students to explore, to try a variety of
subjects, genre and writers, just as they had done.
The teachers talked informally to the whole class, individually, or in small groups, about new
books. They described authors’ lives, the style, characters and issues in their writing. They talked with
students about how they would evaluate them and compare them. The teachers shared how reading
touched them personally. For example, it was a daily occurrence in Mrs T’s class, that she and her
students discussed a quotation she chose from a book and put up on the blackboard as “Thought for the
Day”. In a very different mood, I dramatized the frog scene in Paulsen’s Harris and Me. I caught the
students by surprise with my delight in this bizarre episode. Their eyes opened wide and their breaths were
drawn in as the situation with Harris, the frog and Me unfolded.
When teachers read particularly exciting and favorite parts of books aloud, it opens students’ eyes
and ears to new authors, new books, new worlds of selection opportunities. Mr D particularly found
pleasure in reading parts from stories that were significant to his life. When Mr D read from Woodsong
(Paulsen), he read tenderly, reverently about Paulsen’s respect for nature. He spoke of his hikes through
nature and the belief in every creature’s place in nature he has that has been reinforced by Gary Paulsen’
writings.
Teachers also urged students to share their choices in book readings and author talks. Each class
meeting, we asked if someone had recently encountered a book they wanted to give the class a taste of.
The teachers also had it become a habit for students to reveal how they found the books they liked to read.
Each time a student referred to a book, the teacher or a peer would request where the reader got their
book.
The classroom was filled with sources for possible student book choices. Literary projects such as
mobiles, artifacts, drawings of book covers, posters “selling” a book gave readers ideas. A scrap book of
pictures painted on best loved books was located in the classroom to be used as a reference. Teachers
suggested that readers consult the class card catalog on books that are rated as a “10” to give students
selection ideas as well. The teachers also charted each person’s favorite book for the year. A monthly
school newsletter including an annotated list and book review, for example, on the most current, seasonal,
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International Reading Association’s Young Adult Choices and Newbery Award Winners are also a source
for students’ choices.
The students were becoming aware there was an abundance of books for them to choose from.
Teachers, extended family members and peers were making suggestions of books they were willing to
share. As indicated by their end-of-the-year projects on individuals’ choices, the students were interested
in others’ book tastes and preferences. Teachers made it clear, however, that the decision as to which
book to read was the adolescent’s. It was a freedom to select accompanied by the responsibility to select.
Teachers emphasized that students’ need to think about and read to see what types and topics they liked.
The teachers supported the individual nature of reading; it was all right to like some books, but not others.
Teachers encouraged students to put down a book that did not attract them and fill their wants.
Many students recommended that the teachers and I introduce the self-selection program to other
classes. Students in other sections of English became aware of the fact some seventh and eighth graders
could pick the books they wanted to read for class. They visited my room. “Mrs G, are you the one that
has that book cart with Mrs T?” I answered, “Yes, why?” “Do you let kids read what books they want?
Do they get to write in a journal instead of writing book reports all the time? Do you show them new
books?” “Justin," I smiled, “Yes, yes, yes. What would you like?” Jason, Justin’s friend who had come
along, spoke up. “Do you have any books on...? I heard that from John...” “Yes, I think we do, guys.
Come on. Is that what you’re looking for? Books with...I know I have some...” My adviser, Masha
Rudman, once remarked to me. “Perhaps, Virginia, students see you and your reading room as an oasis in
their day.”
One reason the reading center may have seemed like a fertile place for readers was that there was a
variety of books available throughout the room. We had sections on mysteries and suspense, sports,
biographies, careers, “how-to," teen issues, survival, poetry, jokes, and even picture books for middle
school readers. We did not hand pre-packaged basals out to teenagers to read. My paraprofessional and I
talked with each individual, Angelica, Melissa, Winston and Mark as independent young people who also
were aware of the fact we were giving them the power to choose. They were unique adolescents who had
a hankering for certain books. They did not have the same style or interests, and did not read at the same
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pace. We could not and did not ignore the fact that Orsan, Tim, Kate and Katie had different life
experiences, different responses, and different ways of making meaning from a text. We did not want to
ignore the individuality of these differences. These were outstanding factors, very clear when the teachers
read the teens’ journals or spoke to them about book preferences and enjoyment. The visits the students
made to the reading center helped the students and the teachers to know and build on their reading
interests.
Importantly, the adolescents brought their friends along to the reading center. They came to
consult with others about a book they had in mind or fresh ideas for a good story. From the conversations
I heard in the classroom and observed going on in the hallways, I saw that the adolescents knew whom to
look to for certain books. In feet, students and parents both reported that readers knew exactly whom to
go to for particular tastes and types of books so that they could find a book they too would enjoy.
Although the teenage talk about books generally was not lengthy, they dallied as they browsed and picked
up books to look at the covers and titles. They took their time in showing others the names of the books
and the cover picture or design. The adolescents might read the first page, a page from the middle of the
book or the last page to themselves and then share it quietly with another. They checked out what type of
book someone was thinking of getting and why. Each individual left the center with an eagerness and
willingness to “try the book out” and the decision “to read it or not”.
Students’ Book Choices
The seventh and eighth graders read books not only in school but on the bus, on their beds, by the
ocean, in their back yards and because they wanted something to do. In their discussions, in interviews,
on questionnaires and in their journals, the teens articulated the special connections they had with certain
books and authors. Their tastes and preferences were extensive and diverse. The most popular were
similar to the findings of young adult literature expert Don Gallo’s extensive study of what adolescents
were reading (1985). Mystery, adventure/action, suspense/horror and realistic fiction were what 80 % of
the adolescents were choosing in my study. Science fiction and historical fiction were also important to
these readers. Every teenager’s selection is reported here. It is significant to note the assortment of
distinctly different books the other 20 % of the students were reading. Their interests were: classics,
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humor, sports, romance, animal stories, autobiographies, biographies, history, comics and fantasy. The
teachers felt that one choice was not better than another nor was it less important because only one young
person was reading that type of book. The adolescents’ choices needed to be realized by the teachers.
Every selection gave teachers information on individual students and the types of books teachers could
have available to them. Each book interest was one that could prove to grow.
The students in the study had a system or way that they selected books and read them.
Observations, talking and listening, and reading and writing to them in their journals showed me that the
way they selected varied from person to person. Over the course of the year with opportunities to choose,
the adolescents became better able to select books that would satisfy them. They sought out family
members, peers, friends and teachers to share books with. Just as Henry (1992) found with voluntary
reading at home, these students were not under pressure to find books. They wanted to read.
Becoming aware of the selection system students used helped teachers to interact more effectively
with individuals and books. Even when Mark did not appear to know if or what he would choose, there
was a camaraderie I had with Mark that let me in on his selection process. All of the adolescents had
reading histories from childhood that gave me clues. Mark’s, as well as some boys’, reading backgrounds
were sparse and gave me little direction to help them select books. But I devised a way to sow book seeds
outside of the selection program within the classroom. I made it a point to carry books around with me in
the school’s halls, office or cafeteria. I appeared casual as I informally bumped into my students with these
books before, during or after the school day. When we met, generally they were curious about what I
holding. Sometimes I told them I happened to have the coolest book out, hot off the press. Other times I
told them I was personally looking for them because of a particular book I read that reminded me of them.
I always backed up my recommendation of a book with the suggestion that Mark, for example, could ask
Tim for his opinion on a Chris Crutcher novel. Tim not only knew a few types of books well, but knew
Mark well enough to surmise if Mark would like a particular book.
I was able to link many books with many individual readers. With some students seeds are much
more easily planted. I saw Kate in the main office and mentioned a gothic novel I had just read. We Had
Always Lived in the Castle (Jackson). I briefly told her how strange and fascinating it was. Was she
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interested? Her smile broadened. “Oh yes, will you give it to me when you’re through, please?” asked
Kate. In the case of Angelica, I was aware that at the time she was only avidly reading realistic issues
books. Her personal connection with me was a greeting that included how her reading was going. When
she was close to finishing one book, she let me know it was time for me to feed her another like it for her
to sample. It became clear to me that it was my role to know how to approach each student. It was my
role to know how to successfully talk with them about their book interests and learn how to get these
books into their hands.
The teachers and I could not have made the self-selection experience happen without knowing our
collection of diverse books and our classes of diverse students so well. We talked with each other about
our observations of our students’ book selections and reading habits. It was imperative that we reflect
with each other on students’ responses to books and our responses to students on their choices and in thenreading. We collaborated on our observations of students’ growth in their book selections and responses
and/or areas in which we could challenge them and they could challenge themselves. We saw that we
were engaging students in reading. The teachers and I discussed the factor that personally involving
students in more and more reading books of their choice invites cognition. The more one experiences
responding to a book affectively, we believed that the students would then be better armed to approach
their reading in a thoughtful, analytical mode.
A major goal of Mr D’s and Mrs T’s is to help all of their students realize the impact of authors’
writings on them. Mr D told me he will continue to work on assisting his students in making their journal
responses deeper and more reflective. He plans to consistently model and discuss his responses to
literature. As well he will ask those students who successfully express their feelings and ideas with depth to
share their entries with the class. Both teachers are considering adopting the technique that the students
write their journal entries to classmates or book buddies so that, in this dialogue, they will be exposed to a
variety of responses. In order to move towards more contemplative responses, Mrs T said that she will
ask and give examples of more pointed, thought-provoking questions that students will address in their
journals. She stated that an important focus was having students regularly work on developing thenexpression of what they are thinking and feeling. Mrs T believed that a way to do this was to have
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students explain how they identify with characters, their experiences and ultimately how the author’s
message connects with their lives. The next section builds on recommendations for teachers as a result of
having done this study.
Implications for Teaching
The roles of the teachers and the prominence of the adolescents in the selection process that I
observed have implications for teachers. It is the testimonies from my colleagues and students that have
prompted me to make recommendations to other teachers on developing a self-selection program. The
teachers and their students have articulated the value of selecting tradebooks. It is important that the
teachers and the students believe in the philosophy that self-selection can help individuals to be readers
who satisfy themselves with books.
In order to embrace the practice of self-selection, teachers first need to build a library of books of
diverse interests, wants, ethnicities, issues, genres, types, and authors. Foremost on teachers’ minds
should be a knowledge of books from the classics to the current literature for young adults. Also
imperative for teachers is coming to know their students. When teachers read and talk with their students,
they become cognizant of their tastes, preferences and needs.
Another implication for teaching is that teachers encourage students to become aware of thentastes and judgments in books. There are many methods that teachers can use to help students notice and
articulate the type of content and the style of writing they like to read. The teachers and students write in
response journals and talk about the ways that they find the books they prefer, what makes them keep on
reading them and why they look for similar satisfying reading experiences. Teachers can model and
encourage students to model sample entries in which the responses are rich with evidence of readers’
engagement with the text. For example, they may show interpretation of association with characters’
experiences, insight into issues, comparisons with other literary works or application to one’s life.
Students can share their reading experiences by dialoguing in response journals about their reading
interests. Students can be encouraged to tell what type of book motivates them to read in whole class
discussions; in small groups, they can share what makes them curious to continue reading a book they
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want to never end. Readers can ask each other questions on what spurs that involvement in one book that
makes them want to find another just like it.
Purves and Rippere remind us that “a student’s response will be like an iceberg: only a small part
will become apparent to the teacher or even to the student himself’ (1968, p. xiii). The next implication is
that teachers and students need to look at ways to extend and share their responses to books. A wide
variety of creative literary responses allows students to express themselves in a style that fits them and
their choice of books. The response can be designed by the students. It can and should be a project that
excites them and results in their demonstration of a full understanding of their book. For example, some of
my students chose to portray dramatic scenes from a novel on a video. Three-dimensional multi-media
projects allow for self-expression in artistic ways.

Some students are adept at sculpting their depiction of

a significant character, object or event from the book. Some are versatile in playing an instrument or
talented in singing, so they can interpret the book through music.
Another response presentation idea is explaining how selected artifacts portray main events or
symbolize the protagonist. A free-standing life-size figure can represent how a character changes
physically as well as internally: here was another unique project. Interviews between character, author and
talk show host show characters’ motivation, feelings and thoughts; the interviews also show how an
author’s life influenced him or her to write in a particular way. An abstract painting, a collage, a mobile,
and a diorama are other media that allow expression of the meaning that a book has for an individual. As
part of their project presentations, students need to reflect aloud on their book. They share with the class,
for example, why they identify with certain characters, what makes the plot so suspenseful, how author
techniques keep them “figuring," and if they would recommend particular books or not.
A fifth implication for teaching is that teachers model how they themselves think about and tell
about boring and/or confusing books. This study looks at a factor regarding book evaluation that Audrey
Henry suggested for further research in her dissertation (1992). That is that educators uncover what
readers say constitutes a “boring book." Students are encouraged to discuss this concept with examples
from literature. Students are then asked to both orally and in writing examine what makes a book boring
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or confusing to them. It became part of their habit in book, author talks or literary project presentations
to include this factor in their evaluation of their books.
A teaching implication that complements students’ learning how to evaluate books is my next
recommendation for instruction. Students could be helped to become more aware of their own selection
and reading interests and habits as well as those of others. This suggestion has also been discussed by
many expert researchers in children’s literature such as Hepler (1982), Galda (1993), Timion (1992),
Henry, (1992) Hansen, (1987) and Cramer & Castle (1994) In order to find out what types of material
people are reading, students could conduct interviews. They could poll and talk with individuals to
discover what types of material they prefer and why. Using these results, the students could create charts
and graphs in order to different adults’, teens’ and children’s reading interests. A discussion of the most
and least popular books, who shares books with whom, and other kinds of personal reading allows
students to see how they can understand and develop their own process of book selection.
The next teaching implication is the important role that teachers have in making known the way
they select books. Student readers can always use assistance in finding personally satisfying books. Some
students feel good about getting direction in book selection from others. The students need to be able to
seek out their teachers for guidance, support and as sources. An example of this is Michele’s dialogue
with me. “I was thinking of reading Black Beauty. (Sewall) Do you think it is too young for me? I am
into horses and have been dying to read it for a long time, ever since I saw the movie. I never had time,
but now you let us read what we’re psyched about reading. OK?” I responded by encouraging Michele to
go with her eagerness to read. I offered my copy of the novel to her as well as the suggestion that when
she was ready for more horse stories, I had many for her to choose from.
I also recommend that teachers relate to students what their peers are reading. When students
indicate they “have no clue that there are any books other than R. L. Stine out there to pick from,” it is an
opportunity for the teacher to strike up a conversation with that reader and his/her peers who have
common reading interests. Some students may share or swap books they have read from home with their
peers. Another individual who can connect readers with similar preferences is the media specialist. This
person is in the position to observe which student is thinking about or checking out a particular book. She
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or he can tell the reader the names of students who have read the book or some just like it. In this way the
reader gets different opinions and suggestions on book choices.
In addition, a teacher considering using a self-selection program could enlist the help of the media
specialist in the following way. One can use the technique of putting up a thematic display at the book
return counter in the school library. Many readers will look forward to and choose from this collection.
Kylene Beers pointed out in her dissertation (1991) that some students need the controlled aspect of
selecting from a section of books. Choosing from a dozen or so books is much more manageable for some
than searching through the whole library. Based on observations during discussions, literary project
presentation, and data collected in response journals, the teacher can also make it a practice to set aside
books that fit individual students’ interests and abilities.
Finally, as Atwell (1987) has suggested, students need to be given the time to select and read
books. Students in both Atwell’s and my study indicate that they like the freedom to independently
choose books for themselves. Some teens poke around the entire library. Some pull many books from
shelves and sit down to take the time to read a portion from each of them. Some teens chat with their
friends as they move around the shelves together and look over what each was thinking of taking out. In
conclusion, readers need not only continuous opportunities to select books but continual chances to talk,
write, and demonstrate opinions and knowledge about their reading and about their books. The students
and the books are the focus of the self-selection program. Interaction between teachers and students
around books is the center of the classroom.
Recommendations for Further Research
The literary materials that the students in this study selected from were books mainly but not
exclusively from the following genres: historical fiction, autobiographies, biographies; realistic fiction;
fantasy and science fiction. Due to the fact that the self-selection program was one component of the
language arts curriculum, the teachers chose to set the parameter that minimally, the students were
required to read two from each of those genres.

Students also read many other types of books. As can be

seen in the results of their favorite types of books, the students largely selected action/adventure, mystery,
horror/suspense and realistic fiction. A question needing further research is what findings would be
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yielded if there were no parameters as to literary genres. What would the results and conclusions be if all
other types of reading material such as non-fiction, poetry, comics, the “gore” genre, newspapers and
magazines, for example, were included in a self-selection program? In addition, how would the findings
differ if the self-selection program was the focus of instruction for the entire English program?
It would be of interest to obtain more involvement from parents throughout a study on self¬
selection. The researcher could use other methods and collect other types of data than I did with my
survey. What questions do parents have regarding their children’s reading? Would parents collecting data
over the course of a year be a viable way to yield findings on their children’s interactions with books?
What information would home observations and interviews yield? What data can parents access? An
investigation of the changes that parents perceive in their children’s selections and their habits of selection
would be a path for further research. Research could also focus on parental influence on their children’s
reading and those implications.
Can a correlation be made between students’ interest in their self-selected reading and their reading
responses? Some researchers may be interested in looking at the responses that readers make to books
that they self-select and say that they have a vested interest in and those responses students have made to
books that have little meaning for them. Levels of literary appreciation or categories of reader response
may be considered in making correlations. The program design can be expanded beyond the dialogue
journal to include students’ responses in media and forms of the arts.
This study did not choose to examine gender, age or ability differences in relation to self-selection
of books. A study for further research would be to examine students’ choices using these filters and
analyze the factors and classroom instruction related to them.
Another implication for further research is to look at the types and numbers of books students
read as well as whom they shared books with as part of a recreational reading program separate from a
traditional English program.
Would further research show that the self-selection and/or dialogue response journal program
results would differ if the nature and philosophy of the teachers differed from those in this study? That is,
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is there a set type of teacher for whom this program works? Does there have to be a match between
teacher and program in order for the program to be successful?
Further research could examine the role of the teacher and the strategies used in an attempt to
increase cognition as well as enthusiasm in students’ reading books of their choice.
Researchers/teachers could attempt the self-selection program in different socio-economic areas.
What impact would this have on adolescents’ selection strategies, what they are reading and the role that
peers, parents and teachers play in teenagers’ choices?
A study for further research would be students’ self portraits in their drawings of themselves as
readers as well as the personal designs and words placed on the cover and within the response journals.
This study found that there was importance and effectiveness to informal and organic introduction
of books by the researcher and teachers to the adolescents. A study that garnishes the support of
administration and the community in this practice would be of interest.
This study used the NCTE’s and IRA’s Standards for English Language Arts as a guide. Further
research could compare this study with those standards as well as middle school standards.
A focus of further research could be the reasons that particular books continue to rise to the top
in popularity with adolescents. Findings may indicate a compilation of a group canon by teenagers.
Finally, research needs to look at what the function is of exotic or foreign subject matter (e. g.
other cultures) that would attract (or repel) adolescent students.
In conclusion, it is certain that a change must occur in a literary program in order to see middle
school students and their teachers involved with books. Prior to the self-selection program, students’
relationships with teachers revolved around checking in for the status of assignments and grades in a
cursory way at the beginning or end of class. The focus was outcome based with little personal
connection. For their own personal recreational reading most students chose books in a random manner,
merely reading one type or author. After the institution of the self-selection program, student/teacher
relationships were built on conversing about and sharing books. It was an interaction that was based on
the process of selection, that is, what happened to the reader during the reading. It was a real interaction
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with personal dialogue in which the teacher and student honored and valued where each was in their book
choices and reading.
It is the hope of this study that teachers discover their new roles in a self-selection program.
What can teachers expect as a result of their new roles? Adolescents interact with others as they look at,
talk about, and ask about books. They think about and share their interests and concerns with life’s issues.
They are aware of and have the ability to articulate tastes, preferences, moods and elements of a book that
make it interesting. Books have new meaning in the lives of the teenagers. They are different kinds of
readers who are involved in their own and others’ choices. They look for types, authors, and topics that
they have in mind that they did not have before. They look for books they want to read and then share
them. Books give something to the adolescents because the adolescents want to read them.
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APPENDIX A
POPULAR AUTHORS FOR YOUNG ADULTS

(These authors were compiled from Don Gallo’s article, “Who Are the Most Important Y A Authors?”,
The ALAN Review. 1989.)
The 100 Most Important Authors of Novels for Young Adults
S. E. Hinton; Paul Zindel
Richard Peck
Robert Cormier; M. E. Kerr; Katherine Paterson
Judy Blume
Sue Ellen Bridgers; Virginia Hamilton; Madeleine L’Engle
Robert Newton Peck
Robert Lipsyte; Norma Klein
Scott O’Dell
Paula Danziger; Norma Fox Mazer
Paula Fox; Zibby Oneal
Maureen Daly; Ouida Sebestyen
Lloyd Alexander; Lois Duncan; Ursula K. LeGuin
Rosa Guy; William Sleator
Bette Greene; Jane Yolen
Harry Mazer
Robin Brancato; Mary Stolz
Laurence Yep
Isabelle Holland
Nat Hentoff
Vera (and Bill) Cleaver
Frank Bonham
John Neufield; Mildred Taylor; Todd Strasser
Cynthia Voigt; Sandra Scoppettone
Alice Childress
Walter Dean Myers
Anne McCaffrey
Jay Bennett; Christopher Collier
Joan Lowery Nixon; Kin Platt
Jean Craighead George
Joan Aiken
James Lincoln Collier
Eve Bunting; Ellen Conford; Phyllis A. Whitney
Lynn Hall; R. R. Knudsen
Gloria D. Miklowitz; Rosemary SutclifF
Susan Cooper; John Rowe Townsend; Jill Paton Walsh
Judy Angell/Fran Arrick; Hila Colman; Barbara Wersba
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Joyce Carol Thomas
Lee Bennett Hopkins
H. M. Hoover
Bruce Brooks; Norma Johnson
Sandy Asher; Alan Gamer; Sharon Bell Mathis
Jerry Spinelli
Gordon Korman; Katie Letcher Lyle; Julian F. Thompson
Kevin Major; Robin McKinley; Zoa Sherburne; Rosemary Wells
Larry Bograd; Leon Garfield
Avi; Barbara Girion; Susan Beth Pfeffer
T. Ernesto Bethancourt
Alice Bach; Zylpha Keatley Snyder
Kathryn Lasky; Nicholasa Mohr; Daniel Pinkwater
Hadley Irwin; Stella Pevsner
Robbie Branscum
John Donovan; Constance C. Greene; Myron Levoy; Marilyn Sachs
Chris Crutcher; Julius Lester; Gary Paulsen
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APPENDIX B
SAMPLE OF RECOMMENDED YOUNG ADULTS’ ISSUES BOOKS

(These titles were compiled from Masha K. Rudman’s Children’s Literature: An Issues Approach (second
edition, 1984) New York: Longman.)
FAMILY
A Teacup Full of Roses by Sharon Bell Mathis
A Summer to Die by Lois Lowry
Island of the Blue Dolphins by Scott O’Dell
A December Tale by Marilyn Sachs
The Drowning Boy by Susan Terris
Homecoming by Cynthia Voigt
A Little Demonstration of Affection by Elizabeth Winthrop
Sometimes I Think I Hear My Name by Avi
SEX
Trying Hard to Hear You by Sandra Scoppettone
Mom, the Wolf Man and Me by Norma Klein
My Darling, My Hamburger by Paul Zindel
Sticks and Stones by Lynn Hall
GENDER ROLES
The Secret Garden by Frances Burnett Hodgson
Julie of the Wolves by Jean Craighead George
Bridge to Terabithia by Katherine Paterson
The Beauty Queen by Susan Beth Pfeffer
The Witch of Blackbird Pond by Elizabeth George Speare
Dicey’s Song by Cynthia Voigt
Up a Road Slowly by Irene Hunt
A Wrinkle in Time by Madeleine L’Engle
Shadow Like a Leopard by Myron Levoy
HERITAGE
The House of Dies Drear by Virginia Hamilton
M. C. Higgins, the Great by Virginia Hamilton
Sweet Whispers, Brother Rush by Virginia Hamilton
The Friends by Rosa Guy
Let the Circle Be Unbroken by Mildred Taylor
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry by Mildred Taylor
Song of the Trees by Mildred Taylor
The Night Journey by Kathryn Lasky
Call Me Ruth by Marilyn Sachs
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APPENDIX C
READING RESPSONSE GUIDE
The purpose of keeping a journal is to provide you with a place to reflect on your reading. Think of it as
your storehouse or clearinghouse. The journal is where you store what you think and feel about what you
are reading. As you read, think and write, it can make clear an idea you have or an emotion you feel about
an issue (like death, homelessness, abuse, war). The journal is where you talk to yourself and/or your
teacher.
Begin each journal entry with the following:
a. date
b. book title
c. author
The following are what you might write in your journal:
** You can tell what the book is about, but you must go beyond that and by that we mean...
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

your opinion of the book; use the book to give examples regarding your likes, dislikes, what you
think is terrific poorly written etc.
your feelings about a character, their behavior or an event. Do you feel angry with someone? Do you
feel sad that something happened? Talk about it.
describe a character, especially if the character is like you or someone you know
make a prediction; Do you have the feeling something is going to happen? Do you hope something
will happen? Later, tell why you were or were not right.
choose a word, phrase, quotation or the title that you like the sound of or the meaning has particular
value to you. Explain it. Tell why you chose.
Do you have any questions? Are you wondering about anything? Like.. .what the author means
when... .why the author did...
Does this book or does a character/situation remind you of another?
Why do you think the author wrote this book? What is the point or theme?

REMINDERS:
1. Your teacher will respond to your entries. You must respond/write to him/her.
2.
On the last page of your journal, keep a list of books read. You will keep this list all year and pass it
in at the end of the year. See sample below:
Book Name/ Author/ Date Begun/Finished/ Genre/ Rating
3.
Write your thoughts and feelings freely. Do not be concerned with spelling or sentence structure.
4.
Keep in mind your goal to read and respond to_books each marking period. Every week you
must have at least
entries in your journal.
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APPENDIX D
READING RESPONSE RUBRIC
4

Your entries are perceptive and insightful regarding the book and how you relate to it and/or how
it effects your life. Your responses are fully developed with description, elaboration and the use
of details and examples. Your entries discuss author style and literary quality and draw
comparisons and/or contrasts to other texts.

3

Your entries are thoughtful and express how the story personally effects or relates to you with
some detail. Your entries may have some discussion of author style and/or how your book
relates to another.

2

Your entries interpret the story by summarizing it from your point of view. You tell some
thoughts and feelings about your reading. There is little or no detail and support from the text.

1

Your entries contain less than adequate discussion of your book.

0

No entries this week
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APPENDIX E
MR D’S CLASSROOM

Bulletin Board

Window

Bulletin Board

APPENDIX F

MRS T’S CLASSROOM
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APPENDIX G
BEGINNING -OF-THE-YEAR QUESTIONNAIRE
1. How do you like a teacher picking out the books you will read?

2. How do you think they pick books for you?

3. How would you feel if you could pick out the books you will read for school?

4. Do you think the books you’ll pick out are different than what your teacher chooses? If so, how?

5. How do you go about finding a book you will like?

6. What do you expect when you pick out a book?
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7. Does reading for English class differ from reading that you do at home? If so, how?

8. How do you read at home? You might want to tell when you read, where, why.

9. What do you read? Do you ever want to change what you read?

10. Do you ever share the books you like with someone? Explain who and how.

11. Describe/Draw yourself as a reader.
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APPENDIX H
END-OF-THE-YEAR QUESTIONNAIRE
1. How come some students can get excited about and like books?

How come some kids don’t?

2. How would you say you feel when you’ve found a great book and are reading it?

3. Are you confident about your ability to choose books? Describe how you know you can pick out
books for yourself.

4. Do you know what kind of books your English teacher and Mrs G like?

What kinds?

5. Do you think your teachers read the books they read for pleasure the same way you do?
Describe what you think.
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6. How many books have you read this year?

7. Is it more or less than last year?

Why is this so?

8. When do you read?

9. Do you enjoy reading?

Why?

10. Do you enjoy reading more or less than last year?

11. How many books did you start?

12. How many did you finish?

13. List all the different genres (kinds) of books you have read.
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Why?

14. Was there a benefit to choosing the books you read this year?

What was it?

What does your choosing books do for your reading...?

15. What are three of the most important things you can do as a reader?

16. WHAT HAVE YOU DISCOVERED ABOUT YOURSELF AS A READER?

APPENDIX I
MID-YEAR INTERVIEW
1. Tell me about your favorite type of book. (What makes it special?)

2. What kinds of books do you hate? Why?

3. Have you ever read a book that you thought you wouldn’t like and then you loved it?

How did that happen?

4. What would get you excited when you heard about a book? What would someone have to say about it
to get you turned on?

5. Do you trust some people’s recommendations over others?
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Who?

Why?

6. What is your criteria for picking out books you want to read? (This book is good because it has
_,_, and_ _) EXPLAIN
e g. suspense....What makes it suspenseful for you?

7. Have your tastes in books changed?

Why?
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APPENDIX J
PARENT’S SURVEY

Dear Parents,
As I continue my study of how adolescents choose books and what books they are selecting to
read, I notice that many of you are involved. You share books with your son or daughter.
I would like to know how your child selects the books that he or she reads. I have prepared a
questionnaire for you about how your child selects books. I would appreciate any information you could
give me about this topic. It will enhance my understanding of the broader topic of how children connect
with books. Thank you for your help with this.

Please put a check mark beside the statements that apply. Feel free to comment about your response to
the statement.

My son/daughter reads books that we already have at home.

Which ones?

Do you suggest these books because you have read them?

Does any other family member or friend suggest books to your child? If so, how does this work?

My child reads books that we get from the library'.

from a bookstore

How does your child go about selecting books at either of these places?
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My child chooses books that are of a particular type, for example: sports, horror, mystery, real life
etc.

Which type?

Why do you think he/she chooses those types?

My child chooses books that are by a particular author.

Which author?

Why do you think he/she chooses that author?

What have you observed about your child as she/he interacts with books? (How she decides to read, puts
down a book because it is not for her, or loves a particular book)

Please indicate who has filled out this survey._
Please call me with any questions or concerns. I would be happy to talk with you.

APPENDIX K
CORE QUESTIONS FOR TEACHER INTERVIEW
1.

2.

What have you observed about your students’ interactions with books? (Individuals...patterns across
the class...among certain types of readers such as avid readers...reluctant readers)

Do you believe that willingness/motivation to read relates to student choice?

Why?

/

3.

What are your roles in regards to students selecting and responding to books? Should you/how do
you recommend books or promote student book selection opportunities? (What methods do you
use?)

4.

Were there any surprises for you about students selecting books? As individuals? As a group or
class?

5.

Did you discover anything about your students through book selection?

6.

Describe your personal experiences with books.

7.

Which books or authors have you read/talked about “lovingly” to your students (to get them excited
about reading them)?

8.

What causes books to be “boring” for some?
Exciting/Interesting?

9.

On what basis do you think students choose books?

10.

Do students choose books that are inappropriate for them?

What would you do?
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